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Samenvatting
Het Esprit-programma van de Europese Gemeenschap is opgezet met als doel het bevorderen van de
ontwikkeling van innoverende technologi~n binnen Europa. Het Hephaestos project, een onderdeel van het
Esprit-programma, heeft als belangrijkste doel het verbeteren van de technologie van het met behulp van robots
lassen van staalconstructies, bestaande uit dikke staalplaten, welke worden vervaardigd in de scheepsreparatieindustrie. Deze industrie wordt gekcnmerkt door enkelstuks-produktie, terwijl verder ontwerptekeningen van het
te repareren schip niet altijd beschikbaar zijn. Daarom was er behoefte aan een beeldverwerkings-meetsysteem
ten behoeve van het verkrijgcn van gegevens over de werkstukgeometrie. De implementatie werd opgedeeld in
een deel OOt twee-dimensionale (2-D) lijntekeningen onttrekt aan videobeelden en een deel dat uit deze
lijntekeningen de werkstukgeometrie afleidt Dit laatste systeem, vanaf nu aan te duiden met het 3-D
reconstructiesysteem, wordt in diL verslag beschreven.
Voor het 3-D reconstructiesysteem is een raamwerk afgeleid. met gebruikmaking van zowel de perspectivische
projectie theorie als een Newton-Raphson convergentiealgoritme. Een deelsysteem in dit raamwerk bepaalt de
zogenaamde initi~le visual pose uit een enkele lijntekening. De visual pose van een werkstuk is de positie en
ori~ntatie van dit werkstuk, zoals gezien door de camera. Verder wordt er een lijnlabelling afgeleid, welke per
beeldlijn de ori~ntatie van de corresponderende werkstukcontour afleidt Vit tests van dit deelsysteem met behulp
van kunsanatige camerabcelden is gcbleken OOt de uitvoer betrouwbaar is, mits de labelling parameters binnen
zekere grenzen gekozen worden.
Het Newton-Raphson convergentiealgoritrne herkent deelobjecten in het werkstuk en bepaalt per deelobject de
individuele visual pose en de dimensies. Hiervoor is a priori kennis over het werkstuk, de camera positie en
ori~ntatie nodig. De gevonden gegevens worden gebruikt voor het plannen van de bewegingen van de Iasrobot.
Op dit moment is de implementatie van dit systeem nog niet zover dat testrnetingen uitgevoerd kunnen worden.
Metingen van derden met betrekking tot de Newton-Raphson convergentie zijn echter veelbelovend.
De systeemimplementatie zal vanaf nu voorLgezet mocten worden. Enkele verfijningen zijn hierbij noodzakelijk,
zoals het ondersteunen van variabcle objectdimensies en robuuslheid met betrekking tot fouten in de lijntekeninginvoer. Viteindelijk kan het systeem dan in de praktijk ingezet worden.

Summary
The Esprit program of the European Community was founded with the objective to support the development of
innovating technologies within Europe. As a part of the Esprit program, the main objective of the Hephaestos
project is to advance the technology of robotic welding of thick plate steel fabrications as manufactured in the
ship repair industry. Workpieces in this industry are unique and design drawings of the ship to be repaired are
not always available. Therefore, a vision survey system was needed that is able to extract geometrical workpiece
data. The job of implementing this system was split into a part that is able to extract two-dimensional (2-D) line
drawings from video camera images and a part that supplies geometric workpiece data through interpretation of
these line drawings. The line drawing interpretation system, to be referred to as the 3-D reconstruction system, is
described in this report.
A framework for the 3-D reconstruction system has been derived, using the theory of perspective projection and
its properties on the one hand and a Newton-Raphson convergence scheme on the other hand. One block in this
framework derives lhe so called visual pose from a single line drawing. The visual pose of a workpiece refers to
the position and orientation of the workpiece as seen by the camera. In addition, a line labelling giving the
orientation of the corresponding workpiece edges in 3-D, is determined. Tests using artificial video images have
shown that the output can be reliably extracted. provided the labelling parameters stay within certain bounds.
The Newton-Raphson convergence scheme recognizes objects composing the workpiece and deLermines their
individual visual pose and dimensions. A priori knowledge on the workpiece and the camera position and
orientation is needed in order to do this. The extracted data are used to plan the movements of the welding robot.
At this moment the implementation of this system part is not in a stage in which test measurements can be
made, yet third-party measurements with respcct to the Newton-Raphson convergence are promising.
Implementation of the system will have to be continued from now on. Some refinements are necessary. such as
the support of variable object dimensions and robustness wilh respect to errors in the line drawing input.
Ultimately. the system will be suitable to be used in practice.
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Ch. 1

Introduction

Ch. 1 Introduction
The department of Measurement and Control (ER) of the faculty of Electrical Engineering participates
in the Hephaestos project which is sponsored by the European Community in the Esprit-program.
Seven European countries are involved in this comprehensive project. It is the general project objective
to advance the technology of robotic welding of thick plate steel fabrications as manufactured in the
ship repair industry. In support of this objective, a prototype of an automatic welding system (AWS)
will be installed at the Piraeus ship repair yard near Athens, Greece. The project is clearly multidisciplinary, since subjects like welding technology, generation of robot programs and object
recognition are covered. This report is related to this last subject.

In order to collect geometric workpiece data, a vision survey system is needed, to be referred to as
"VSS". An early version of this system was available [Maas, 1991]. This system required manual input
of a line drawing, expressing the contours in a video image of the workpiece at hand. One goal of the
work done recently has been the automation of line drawing extraction. I have been working on the
automatic interpretation of line drawings, in order to extract geometrical data, which was the second
goal. This data will serve as input for a welding robot, to be used for the welding of the workpiece.
This report describes the progress obtained in the past months. Chapter 2 describes the way in which
the AWS structure is affected by demands imposed by the ship yard environment. Also, the interaction
between the elements in the AWS structure is revealed.
The Vision Survey System or VSS. which is a part of the AWS, is handled in chapter 3. After
explanation of its role in the whole system, the various dccisions to be taken in the selection of a VSS
configuration arc discussed. Examples are the sensor type and type of lighting to be used. Finally, the
resulting system structure is presented.
The line drawing interpretation part of the VSS, to be called the 3-D reconstruction system, comprises
my work and is introduced in chapter 4. Subjects are the workpiece description code used in the
project, a system subdivision, and the approach that was followed solving the realization problem. In
this last part the need for initial line drawing interpretation is mentioned, which comes down to the
derivation of the workpiece position and orientation. Algorithms implementing this process are
described in chapter 5.
The workpiece code describes which objects are to be expected in the workpiece and roughly which
relative orientation they will have. The Model Based Object Recognition or MBOR serves as a
verification step on the expected workpiece configuration and also delivers rough object positions and
orientations. Chapter 6, which is the result of a literature survey, discusses the choices with respect to
this subject.
Chapter 7 handles the final structure of the line drawing interpretation subsystem and its
implementation. Finally, the programs written are explained in chapter 8 and some measurements
made with these programs are interpreted. Chapter 9 concludes on my work and presents some
recommendations regarding the subjects which remain to be implemented.
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Ch. 2 The automatic welding system (AWS)
The Piraeus ship repair yard is involved in repairing ships of varying type with a varying degree of
damage. Generally, design drawings of such a ship are not available, or cannot be used directly
because of deviations between the drawings and the actual ship. As a consequence, the yard employees
have gained much experience in improvising during the repair job. This however, complicates the
introduction of automation at the yard. Still, it is intended to automate the phase of welding the
workpiece. However, the process of welding this workpiece into the ship will remain handwork.
The use of vision techniques will prove to be indispensable, since the dimensions of the various parts
of a typical workpiece will not be known in advance. It is intended to use an off-the-shelf video
camera. Since the field of view of the camera will be too small to cover the entire workpiece, a ganLry
may be used that moves the camera over the workpiece. Alternatively, multiple fixed cameras may be
used. This choice is dealt with in the next chapter. The automatic welding system or AWS, which
represents the entire automation system, will now be discussed in more detail.

2.1

Adopted structure of the AWS

The automatic welding system or AWS is the system that will enable the replacement of the manual
welding phase on the Piraeus ship repair yard. Its structure is depicted in figure 2.1.
Square blocks in the figure represent operations to be performed on the information input, represented
by incoming arrows. The round block represents a database. The sequence of operations can be
described as follows.
A workpiece to be welded is assembled manually under a gantry construction, which can be moved
back and forth over the workpiece. The gantry enables a welding robot to reach all parts of the
workpiece, which measures up to 6 x 12 meters. Before the welding procedure starts however, a vision
survey system or VSS scans the workpiece using one or more cameras, in order to extract the threedimensional or 3-D workpiece structure and dimensions. The scanning procedure is either done using a
single camera attached to the same gantry construction, or by using multiple fixed-positioned cameras.
The terminology in [PPR1] and [PPR2] with respect to knowledge bases and expert systems is not
consistent. I have therefore applied the definitions from [VanDuren, 1992] regarding this subject,
supplemented with definitions developed, throughout this thesis. Here they follow.
The VSS is needed for the collection of geometric workpiece data. This data provide information on
the location of the seams to be welded. In addition, it detects objects, such as struts, which serve as
temporary support structures and are not recorded on the design drawings. Knowledge of these objects
is indispensible for the avoidance of obstacles during the welding process. Because of these reasons,
the VSS depends heavily on information on the workpiece and its environment (e.g. camera data),
supplied by a domain data base or DDB. Its output, a complete 3-D workpiece description, is supplied
in a CAD file of the AutoCAD DXF format ([Autodesk, 1989/1990], [Stap, 1991]). It is transferred to
the robot program generation system which also extracts the seams to be welded from the workpiece
description data, supplied by the DDB and which determines the welding sequence for these seams.
The DXF input serves as a source of actual workpiece dimensions, which determine the seam
locations. It also provides information on the afore mentioned unrecorded workpiece parts.
A robot program is generated and sent to the robot control system, which controls the robot and the
welding torch. The robot program generation includes the calculation of weld torch attitudes along the
seams, the derivation of weld velocity and other weld parameters, start & stop procedures, e.t.c. The
expert system block determines an optimal (or nearly optimal) sequence for the scams to be welded.
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Figure 2.1: Representation of the automatic welding system or AWS
Additionally, it supplies parameter values for the welding process.
An expert system is a special case of a Knowledge Based System or KBS. It is defined as follows:

A Knowledge Based System (KBS) is a computer system that, based on explicit domain knowledge
(facts and rules) which is separated from the system remainder, can solve problems within the
respective domain, using artificial intelligent reasoning.
An expert system is now defined as:

An expert system is a KBS that is designed to perform tasks that are normally accomplished by a
human expert. The knowledge area in question is usually limited to one subject (e.g. arc welding).
Thus the expert system block contains two expert systems: the assembly knowledge system,
determining the welding sequence, and the weld knowledge system that replaces the expert knowledge
of a human welder.
During the welding procedure, the robot control system directs the welding robot over the workpiece.
Due to small errors in the seam position data, the welding torch position must be dynamically adjusted
in order to keep on track. This is accomplished through the use of a local sensor, for instance the
Oldelft sensor from the Delft Instruments company.
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After completion. the workpiece is removed and welded into the ship. The AWS then is ready for a

new jgb,
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The Vision Survey System (VSS)
VSS tasks and requirements

The survey system or VSS, as described in the previous chapter, plays an important role in the AWS
as a whole. Without it, it would be impossible or at least not economical to do automatic workpiece
welding because of the small number of workpieces of one type that are produced (most of the time
only one). The manual programming of the welding robot to be used would just be to costly in terms
of time and money. Instead of manual programming,. the VSS delivers the required data for the
extraction of a robot control program. Still, because of limited accuracy of the VSS output data and
the also limited accuracy in the positioning of the welding robot, a seam tracking system using sensors
will be needed in order to put the weld at exactly the right place. This seam tracking system however,
is not a part of the VSS.
A second advantage of the use of a VSS is that temporary workpiece parts, used for support of objects
to be welded, and which are not present on the workpiece design drawings, are detected. Collisions
between welding robot and workpiece are thus avoided.
The main goals of the VSS can be summarized as:
1.

2.

automation of the tasks to be performed by the operator in a manually operated robot
programming system,
making robot programming automation economically available through the use of robots,
even for small series of products.

From figure 2.1 follow the requirements on the input and output data of the VSS. The input data
consist of:
1.
2.

one or more camera images,
domain data from the Domain Data Base or DDB.

The DDB was mentioned in chapter 2. With respect to the VSS, it contains all data known in advance,
which depends on the choices to be made here. The DDB is described fully in section 3.4.
The desired output comprises:
1.

2.
3.
4.

a list of object codes, referring to workpiece objects described in the DDB; a workpiece
object is an object that is part of the respective workpiece,
the actual dimensions of the detected objects,
the position and orientation of these objects in a chosen global or world coordinate system, to
be referred to as wes,
a CAD file of the AutoCAD DXF-format in which 1, 2 and 3 are joined.

Output component 3 will be addressed in chapter 5.
The specification of the VSS inputs and outputs does not provide a sufficient specification of the VSS
itself. Therefore, a number of additional requirements on the VSS must be stated as:
1.

Accuracy:

The accuracy of the position and orientation of the workpiece objects
(output component 3) has a direct impact on the accuracy of the
position and orientation of the seams, extracted from this data.
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2.

Time performance:

3.

Robustness.

Therefore, this data should be accurate to the extent that the seam
following system to be used is able to locate the start _of every
workpiece seam throughout the whole welding process.
At present, the seams of a workpiece are manually welded. This
method will be replaced by an image processing step and an
automatic welding step. The image acquiring and processing speed
should now be such, that the time needed for both new steps will be
comparable or less than the time needed for welding at present
The accuracy of all output components should be largely independent
of changes in the environment, at least within realistic bounds.
Typical changes may be variations in light intensity, changes in
reflectance of steel plates (depending on the degree of rustiness), and
the degree in which a workpiece object is hidden or occluded by
other workpiece objects.

The qualitative requirements mentioned here must be convened into quantitative ones by means of
experiments carried out on a VSS prototype.

3.2

Selection of a system configuration

The task of selecting a suitable vision system for the VSS turns out to be quite complex. Choices have
to be made in the following areas:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

the sensor type,
the number of sensors to be used,
positioning the sensors,
the lighting conditions,
the surveying procedure to be used.

Areas 2, 3, 4 and a pan of 5 will be addressed in the next section. Considering area 1, possible
sensors are a commercially available video camera, a photodetcctor in combination with a laser beam
and an ultrasonic ranging device. With respect to area 5, surveying procedures can be divided into
procedures that measure the sensor-to-object distance directly and procedures that reconstruct 3-D
infonnation from one or more 2-D camera images. Examples of the first type of procedure are a
laser/photodetector combination and an ultrasonic ranging device; examples of the second type are
cameras in a stereo vision or a monocular configuration. In the latter case shading or surface texture
may be exploited or alternatively, only object contours may be extracted. An overall comparison of
existing system types can be found in [PPR2, WP2, pan A, pages 4-9], which is a pan of the
contribution of our vision group to the PPR, number 2.
The choice to be made in one area depends upon choices in other areas. For instance using a video
camera for the sensor and a surveying procedure in which the camera positions are fixed. the needed
number of sensors (cameras) depends upon the field of view of the camera type used. Funher, lighting
conditions will play a less important role in case a laser sensor is used instead of one or more
cameras. It is decided to choose a configuration in which a monocular camera configuration is used in
combination with a height sensor. Workpiece knowledge from the DDB is indispensable in this case.
Please refer to the reference. Now the choice remains between the use of shading and/or surface
texture infonnation ("shape from shading"l"shape from texture"), and the use of object contours,
expressed in a 2-D line drawing. Since this choice depends upon the lighting conditions (area 4), it
-6-
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will be left open until this topic has been handled in the next section.

3.3

Choices with respect to cameras and lighting

This section is a summary of [PPR2, WP2, part A, pages 10-13] with some modifications and
additions. It handles the choices on the number of cameras, their configuration and positioning and the
type of lighting to be used (areas 2, 3 and 4 in the previous section). For the description of area 2 the
results of an internal report were used in addition.

Area 2: the number of cameras to be used
Generally the following rules apply:
focal length and distance between object and optics determine the dimensions of the scene
contained in one picture,
smaller focal length increases the risk of cushion deformation of the image [VanVliet, 1990],
smaller aperture of the optics (= larger diaphragm opening) increases the sensitivity of the
camera system,
greater aperture of the optics increases the focal depth of the camera system.
Assuming the following setup:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

a camera mounted at a height of 4000 mm above the workpiece, with a vertical viewing
direction,
the camera has an image size of 604 x 288 pix.els (horizontal x vertical); interlaced (these are
the spec's of an HTH CCO-camera used at our department),
the CCO pixel-to-pixel distance (centre to ccntre) is 10 llm x 15 Jl.ffi (horizontal x vertical),
an image size of 512 x 512 pixels (determined by the framegrabber, rather than the camera),
a focal lens length f of 8 mm,

we are interested in the field of view, the size of the rectangle in the object domain that can be seen
maximally by the camera. Because the camera deliveres an interlaced video image, the actual vertical
size would be twice the 288 pixels. Since the vertical image size for the frame grabber is only 512
pixels (interlaced), the effectively used number of pixels on the CCO in vertical direction is 256
pixels. Therefore, it follows:
the actual CCO image size

=

604 x 10 Jl.ffi = 6.04 mm (horizontally),
256 x 15 J.U11 = 3.84 mm (vertically).

Figure 3.1 shows the imaging setup.
The magnification for the setup in this figure can be expressed as:
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Figure 3.1: The imaging setup used in the calculation of the field of view

M =

hi

h

=

[T-+J[T- 2]-4

(3.1)

2

TCL is the total conjugate length, Le. dimage + dcocus • Given the assumptions 1-5, and using the lens
formula (5.20), d image = 8.02 mm follows, which gives TCL =4008 mm, resulting in M = 2.00xlO-3•
Thus the field of view follows as:
field of view

=

6.04 / M (mm) = 3.01 m (horizontally),
3.84 / M (mm) = 1.92 m (vertically).

The measurement accuracy will be good enough (a rectangle of 5.9 mm x 7.5 mm is projected on one
pixel, so a resolution of 1 cm x 1 cm can be achieved).
The depth of field is defined as the distance range that is projected without visual blUff. Because of
pixel quantisation, not just points at one specific distance are projected sharply, but also points in an
area around this distance. The bounds on this area, vmin and vmu.. can be calculated from:

f2
Vmax

= ---:::---

f2
- -S.F
V
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Assuming further:
4.
5.
6.

v = nominal object distance = 3000 mm,
S = smallest diameter of a pixel = 10 Jlm,
F = focal lens length / effective lens diameter = 1.3,

it follows from (3.2) that vmin = 1.86 m and vml1 = 7.68 m, which is more than adequate in order to
project the entire workpiece sharply.
The workpiece description in [PPR1, WP7] suggests total workpiece dimension bounds of 6000 mm x
12000 mm, which requires a gantry width larger than 6000 mm. Assuming a 25% overlap of adjacent
images (refer to the camera positioning area furtheron), and using the derived field of view of the
camera, two configurations insure a total workpiece coverage:
1.

2.

the longer side of the field of view is aligned with the longer side of the workpiece; now 6
images along this longer side and 5 images along the shorter side of the workpiece are
needed, so 30 in total,
the field of view is rotated over 90 degrees with respect to 1. With this configuration, the
number of images along the longer and shorter side of the workpiece comes down to 9 and 3
respectively, so 27 in total.

Depending upon the choice with respect to the positioning of the camera(s), it will follow whether in
fact just one or multiple cameras will be needed.
The conclusions can now be stated as:
1.

2.

3.

Using one movable camera, a typical workpiece can be surveyed by three parallel rows of
images; in case multiple cameras are used, around 30 cameras will be needed, depending
upon the desired image overlap.
Resolution enhancement can be obtained using a CCD sensor with a larger resolution. Such
cameras how~}Ver are very expensive and the larger amount of data will slow down the vision
operations. Since the given setup is satisfactory, resolution enhancement is not necessary.
Using no artificial light source, the CCD light intensity should be held constant by using
lenses with automatic diaphragm control.

Area 3: positioning the cameras
Since the workpiece dimensions are larger than the field of view of the camera system, tiling of
images is necessary. Every images covers a part of the workpiece and neighbouring images overlap or
tile. The two options are:
1.
2.

the use of one movable camera,
the use of multiple fixed-positioned cameras.

With the previous assumptions for the camera system, its resolution is 5.3 x 3.7 mm/pixel. Using
option 1. the positioning accuracy of a gantry construction should be of the same order of magnitude.
In [PPR2, WP2. part A, page 13] however, it is stated that this will be hard to achieve. Solutions
could be a fine-tuning system between camera and gantry or alternatively finding an image-to-image
correspondence between adjacent -images. The first one requires complex hardware. the second
introduces lengthy computations. The advantage of course is the need for only one camera.
-9-
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Option 2 requires about 30 cameras according to conclusion 1 in area 3. The actual number of cameras
needed is likely to be lower for tlljs option, because the more accurately known camera positions
require less image overlap than in the case of one movable camera.
Advantages with respect to option 1 are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

the gantry is not needed for the survey operation,
adjacent image correspondence is easier, which means less computing time is needed,
camera calibration (section 5.1) related to the cameras' position and orientation in world
coordinates is needed only once,
bending of the span of the gantry introduces an error, using option 1. However small (about
1.3 mm in vertical direction) this error is absent using option 2.

These advantages outweigh the disadvantage of using multiple cameras, so option 2 is chosen.
Alternative to the vertical viewing direction, a viewing direction under given slant (horizontal) and tilt
(vertical) angles may be used. In fact, later on this will prove to be the best configuration for my
solution for the surveying procedure. The implication on the camera positioning is that it should be
made possible to give every camera some slant and tilt angle. This seems complicated at first, but for
my setup, all cameras would receive the same orientation, to be set only once also.

Area 4: the lighting conditions
Workpiece welding on the Kalogerides shipyard is done indoors, so direct sunlight will not be present.
The available light intensity is the deciding factor between one of two options:
1.

2.

The light intensity is sufficient without auxiliary light sources. Conclusion 3 states the need
of the use of lenses with automatic diaphragm control because of changing light intensity,
also as a result of the welding process itself.
Artificial light sources are needed in order to obtain a defined and sufficient light intensity.
Experiments have shown that common TL tubes offer light of sufficient intensity and
diffusion. Shades, caused by intense light of welding nearby, will be eliminated by the direct
TL light.

Considering the fact that lenses with automatic diaphragm control cost about four times the price of
lenses without this feature and reminding our choice for multiple fixed cameras, it is obvious that
option 2 offers a less expensive solution. What's more, being able to control the light intensity, initial
vision operations can be simplified.

3.4

Resulting VSS structure, DDB information and task subdivision

Now the remaining choice with respect to the surveying procedure (area 5 in section 3.2) can be made.
The subject was the choice between the use of shape from shading and/or shape from texture on the
one hand and the use of 2-D line drawings, describing an object contour, on the other hand. In [Chin,
1986] attention is paid to this subject Deriving shape from shading means that sharp, contrasting
shades must be present. This however is contradictory with the choice for diffuse lighting with TL
tubes. Shape from texture requires a constant and well defined object surface structure, since a
surfaces' orientation is determined from a typical change in appearance of this structure in the camera
image, taken from the object in question. In case of steel plates, no surface orientation can be derived
from their appearance, whether they are rusty or not, so this approach is not appropriate either.
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One could argue that the choice for the lighting conditions in area 4 (refer to the previous section)
should depend upon the remaining decision in area 5. In that case, option 1 in area 4 should be chosen
for the shape from shading case, because daylight, coming from a limited direction (the work is done
indoors) would cause reasonably sharp and contrasting shades. However, apart from the fact that little
influence could be exerted on the nature of these shades, no advantages could be expected above
option 2. Therefore the use of 2-D line drawings as an intermediate form is chosen. A line in such a
line drawing may have attributes, like the probability that it is a true contour line, and/or some value,
giving its degree of straightness.
Summarising both preceding sections, the structure of the VSS to be realized, expressed into the areas
of section 3.2 will look like:

Table 3.1:

Summary of the decisions with respect to the VSS

I

I

Area:

Choice:

1.

the sensor type

a commercially available video camera

2.

the number of sensors to be used

three rows of cameras; about 10 per row

3.

positioning the sensors

multiple cameras are used. that have a fixed
position, but their orientation may be slanted
and tilted; this means two degrees of freedom

4.

the lighting conditions

artificial lighting using common TL tubes

5.

the surveying procedure to be used

-

I

reconstruction of 3-D information from 2-D
camera images;
cameras are used in a monocular
configuration;
2-D line drawings. representing object
contours, are used as an intermediate
format in the surveying procedure

It was decided to split the job of area 5 into the generation of a line drawing at one hand and the
processing of this line drawing on the other hand. The first job will be reported in [Farro, 1992].
Figure 3.2 shows the VSS, subdivided according to the decision taken in area 5 to use 2-D line
drawings as an intermediate format. The DDB, mentioned in section 3.1, is also shown, since it
supplies information to the VSS. Images, resulting from the cameras in the VSS, are grabbed by the
vision hardware and processed in the low level vision block. This block detects object contours in the
images and converts them into a set of rough line drawings. These line drawings are rough since their
line data are disturbed by errors of multiple sources. Table 3.2 summarizes the most common error
sources.
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set of rough
2-D line
drawings

greyvalue
images

parameters

initial line
drawing
enhancement

image
enhancement;
edge detection

edge filtering;
edge linking
(connections)

enhanced 2-D
line drawings
,....--------1

scene inter- .....---1
pretation

camera
calibration
parameters
database
of object
models

list of object
codes

enhanced 2-D
line drawings

'-----.I

scene measurement .....----'

DXF-type file

DDB:

Domain Data Base

Figure 3.2: The adopted subdivision of the VSS
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Table 3.2:

01

Possible errors in a rough line drawing

Desired

II Practice

1.

one line segment

multiple line segments in a row

2.

line segments only occur at plate
edges or at seams

line segments are missing and/or false
line segments occur

3.

plate edges are described by two line
segments

plate edges arise as one line segment
only

4.

line segments run into one common
junction

line segments are loose or run beyond
the junction

5.

line segments with correct orientation

orientation deviates

6.

line segments have the correct
curvature (if present)

the line segment curvature deviates

I

The initial line drawing enhancement block deals with this problem by applying heuristics using
parameters. both coming from the DDB. It also assigns a probability value to every line. giving the
probability that the line is valid. i.e. it corresponds to an object contour.
The remaining operations can now be divided into two blocks. that of scene interpretation and that of
scene measurement. which can be joined into the term 3-D reconstruction. Together they extract the
desired output. listed in section 3.1. This output is send to the robot control system in the AWS
(chapter 2). Section 4.2 discusses these blocks in detail.
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The 3-D reconstruction system

The translation of a set of line drawings, extracted from a set of camera images, into a full 3-D
workpiece description is the task of the 3-D reconstruction system. It will be described in section 4.2.
Section 4.3 explains the realization approach I used. In order to deal with these subjects, some
information regarding a typical workpiece needs to be explained.

4.1

Foreknowledge on the workpiece

The exact 3-D structure and dimensions of a workpiece to be welded are not known in advance. This
does not mean however that entirely no knowledge is available on the workpiece. The foreknowledge
on a workpiece can be summarized as:
1.

2.

3.

4.

The workpiece consists of objects from a known collection of objects, described in [PPR 1,
WP7, part A] and [PPR2, WP7, part C]. Every objects' dimensions are parameterised and
extreme values are given.
A workpiece code, explained in [PPR1, WP2, part B], which is known in advance of the
survey operation, describes the structure of the workpiece in terms of the objects mentioned.
A typical workpiece and its composing objects consist of steel plates, which are for the
greater part planar and form in most cases angles of 90 degrees with each other. Exceptions
to this rule are:
a. webs, they have half and quarter circular openings,
b. objects called PLATE-4 and FACE-I, which are (possibly quarter) circularly bent
plates,
c. struts, which are planar, but placed under an angle different from 90 degrees with a
vertical plate and a ground (horizontal) plate,
d. bridges, planar and vertical, but placed under about 45 degrees with the north-south
(or east-west) direction, which is defined for the sake of the workpiece code, which
is handled later on.
The plates' surface is dull (non-mirroring).

The workpiece code deserves some explanation. They are classified into four major categories
according to their shape:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Bulme,
Gurba,
Stringer,
Others (Unknown Shapes: U.S.)

Each workpiece category is associated with a code that indicates the type, number and arrangement of
the parts on the whole assembly. From this code the number of seams to be welded may be calculated,
but this is beyond the scope of my task.
The codes are listed in table 4.1.
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Table 4.1:

Codes for the three workpiece categories

Workpiece category

Code

Bulrne

xPy-xSy-xW -xF

Gurba

P-xSy-xW

Stringer

xPy-xS-F

The codes refer to a top view on the workpiece with a predefined north-direction. The meaning of the
used symbols is listed in table 4.2.

Table 4.2:

Meaning of symbols used by the workpiece code

Symbol

Meaning

p

Plate

S

Stiffener. and can be:
I:

I-type; a rectangular plate (no Plate!),

L:

L-type; an L-shaped profile,

T:

T-type; aT-shaped profile,

A:

I trapezoid shape (chamfer on both sides),

AR:

I-type with a chamfer on the right side,

AL:

I-type with a chamfer on the left side.

W

Web

WG

Web for Gurba category

F

Face Plate, which can be:

R:

a circular plate,

RF:

a circular curve on the left side,

FR:

a circular curve on the right side,

RFR: circular curves on both sides.

x

the number of parts in north-south direction

y

the number of parts in cast-west direction

Figure 4.1 shows a typical workpiece and its corresponding code. In order to avoid ambiguities in the
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interpretation of workpiece codes, some constraints must be fonnulated, that are not reported in [PPR1,
wn, part B], but were establish~d aft<!r a correspondence between our depa1tIJ1ent and AJgQsystems in
Greece. They are:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Stiffeners always have an east-west direction (Le. horizontal in the figure),
L-Stiffeners always have their part parallel to the ground plane pointing southward,
Webs always have a north-south direction,
ground plates (plates) always have their longer side in east-west direction.

w.p. code: 3P2 - 3L2 - 4W
North
Plate
L-stiffener
.................... Web
./0

,----,__-...-----,--......-------....----:l.//. /

.::

x

/

East

West

South

Figure 4.1: A typical workpiece with its workpiece code
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The workpiece code in figure 4.1 can now be read as follows: 3 Plates in the x-direction; 2 Plates in
the y-direction (3P2); 3 I-type stiffeners west-east, covering 2 Plates (312); 4 Webs (4W). Using the
four constraints, the relation workpiece <-> workpiece code always is one-ta-one.
In contrast to the orthographic workpiece projection in figure 4.1, figure 4.2 shows a perspective view
on a workpiece, which is a better representation of typical views to be expected.

Figure 4.2: A perspective workpiece projection

4.2

Subdivision of the 3-D reconstruction system and DDB requirements

In figure 3.2 the VSS is shown, subdivided according to the decision to use 2-D line drawings as an
intermediate format. The 3-D reconstruction system to be discussed here, consists of the scene
interpretation and scene measurement blocks. The systems' functionality depends upon the desired
VSS output. This was listed in section 3.1 and I will repeat it here for clarity:
1.
2.
3.
4.

a list of object codes, referring to workpiece objects described in the DDB; a workpiece
object is an object that is part of the respective workpiece,
the actual dimensions of the detected objects,
the position and orientation of these objects in the WCS,
a CAD file of the AutoCAD DXF-format in which items 1, 2 and 3 are joined.

To stan with, the refined line drawings from the enhancement step are processed by the scene
interpretation system that performs recognition of objects composing the workpiece under view. In
order to do this, two sources of information are needed. Firstly, camera internal parameters or intrinsic
parameters enable the translation of pixel coordinates into metric coordinates. These parameters result
from camera calibration, to be discussed in section 6.1. Related to the term "intrinsic", extrinsic
camera parameters refer to the cameras' position and orientation in the WCS. Secondly, a database of
object models or ODB is needed as an input for the recognition step. Both sources of information
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originate from the DDB. The scene interpretation system thus delivers output item 1.
The .scene measurement system is now able to determiI1e the 'J,ctual object dimensions an object
positions and orientations int the WCS; output items 2 and 3. Both sources of information are again
necessary. The intrinsic parameters provide the translation from pixel coordinates into metric
coordinates, whilst the ODB delivers the object dimension bounds.
Finally, a DXF-type CAD file, joining output items 1, 2 and 3 is generated. The DXF format is used
in the AutoCAD CAD package. This package can be used for viewing and possibly altering the DXF
survey output. Altering the DXF output may be necessary in case of errors in the surveying process.
Several times the DDB was mentioned as a source of information for the VSS. Apart from this, it is
also used by other parts of the AWS (chapter 2). With respect to the VSS, its information contents is
listed in table 4.3.

Table 4.3:

I

The DDB information contents with respect to the VSS

Information category
1.

Object Data Base (ODB)

I Category contents

I

list of objects + object codes
object dimension bounds

2.

intrinsic camera data

calibration parameters

3.

extrinsic camera data

the cameras' position and orientation in the WCS

4.

workpiece code

description of the workpiece in terms of object codes
from item 1

5.

low level vision data

heuristics + parameters

4.3

General realization approach

The goal of my task can be described as follows. Starting from a set of 2-D line drawings taken from
a workpiece on a ship yard, the 3-D structure of this workpiece must be extracted.
The form of this output data should be such, that it can be used for the process of extracting a robot
controller program. Additional input data consists of foreknowledge on the workpiece and its
environment. The environment foreknowledge was established in the previous chapter. The workpiece
foreknowledge will be discussed in the next section. In this section I will describe the realization
approach I followed.
Since the recognition of 3-D objects seemed to be a substantial part of the VSS I started my fmal
project with a literature research on Model Based Object Recognition or MBOR. After some time I
discovered that a huge amount of books and articles had been written on this subject. Since a typical
ship yard workpiece is composed of several known objects, I was interested in solutions to the
problem of isolating a 3-D object in a complex scene. However, it turned out that no book or article
on MBOR combined this problem with that of recognition itself. Therefore, I had my doubts about the
applicability of this literature. I decided to look into literature that was concerned with the
interpretation of 2-D line drawings, since this was the main input for the system to be realized, so
probably the first step to be performed. Examples from this literature are [Schmidt, 1983], [Barnard,
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1985], [Dhome, 1989] and [Lowe, 1987]. In [Schmidt, 1983], I learned about properties of a
perspective image. The subject of perspective will be dealt with in chapter 5. Using these properties it
is possible to derive the position and orientation of a workpiece from a camera image. taken from this
workpiece. The other references use comparable methods. All are discussed and compared in section

5.2.
The workpiece code (section 4.1) describes which objects are to be expected in the workpiece and
roughly which relative orientation they will have. The MBOR serves as a verification step on the
expected workpiece configuration and also delivers rough object positions and orientations. These
parameters are used as starting values in the scene measurement step of figure 3.2. The subject of
Model Based Object Recognition is addressed in chapter 6.
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Object position and orientation determination
-approaches

In order to be able to do scene analysis, many vision systems using a camera derive the position and

orientation of the objects composing the workpiece in the scene. This chapter describes several
approaches for this process. Section 5.1 presents the framework for deriving the position and
orientation of 3-D objects. This description includes two camera models, which model the perspective
transform that takes place in every camera. Further the visual pose of an object is defined. Section 5.2
discusses three methods for visual pose derivation, to be used in the framework of section 5.1. Finally,
in section 5.3, one method for visual pose refinement is discussed. Throughout this chapter, the use of
one single viewing camera is assumed.

5.1

A framework for object position and orientation determination

This section presents two camera models that describe the transformation between the wes, defined in
the previous section, and a camera or viewer coordinate system (VeS). The theory is derived from
[Duda, 1973] in a modified form. 3-D objects that are viewed by the camera are defined in the wes.
The image plane is defined in the Yes. The transformation is done in two steps: at first the ves is
assumed to coincide with the wes: 3-D object point representations are the same in both systems. In
subsection 1 they are mapped onto the image plane. Then, in subsection 2 it is assumed that the ves
is shifted and rotated with respect to the wes before the mapping takes place. In this way the overall
transform is calculated. The problem of object position and orientation determination is addressed in
subsection 3. Finally, a fourth subsection describes the parameters to be calibrated in order to be able
to perform measurements on camera images. It is derived from [Maas, 1991].

1.

The basic camera model

Both the wes and the ves are left-handed (adopted from [Duda, 1973]) and use the z-coordinate as
depth value. The image plane in the ves is perpendicular to the z-axis and intersects this axis in point
(0, 0, dimagJT. The optical centre of the camera lens is located in the origin, so dimage is the distance
between both points. Figure 5.1 shows the Yes.
The figure shows how an object point y. is transformed into its image point Yp on the image plane. For
= (~, yp' dimagJT and .Y = (x, y, Z)T the following equations hold:

Yp

(5.1)

which gives
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+Y

d ll1\!l08

optical centre

~

+Z
l.I'r---~'

')t;II~.~'·······~·····

+X

image plane

~.~..;-;.-;-~:-+---

>

I

.,......... object point Y..

Figure 5.1: The viewer coordinate system (VCS)

x

x =- z_ x ,

x = ....!.. Y ,

imasc

Yp

d

p

(5.2)

which is the equation of a straight line, passing through the optical centre (0, 0, O)T and through the
picture point Yp. It also passes through the object point, but the precise location of the object point on
the line can not be reconstructed from the picture coordinates.
The clearly non-linear equations in (5.1) become linear if so called homogeneous coordinates are used.
A 3-D point y is now represented by (wx, wy, wz, W)T, with w an arbitrary constant. When
homogeneous coordinates are used, transformation (5.1) can be expressed in a matrix fonn as follows:

wxp

wx

v=

wy

wz
w

v
-p

=

WYp

wzp
w

=p

Yo '

p

=

1 0

0

0

wx

0 1

0

0

wy

0 0

1

0

0 0

1

~

v
-p

0

djmog•

=

wz
wz
djmas.

d jmasc x

z
d j_
==

sc

Y

(5.3)

z
d jIMsc
1

P

=perspective transform matrix for the basic camera model

and therefore is linear. A "-"-symbol indicates that the respective parameter is expressed in
homogeneous coordinates.
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The extended camera model

In the previous section the ves coincided with the wes. Now the ves may be shifted and/or rotated
with respect to the wes. Figure 5.2 shows the resulting camera viewpoint (the cameras' position and
orientation in the WeS) and the relation between the ves and wes.

y

+Zvcs

i:>:lZ:.

+Ywcs

0'~"

/;

\

,

~. image plane

::::/\:<::::./:t:x vcs

~i ~..,..;~~~
1..

<:)./

:t:~:~~
ex.,. YD.~)

viewer c. system (VCS)

_.

+Zwcs

... .•..
/

...._

/.

.l...~.~.

gimbal centre

\

world c. system (Y'JCS)

Figure 5.2: The relation between the viewer and world coordinate system (wes)
The camera has a gimbal centre in which it may rotate. Suppose the coordinate systems coincide, so
the image plane is perpendicular to the wess' z-axis and intersects it in point (0, 0, dimlgJT (call this
the image centre). Also suppose the image plane keeps its position and orientation in the ves as this
system is being transfonned. A transfonn must now be found, that moves the ves in such a way, that
its axes become perpendicular to the optical axis (section 5.2) of the camera and its origin is placed
into the optical centre of the camera lens. From this transfonn a transform will follow, that can be
applied to object points.
The transform that shifts and rotates the ves consists of three sub-transfonns:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1

shifts the YeS, such that its origin ends up in the gimbal centre of the camera.
Then Re rotates the YeS, such that it is panned through angle e.
Now R~ rotates the YeS, such that it is tilted through angle C\> (arrows for both angles point
into the positive direction).
Then R.y rotates the ves anti-clockwise around its z-axis through angle y.
Finally, 0- 1 shifts the ves such that its origin ends up in the optical centre of the camera
lens.
T
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The total transfonn that moves the VCS in the way described now is G-IReR.R;r- I. In order to find
the representation of the object points in the ves, they must undergo the inverse of the four steps
mentioned, but in the same order. Since the inverse of the rotation around some angle is equal to the
rotation around -1 times this angle, the resulting transformation is
GR.eR..RyT. This transfonn will now be calculated. Primed symbols, like Y..p', represent points in the
ves, whilst unprimed symbols, like Y..p, refer to the WCS.
The position of the gimbal centre is given by (Xo, Yo' Zo)T and the vector from the gimbal centre
towards the optical centre is given by! = (11' 12, 13)T. G and T now follow as:

1
G =

o

0 1 0 -12

o0

R.e' R.. and R y rotate through angles

R -e

= -sine
0

0

0

o0

1

0 -xo
(5.4)

1 -zo

000

1

-e, -ep and -y respectively (refer to figure 5.2) and follows as:

1

R... =

0 cose 0

o

0 1 0 -Yo

T=

1 -13

000

cose 0 sine 0
1 0 0
0

1

0 -II

1

0

0

cosy siny

0

0 cosep -sinep 0
0 sinep

0

R-"t =

cosep 0

0

0

-siny cosy

1

R=

~

-siny eose

+

X~

i.

r

cosy sin$ sine

~'f

~

tt

':t

'L

't

0
0

0

0

1 0

0

0

o

The total rotation R = ReR..R.y is now represented by:
e ~ 'f/tIl y / fh
rll
A
\f= 'f'><.
~ <r =- lft
t
'I
1:
't-'" 'j
t't
~ 't
t-~,X. 'l
cosy cose + siny sinep sine siny cosep cosy sine - siny sin<\> cosS
~

o
o

't

1

(5.5)

1

0

cosy cosep '" -siny sinS - cosy sinepl'-cose 0

j

'Q )'-.

-eosep sine

)<

sinep

o

?l

cosep cose

Y

0

0 0 1

(5.6)

R n R I2 R13 0

=

R21 R22 R23 0
R31 R 32 R33 0

o

0

0

1

Transform GRT, followed by the perspective transform P of section 1, forms the complete 3-D to
2-D transform of object points in the WCS to image points in the ves. So, the overall transform
is equal to:
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V' = GRT2, ,

V = Pv' = PGRT_v

-p

(5.7)

The coordinates of the image point ~ = (x p, Yp' dimlgc? can now be written as (refer to (5.6»:

Xp'

= d.IllIDge

Rll (x-xO> + R12 (Y-YO> + R I3 (z-zO> - 11
R31 (x-xO> + R32 (Y-YO> + R33 (z-zO> - 13
R21 (x-xO> + R22 (Y-YO> - R23 (z-zO> - 12

(5.8)

R31 (x-xO> + R32 (Y-YO> + R33 (z-zO> - 13

which completes the 3-D to 2-D transform calculation.

3.

Determination of object position and orientation in the WCS

Up till now, a transform has been derived that converts a point representation in the wes into a
representation in the ves and then performs a perspective transform. Object coordinates were thought
of being fixed in the wes. Our job is however to determine the position and orientation of a 3-D
object in the wes. In order to be able to define the position and orientation of an object, another
coordinate system is needed: the object coordinate system or
Figure 5.3 puts this oes in context
with the ves and wes.
An objects' position and orientation in the wes is can now be given by

oes.

la. a reference point in the object (e.g. some centre point), given by
(x.ec,oes' Yrec,oes' zreC.ocs>T;

usually this is the oes origin,
2a. the position of this point in the wes, given by
(x.ef,wes' Yref,WCS' Zrcf,WCS)T,

3a. the orientation of the oes in the wes, given by
(al •wes, ~.wes' ~,wes?'

defined in the same way as

e, l\> and 'Y in figure 5.2.

or:
I b. three reference points in the object, not in one plane, given by
(x.eca,oes, Yrefl,oes' Zrefa.oes)T;

a E (1,2, 3),
2b. their position in the wes, given by
(x.efa,WCS' YreCa,WCS' zrcfa,wes)T and again
a E (1,2,3).
The second data set contains 18 parameters, whilst the first one only needs 9. Also, the first one is
conceptually easier to understand, so this one (a) is chosen to be used from now on.
The position and orientation of an object can now be replaced by the position and orientation of its
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+Yvcs +Ywcs

+Xvcs--~-....

vcs
wcs
.-J-------------------+z wcs
+X ocs

+Yocs

+X wcs

+Zocs

Figure 5.3: The three coordinate systems in relation to each other
corresponding OCS.
The position and orientation of the OCS with respect to the VCS, which relates to the position and
orientation of the object as it is seen by the camera, can be summarized with the term visual pose
([Haralick. 1991 D. In this article, the visual pose is defined as:

Visual pose determination refers to the capability of inferring the position and orientation of a known
object using a suitable object model and one or more cameras, range sensors, or triangulation based
vision sensors.
Another commonly used term is viewpoint (e.g. [Lowe. 1987]). Lowe defines the viewpoint in the
same way as the visual pose is defined here. However, I think it is better to interpret the term
viewpoint as the position and orientation of the VCS with respect to the OCS, so the other way
around. This because this term relates to the relative position and orientation of the camera with
respect to an object.
The situation can now be described as follows.
1.

2.
3.
4.

The position and orientation of the VCS in the WCS is known, since the parameters of the
extended camera model are known.
The position and orientation of the OCS in the WCS is wanted. because this reflects the
objects' position and orientation in the WCS.
The position and orientation of the OCS in the VCS, the visual pose, can be determined
using one of the methods of the next section.
Combining 1 and 3 results in 2.
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It is convenient to think of the position and orientation of an orthonormal basis of vectors instead of
theCQQIdinate System itself. AI1 orthononnaJ Q;1SiS is a basi.s wjth vectors perpendicular Jo each other,
having unit length. Suppose

-I,OCS
e

=[~];

=~~];

=~~]

(5.9)

-'l.OCS
-:3.OCS
e
e
0 0 1

represents the oes basis in oes coordinates, whilst

~.!.ves

= ( xrt!,ves ' Yrt!,VCS ' Zrt!,ves )T;

aves = (

a l •ves

'

~.ves ' <X:3.ves )T

(5.10)

are the ves representation of the oes origin, and the oes basis orientation in the ves respectively.
The orientation is defined in the same way as e, <\I and y in figure 5.2, but with the wes and ves
replaced by the ves and oes respectively. All object points in the oes can be expressed into a
linear combination of the three basis vectors.
The basis representation in ves coordinates can be expressed as

e
= R
R
R
e
;
-i.ves
a,..." a,..." 0".." -i,OCS

i

E

{I, 2, 3}

(5.11)

with Rai.ves rotation matrices, having a representation as in (5.5), with -e, -<\I and -y replaced by a l •ves,
Clz,ves and <X:3,ves respectively and the fourth row and column omitted. The transfonn from an object
point Qocs in oes coordinates to its representation in ves coordinates Q,ves is now given as follows:

l!.ocs

= ( Xocs

P.. ves

= ( x ves ' Yves' zves )T =

' Yocs ' zoes )T ,

~'f,VCS

+ xoes !I,ves + Yocs

~.vcs

+ Zocs

~.ves

(5.12)

From the description of the extended camera model follows that GR-8R~RyT transfonns a point
representation in the wes to that in the Yes. The inverse is needed here, since we want to convert
the ves representation of the oes basis into its wes representation. Suppose finally that ei,wcs
represents the oes basis in wes coordinates and lkf.wes is the wes representation of the oes origin,
then the following holds:
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e,

~.wcs

= RiR' ~Ro .,.ves
e
;

12.,./.wcs

=

i

E

{I, 2, 3}

(5.13)

T-IR R R G-I
'f'~ 0
l2.,../,ves .

The WCS representation of an object point 12., l2.wcs, now follows as

n
'wcs

4.

'= (

X

wes' Ywes' Zwes

)T

= <-t./.wcs
D
+ X
e
+
ves -I,Wes

yves -'l,WCS
e

+

zves "'""3.wcs
e
•

(5.14)

Intrinsic camera calibration parameters

The 3-D to 2-D transfonn that was derived, uses a camera image representation in metric coordinates,
i.e. in millimetres. The use of a practical camera image in pixel coordinates requires an additional
transform from pixel coordinates to metric coordinates. The parameters used in this transfonn are
intrinsic parameters (section 4.2), as opposed to the parameters in which the position and orientation of
the camera in the WCS is given, which are extrinsic parameters. Both types of parameters can be
detennined using a camera calibration scheme.
Camera calibration is the process of determining the internal camera geometrical and optical
characteristics (intrinsic parameters) and/or the 3-D position and orientation of the camera image plane
relative to the WCS (extrinsic parameters). Examples of such schemes can be found in [Maas, 1991]
and [Faugueras, 1989]. They will not be discussed here, since the camera calibration falls somewhat
outside the scope of this report.
However, the pixel to metric transfonn should be explained. Taking i and j for pixel coordinates and
Xp and Yp for the corresponding metric coordinates, the transform simply amounts to

i = K" xp + 10
j = Ky Yp + J o

(5.15)

Kx. and K, represent the number of pixels per mm in x and y direction respectively. Io and Jo are the
coordinates of the image pixel through which the optical axis runs (refer to the next section). Now the
whole route from 3-D object description towards 2-D pixel image is covered.
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5.2

Methods for initial visual pose determination

Several methods for initial visual pose detennination will now be presented. All of them calculate the
visual pose of the object in the scene in the ves of figure 5.1. The methods presented can be fitted
within the framework of the previous section.

5.2.1

Line classification using perspective properties

The method to be presented is derived from the theory on perspective projection from [Hanajfk, 1991]
and [Schmidt, 1983]. As was explained in section 4.1, item 3, the steel plates composing the
workpiece object in the scene form angles of 90 degrees, apart from some exceptions. Therefore it is
possible to take an orthogonal oes with its axes parallel to one direction along the object and its
origin situated somewhere on the base plate of the object. Now, the visual pose of this object
coordinate system, the position and orientation of the oes in the ves, is determined from the camera
image. One assumptions must however be made in order to use this method: the rotation angle "'( in
figure 5.2 is equal to zero (it will only be needed in the visual pose refinement step to be performed
later).
From now on the term object line refers to an object edge in 3-D, whilst the term image line refers to
the corresponding line at the image plane.
In [Schmidt, 1983] the vanishing point concept is introduced, which is illustrated in figure 5.4. From
this figure follows, that a vanishing point of an object line can be defmed as the intersection of a line
through the optical centre of the camera lens, parallel to this object line, with the image plane. From
this definition follows, that parallel object lines share their vanishing points. In the figure, object lines
A and B are parallel to each other and have an arbitrary orientation, but are not parallel to the image
plane. Their corresponding image lines A' and B' run through the common vanishing point after
elongation.
[Schmidt, 1983] and [Hanajfk, 1991] summarize a number of perspective properties, which will prove
to be valuable for the visual pose determination. A number of terms are introduced, which are
illustrated in the perspective projection of figure 5.5. The meanings of the terms are listed in table 5.1.
Already defined terms are repeated for clarity.

Table 5.1:

I

Explanation of terms related to the perspective projection

Term:

I Explanation:

I

ground plane

a horizontal reference plane, nonnally the wes ground plane

viewing plane

a plane, parallel to the ground plane, through the optical centre

image plane

the plane at which the perspective image of an object in front of
the camera is projected

optical centre

the centre of projection of the camera lens; the point in which all
light rays intersect

optical axis

a line running through the optical centre, peIIJendicular to the
image plane
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Tenn:

Explanation:

horizon line

the intersection line between the image and viewing planes

vanishing point of an object
line

the intersection of a line through the optical centre, parallel to the
object line, with the image plane

horizontal vanishing point

a vanishing point, corresponding to an object line parallel to the
ground plane

vertical vanishing point

the vanishing point, corresponding to all lines perpendicular to the
ground plane

vanishing point
(xvp.YvP ,qmage)

Figure 5.4: Illustration of the vanishing point definition
In order to obtain a non-invcned image, the image plane is placed in between the viewed object and
the optical centre, maintaining the same image-to-optical-centre distance, as is the case in figure 5.l.
The properties are as follows:

Perspective image properties

1.

Straight lines in the 3-D world are transfonned into straight lines on the image plane.
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Images of parallel lines in the 3-D world intersect in a vanishing point

horizon line

hor. vanishing point

\
---~

optical centre

._-~

hor. vanishing point
.. f------,~~__;_---___;.I,__-----~

U
ground plane

~ image plane
vert. vanishing point

Figure 5.5: The perspective projection and related concepts

3.

Horizontal lines Oines parallel to the ground plane) have a vanishing point lying on a straight
line, the horizon.

4.

All vertical lines Oines perpendicular to the ground plane) are parallel to each other and thus
have a common vanishing point (property 2), lying on the vertical line on the image plane,
going through the intersection point of the optical axis and the image plane.

5.

Points "behind" the optical centre can not be transfonned onto the image plane (Le. points
with a negative z-coordinate in figure 5.1).

6.

The vanishing point of a line in the 3-D world can be found by intersecting a second line,
parallel to the first one and running through the optical centre with the image plane (figure
5.4).

7.

Given a horizomalline, the vanishing point of an arbitrary line perpendicular to this one can
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The horizon line in property 3 is the intersection line between the image plane and a plane through the
optical centre, parallel to the ground plane. It is located on the image y-coordinate Yhorizon' which
follows from the optical-centre-to-image distance dimag. and the tilt angle cl>soene.vcs as:

(5.16)

The common vertical vanishing point in property 4 is situated on a vertical line on the image plane,
running through the intersection of the optical axis with the image plane. Its y-coordinate Yvrrt.vp also
depends on both named parameters as:

Ywrt.vp

=

tan

('"

\

(5.17)

'I' .cuu.vi.",uJ

From the two vanishing points corresponding to the main two horizontal directions, i.e. the two with
the largest amount of associated image lines, the slant angle e scene•vcs can be dcrived. Call these two
vanishing points hori_vp1 and hori_vp2. From section 4.1, itcm 3, it follows that both directions must
be perpendicular, which can of course be checked. Kecping in mind the definition of angle e cam.....wcs
in figure 5.2 the angle e=e.VCS is defincd as:

aSCOlle,ves

= 90°

else

(5.18)

Figure 5.6 illustrates the relation between angle thcta and these two vanishing points.
Property 6 relates the orientation of an object line to the location of the corresponding vanishing point
(refer to figure 5.4). With .Yorient the oricntation vector and Xvp and Yvp the vanishing points' coordinates
this becomes:

(5.19)

The algorithm to be described uses the perspective properties mentioned. It perfonns the classification
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horLvp2

\, horLvp1

.

optical centre

~

optical axis

Figure 5.6: Definition of slant angle 8 scene,vcs (the image plane is viewed from the top)
of lines on the camera image (to be called 'image lines') according to the orientation of the
corresponding lines in the viewed 3-D object with respect to the image plane (to be called 'object
lines '). This orientation in tum is detennined by the nature (e.g. horizontal, vertical or other) of the
vanishing point the corresponding image runs through after elongation (property 2). The vanishing
points themselves are dctcnnined by clustering intcrsection points of image lines and a known line.
For the vertical vanishing point this is the vertical line on the image plane, running through the
intersection of the optical axis with the image plane. The horizontal vanishing points are found by
intersection with the horizon line. The algorithm structure and flow of infonnation is illustrated in
figure 5.7.
The infonnation to be obtained consists of:
(a) slant angle E>scenc.vcs,
(b) the scene object position in the viewer system.
The tilt angle <\lscenc.vcs of the camera viewpoint is also pan of the visual pose to be calculated. This
angle however is already known because it is equal to angle ~sccnc.wcs, since the ground plane of the
scene object corresponds to the WCS ground plane.
Apart from (a) and (b) some additional infonnation is extracted, which can be useful in steps
following the initial visual pose determination:
(c) the object distance dcO<:lIs at which the camera is focused.
(d) the orientations of the other-type (Le. not horizontal and not vertical) lines,
(e) an image line labelling, consisting of:
a type label (horizontal, vertical, other),
a vanishing point label.
The vanishing point label addresses the vanishing point to which the image line belongs and thus
defines the orientation of the corresponding object line (5.19).
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tilt angle

Image
lines

~ __.vcs

focal length
f

other-tyPe
vanishing
points
image lines +
hori. + vert. +
other line
I8bels

Figure 5.7: Structure of the line classification scheme
The sequence of operations is as follows:

(1) the vertical vanishing point is dctennined by intersecting all image lines with a vertical line

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

through the image centre.
the image plane distance dima&e follows from (5.17).
now the horizon line position in known from (5.16),
the horizontal vanishing points are detennined by intersecting the remaining lines with the
horizon line,
angle E>scene.VCS follows from (5.18).
the focal distance dfocus depends upon dima&e and the focal length of the camera lens f as:
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(5.20)

(7) the scene position in the VCS can now be estimated from 8stene,vcs and 4>scene.ves , assuming
the camera will be focused at the scene objects' centre point

Now, the initial viewpoint as a whole is known. From equation (5.20) follows however that for large
values of drocus' Le. d image =: f, a small error in d image or f will lead to a considerable error in dfocus ' The
visual pose refinement method however, that will be used and is discussed in the next section,
tolerates large distance errors, provided the initial orientation does not deviate more than about 45
degrees per angle.
In order to obtain (e) fully, it is possible to detennine the vanishing points of the other-type lines. One
supposition is needed however, namely that image lines, which belong to the other-type object lines,
only occur in so called strut objects (section 4.1, foreknowledge 3c). In a strut, the other-type image
line is perpendicular to a horizontal image line. This infonnation suffices to calculate the orientation of
the corresponding object line. Enclosure Al gives the derivation.

5.2.2

Choosing a basis for perceptual space

Introduction
Human beings are inclined to interpret an image as a projection of rectangular fonns, in case this is
possible. [Barnard, 1985] calls this the right-angle illusion. In case no additional constraining
infonnation is present, three noncolinear line segments, even without a common vertex, will be seen as
perpendicular lines in space, if such an interpretation is possible. This is a special case of the Gestalt
view of perception, which states that percepts that are simple are preferred over those that are not. The
hypothesis is supported by several experiment results (please refer to Barnard). Discovering the
principals of the underlying algorithm is the central task of vision research, according to [Gregory,
1967].
In the article of Barnard to be discussed here however, an algorithm is presented that, assuming right
angles between a set of three object lines corresponding to three given image lines, is able to extract
the orientation of the three object lines from these image lines. In fact, an orthonormal vector basis is
detennined with each of its vectors parallel to one of the three object lines. The 2-D line drawing in
the image may be perspective or parallel (Le. viewed from infinite distance). In view of the discussion
of the oes and VCS in section 5.1 this basis is just the OCS basis. Specifying the orientation of the
oes in the ves is equivalent to specifying the orientation of the object as a whole.

The computational model
In case of perspective projection, the viewer-centered model of figure 5.4 is used. For every image
line, the plane through the optical centre with the image line lying in it is called the interpretation
plane corresponding to this image line. From figure 5.4 follows that the object line corresponding to
the image line should lie in this plane. Thus its orientation now is limited to one degree of freedom
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(one unknown). This observation leads to:

1.
2.
3.
4.

a basis has 6 degrees of freedom (2 for each basis vector),
each image line constraints one of the basis vectors to a I-parameter family of vectors,
the space of possible bases therefore is 3-dimensional,
the optimum basis is the "most othogonal" one, from which two will exist (this is made
plausible lateron).

The most orthogonal basis
A pattern of three noncolinear image lines is called a configuration. Only the attitude of the image
lines is of importance: replacing every line with an arbitrary colinear one results in an equivalent
configuration. An admissible solution to the 3-D reconstruction problem is given by any three object
lines that result in the given image lines after projection (a set of object lines lying in the
interpretation planes of the respective image lines). It can therefore be characterized by the unit
normals of these planes: (cIll,cIl2,cIl3). Two admissible solutions with object lines of the same orientations
are said to be equivalent. A class of admissible solutions defines an admissible basis. The basis
consists of three unit vectors ~, ~ and £3, rooted in the optical centre in figure 5.4, lying in the
interpretation planes, and parallel to the respective lines in the admissible solutions. Figure 5.8 shows
these vectors in the VCS of figure 5.1 with d image = 1.

+y

Figure 5.8: A basis vector in an interpretation plane; a parallelepiped associated with basis vectors
Every basis vector ~ can be written as a function of an angle 8 j as is shown in figure 5.8, which leads
to the following representation for the set of admissible bases S:
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(5.21)

The "orthogonality" of an admissible solution can be stated as a triple product:

v

(5.22)

= e Je x e) ,
-I ~

-1

which value lies within [-1,1]. For a left-handed coordinate system (which this one is) a maximum
value of 1 insures that the three vectors are orthogonal. The -1 value for a right-handed system has the
same interpretation. Thus the most orthogonal basis is found by searching the 3-D (8 1,82,83) space of
admissible solutions for those with minimum or maximum V.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.9: An example of searching the most orthogonal basis
Figure 5.9 shows an example of this search. The four figures are produced by constructing
parallelepipeds from the bases. Starting with 8 1 = 8 2 = 8 3 = 0° in figure 5.9a the optimal solution is
found in figure 5.9d. The starting point corresponds to the situation that all basis vectors lie in one
plane, Le. the parallelepiped has zero volume, so V® = Q @ = (8 I,82,83)T). Barnard proposes the
use of the method of steepest ascent (or descend) as a search method for the optimal solution.
[Kreyszig, 1983], pages 871-872. describes this method. The idea is to find an extremum (minimum or
maximum) of V® by finding repeatedly minima of a function get) of a scalar t as follows. Suppose
V has a minimum at ~ and vector 8 is the starting point. Now a minimum of V is searched, closest
to 8 along the straight line in the direction of
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(5.23)

-V'V@) ,

the direction of steepest descent (= direction of maximum decrease) of V at
and the corresponding point

f(t)

=~ -

tVV@)

~

that is, the value of t

(5.24)

at which the function

g(t)

= V~(t»

(5.25)

has a minimum is determined. This ~(t) is taken as the next approximation to §no The search for a
maximum of V proceeds likewise.
In this approach, the ~ basis vectors are written as a function of e j , after which V can be written as a
function of e. Barnard gives a derivation of the expressions for the coordinates of a vector as a
function of its angle e with the z = 0 plane. Please refer to the article.

Two solutions: which to choose?
For a typical interpretation plane, its nonnal may be pointing in one of two directions. Therefore, for a
left-handed basis, it is still not clear whether V should be minimised or maximised, so two solutions
remain. Figure 5.10 shows these two solutions for a typical configuration. However good, solution (b)
in this figure results in an orthonormal basis that has no vectors parallel to the WCS basis. For
workpieces in the project however, the OCS ground plane will always be parallel to the WCS ground
plane. Thus solution (a) is the one to choose.
Consistency
Once an orthonormal basis is found, the remaining image lines have to be assigned to one of the three
basis vectors. A measure of consistency C can be defined, given a basis L~.l'~'~} and an image line
segment I with possible interpretations ~®:

(5.26)

Each element of C is the absolute value of the cosine of the minimum possible angle between one of
the basis vectors and a 3-D object line that projects to 1. In case I is parallel to a basis vector, the
corresponding C element will be one and maximal.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.10: Two alternate solutions
A possible line classification scheme can be derived from this consistency measure by selecting
random triples of lines, solve for the most orthogonal basis, calculate the consistencies of the other
lines, and choose the basis that was in some sense most consistent. Barnard refers to [Fischler, 1981]
regarding this approach.

Conclusions
The theory presented by Barnard is characterised by relative simple mathematics. Limitations for
application however are given by the fact that only orthogonal bases can be found, and what is more
important, no position information is extracted from the image. Still, the presented approach should be
examined for its applicability in the project, because:
a typical workpiece merely consists of right-angled structures, so the limitation to
ortogonality is no big problem,
only an initial visual pose has to be derived and the method for visual pose refinement to be
discussed in the next section does not really need initial position infonnation (part of the
initial visual pose), according to its author. This may however be different in a complex
scene.
At this moment, the described method has not been tested yet. It must therefore be compared to the
line classifcation scheme using perspective properties of section 5.2.1.

5.2.3

Other methods and method comparison

Other methods
Two articles remain to be discussed: They will be addressed briefly here.
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Determination of the attitude of 3-D objects from a single perspective view

During the literature search, a method for initial visual pose determination was found that was less
constrained in its applicability than the Barnard method of the previous section. This method is
described in [Dhome, 1989] and determines the visual pose of a 3-D model, consisting of three 3-D
lines, not necessarily connected, by shifting and translating the model in order to make it project onto
a given set of three image lines. In case at least one image line is entirely visible, i.e. does not cross
the image borders, the model position can also be determined. The method only works for perspective
images, Le. no parallel projections.
The authors in the article stress the fact that good initial conditions (Le. a good initial visual pose) are
highly desirable, since methods for visual pose refinement (they use Lowe's iterative method, which is
discussed in section 5.3) can lead to a wrong solution in case of a bad initial visual pose, even when
the line correspondence between 3-D model and 2-D line drawing is chosen rightly.
The number of calculations to be performed is much larger than for the Barnard method and the
calculations are more complex: equations have to be solved by iterative methods. Nevertheless the
method is not restricted to right angles and also calculates the position component of the initial visual
pose in the case mentioned above. Please refer to the article for a detailed description.

2.

Constraints for intemretation of line drawings under perspective projection

In [Ulupinar, 1991] no ready-to-use solution for the initial visual pose is given, but a number of
constraints are presented for interpretation of line drawings under perspective projection. At first some
definitions are given, then four constraints follow, using these definitions. In this article, it is stated
that perspective projections arc more general than onhografic ones: an orthografic projection is just a
special case of a perspective projection. Although onhografic projections are easier to work with, they
can only be used when the viewing angle is small. I assume it is meant that the viewing distance is
large compared to the size of the object that is viewed. As a consequence, perspective projections
carry more information on the viewed object than onhografic projections do. For instance the so called
Neckers reversal, the effect that an onhografic image may be interpreted in two distinct ways, does not
occur with perspective images.
Further, the concept of convergent symmetry is introduced. Convergent symmetry results from
perspective projection of a symmetric object. Suppose a planar 3-D object is given, bounded by a
piecewise linear boundary. It is called symmetric in 3-D if there are lines on the object joining the
points on the boundary, called lines of symmetry, such that an other line, the axis of symmetry, exists
that intersects all lines of symmetry in their mid-point perpendicularly. A figure refers to the
perspective projection of the boundary. A figure is now said to be convergent symmetric if there exist
point-to-point correspondences between all points of the figure. such that

1.
2.

all lines of symmetry intersect in a common point on the image plane,
the projections of the mid-points of the lines of symmetry lie along a straight line on the
image plane.

Assuming a convergent symmetric figure is a perspective projection of a 3-D symmetric planar object
the orientation of the object can be determined uniquely, using the properties mentioned in the article.
At least three converging lines should however be present, which is not the case with a simple square
planar object. Please refer for further information to [Ulupinar, 1991].
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Comparison of methods
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Four approaches to the problem of initial visual pose determination were discussed; three of them with
a direct solution and one with constraints to be imposed on the solution. Comparison between the first
three can be done by listing the typical advantages and disadvantages of the concerning methods with
respect to each other.

1.

Line classification using perspective properties

Table 5.2:

Evaluation of the line classification scheme using perspective properties

Advantages

Disadvantages

1.

Calculations are simple compared to [Dhome,
1989].

Angles between object lines are restricted to
90 degrees, which however is mostly the
case with a 3-D line representation of a
typical workpiece.

2.

The algorithm complexity is not very high
because for every line type search only one
pass, linear in the number of image lines, has
to be made (refer to section 7.2 and 8.2).

The slant angle E> to be found is confined to
(_90° .. 90°). In practice however, E> will be
known within an even smaller region, so this
is no serious problem.

3.

The position part of the initial visual pose is
calculated in case vertical lines converge,
which will always be the case, and is quite
accurate (refer to section 8.3).

4.

Apart from the initial visual pose, an image
line labelling is generated, which gives patial
3-D information on the viewed object

2.

Choosing a basis for perceptual space ([Barnard, 1985])

Table 5.3:

1.

Evaluation of the method in [Barnard, 1985]

Advantages

Disadvantages

Calculatiqns are simple compared to
[Dhome, 1989]; yet not as simple as in the
method using perspective properties.

No position information is extracted from the
image.
Angles between object lines are restricted to
90 degrees, as is the case for the method
using perspective properties.

2.
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I

Advantages

The algorithm complexity may be high
(quadratic or a higher power in the number
of image lines), depending upon the way in
which the image lines are selected.

3.

3.

I

Disadvantages

Determination of the attitude of 3-D objects from a single perspective view ([Dhome. 1989])

Table 5.4:

D

Evaluation of the method in [Dhome, 1989]

I

Advantages

Disadvantages

1.

The methods works for three 3-D object
lines with arbitrary angles with respect to
each other.

Calculations are complex compared to
both other methods and iterative methods
for equation solving are needed.

2.

Position information is extracted in case at
least one image line is entirely visible.

The algorithm complexity may be high
(quadratic or a higher power in the
number of image lines), depending upon
the way in which the image lines are
selected.

I

The algorithm complexity for [Barnard, 1985] and [Dhome, 1989] depends upon the selection of
triples of lines for the calculation of the initial visual pose, which requires several passes in which a
triple is chosen and the remaining image lines are matched with this choice. Thus, every pass is linear
in the number of image lines. Possible schemes are described in [Fischler, 1981] and [Lowe, 1987].
The third method also needs multiple linear passes. However, only three of them are needed (selection
of horizontal, vertical and other-type lines), which are not preceded by some visual pose calculation.
This calculation is done only once, after the image lines have been classified.
Considering all arguments, the classification scheme using perspective properties seems the best choice
and has therefore been implemented. Still, the Barnard method deserves some attention and could be
implemented too in order to compare it to the first one.

5.3

A method for visual pose refinement

In [Lowe, 1985] and [Lowe, 1987] an approach is discussed for developing a more accurate
approximation of the visual pose of a workpiece from some initial less accurate visual pose. Both
references describe the same theory, but because of some minor differences both are mentioned here.
Unless otherwise noted, references are made to [Lowe, 1987].
Lowe uses the term 'viewpoint' instead of 'visual pose' but his interpretation of 'viewpoint' is the
same as for 'visual pose' in our case (refer to section 5.1, point 3). In his method the model matching
(refer to the next chapter) and visual pose determination is done in parallel. It uses a different
approach than most existing 3-D vision systcms do. Whilst those systems much effort is spend on the
reconstruction of depth information, this article argues that the underlying assumption that the
recognition of 3-D objects is most easily done in 3-D does not hold. Human vision for instance,
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functions very well at recognizing images that lack reliable clues for the reconstruction of depth (more
on this subject in section 6.2.4). An important _process that accompli~l1es this pro~ss is ccilled
perceptual organization. This process detects groupings and structures in the image that are invariant
over wide ranges of visual pose. Lowe mentions connectivity, collinearity, parallelism and symmetries
as examples (please refer to the article). They are reflected very well by line drawings. In addition, the
line labelling procedure of the first method for initial visual pose determination, mentioned in the
previous section, is a pre-eminent example of perceptual organization, since it is highly visual-poseindependent
Instead of using depth information, the gap between the 2-D image line drawing and 3-D object
models is bridged by three mechanisms:
1.

at first the 3-D wire model description of a hypothesised object in the workpiece under view
is rotated and shifted according to the initial visual pose derived earlier,

2.

then, a one-to-one line correspondence between the object model lines and the image lines is
established, using the information obtained in the perceptual organization process as a
limitation on the search space in order to save time, and

3.

finally, a process of spatial correspondence matches the projected object model with the 2-D
image line drawing, solving for unknown exact visual pose and model parameters (object
dimensions).

Some remarks should be made. With respect to 1 it can be said that the initial visual pose was derived
for the workpiece as a whole. Information on the location of the respective object in the workpiece can
be used to adjust this visual pose in order to make it suitable for the object.
With respect to 2 it should be noted that the information obtained in the perceptual grouping process
will result in only partly reliable matchings, but can be used to initiate a search process as so called
"trigger features". In the case of the line labelling scheme, only lines of identical type will have to be
matched, Le. only lines with equal corresponding 3-D orientation (refer again to the previous section).
For right-angled objects a subdivision into three groups of similar perceptual properties follows, which
results into a substantial reduction of algorithm complexity.

Solving for spatial correspondence
Now the process of spatial correspondence remains to be explained. The problem to be solved can be
stated as follows. Given a set of known correspondences between 3-D points (lines) on a model and
points (lines) in a 2-D image, what are the values of the unknown projection and model parameters
that will result in the projection of the given model points (lines) onto the corresponding image points
(lines). Important in this context is the viewpoint consistency constraint, which states that the locations
of all projected object model lines in an image must be consistent with projection from a single
viewpoint. This constraint leads to a highly overconstrained solution, which contributes to the
robustness of the process. However, the interdependent and non-linear nature of the constraints makes
the problem of recovering viewpoint and scene parameters difficult.
[Lowe, 1987] presents an iterative solution to the stated problem. In literature, a number of analytical
solutions to the problem are known (refer to [Lowe, 1987]), but they involve non-linear equations
which must themselves be solved by iterative methods. A true analytical solution would be preferred
because of algorithm calculation complexity, but is not known up till know.
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The approach taken by Lowe is the use of the Newton-Raphson method in which the projection
equations are linearized and an iteration procedure is used. The parameterization of the equations is
chosen in such a way that the calculation of the necessary derivatives is simplified. The method is
explained for point-to-point correspondences at first; then it is extended to line-to-line correspondences
and the inclusion of object model dimensions.

Using point-to-point correspondences
Suppose 12 is some 3-D point in the object model description and the initial visual pose is represented
by a rotation matrix R. containing the orientation angles, and three parameters D", Dy , and Dz ,
containing the position information. Suppose funher that f is the image distance and (U,V)T represents
the image point corresponding to Q. Then the projection equations are given as follows:

(x,y,z) = Rl!. '

(u, v) = (

Ix

z+D

+

Dx

fy
z+D

(5.27)

' -----::-

•

•

D x and Dy specify the location of the origin on the image plane. whilst Dz gives a distance offset. This
projection representation corresponds to the viewer coordinate system (VCS) of figure 5.1, taking d imlge
= f and Dz = O. The image centre is now represented by (D",Dy).
With respect to the rotation matrix R. Newton's method does not require an explicit representation of
the three underlying rotation angles. Therefore the rotation related to the initial visual pose is done
only once, and incremental rotations <1>". <l>y and <l>z are added to it. R is maintained in the form of a
3x3 matrix and the iteration corrections are performed by prefix matrix multiplication with correction
rotation matrices. These incremental rotations are approximately independent of one another if they are
small. In every iteration loop optimum correction rotations ~11>", ~<I>y and ~<I>z are calculated and added
to the incremental ones. Then. the correction matrix is composed with R.
The Newton-Raphson method requires the calculation of the partial derivatives of u and v in (5.27)
with respect to the six parameters to be determined in the iteration:

The partial derivatives with respect to the D-parameters follow from (5.27) and are listed in table 5.6.
Table 5.5 shows the partial derivatives of the x, y and z coordinates of the rotated object model point
Q with respect to the <I> parameters. Again, from (5.27) the partial derivatives of u and v follow, which
are also listed in table 5.6. In this table, c is substituted for (z + D,.)'I.

Table 5.5:

The partial derivatives of the X-, y- and z-coordinates with respect to the
counterclockwise rotations <I> about the coordinate axes

II :

I

~z
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I

II

Iy

4>y

z

0

-x

4>z

-y

x

0

The partial derivatives of u and v with respect to the projection parameters

Table 5.6:

I

lu

Iv

I

0

0

I

-fc2x

-fc2 y

4>x
4>y

-fc2xy

-fc(z + cf)

fc(z + cx2)

fc;2xy

4>z

-fcy

fcx

f

cx

cy

Dx
Dy
Dz

I

Iz

x

I

On each iteration the task of the Newton convergence scheme will be to solve for a vector of
corrections

(5.28)

~f would also be added to this vector.
Application of Newton's method now is as follows. It is assumed that a point-to-point correspondence
between object model points and image points has been established. An object model point is
projected onto the image using the initial visual pose derived earlier and its distance to the
corresponding image point is measured in u and v direction. Because of limited accuracy of this visual
pose or because a wrong object model was chosen, the projection will not be on top of the
corresponding image point and thus result in non-zero error values Eu and Ey • These values can be
expressed in linearized constraints. For Eu this is:

If the focal length is unknown, then

au AD + au till + au AD +
aD" " aDy )' aD• •
+ au ~<l> + au Ll<l> + ~4> = E .
a<l>.. " a4>y y a<l>. • "
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The coefficients are the partial derivatives of table 5.6. One point-to-point correspondence thus gives
two equations in six unknowns. Therefore three correspondences are required to be able to solve the
system of equations. In practice it is preferred to use more than three correspondences in order to
increase the system's robustness. The Gauss least-squares method is a useful tool in this case. Suppose
n poinBo-point correspondences have been found. Then 2n equations in six unknowns can be
determined. This system can be expressed as

Jf!

=! '

(5.30)

where J is the Jacobian matrix containing the partial derivatives, 11 is the vector of unknown
corrections, and £. is the vector of errors measured in the image. When this system is overdetermined,
a least-squares fit of errors can be performed simply by solving the corresponding normal equations:

(5.31)

where JTJ is square (6x6) and has the correct dimensions for the vector 11. Vector 11 will converge to
below a predetermined threshold value, whether the right object model was used or not. By applying a
threshold to a vector nonn of the finally measured error vector £. it is decided whether in fact the right
object model was used.
Up till now. no proof has been given that this method in fact converges. From measurements done by
Lowe it however follows. that in case the orientation angles are within 45° ([Lowe. 1985]) or 60°
([Lowe. 1987]), the iteration converges, no maller how large the initial position error. Since under
nonna! conditions for the initial visual pose determination (section 8.3) the camera slant angle E>
remains within 4° of the actual value and the derived distance is within about 15% of the true value,
convergence should not be a problem.
Lowe states that as many as four solutions may exist for (5.30). Several starting positions could be
used in this case. However, since our initial values are very close to the final solution. only one
solution is found. In case the magnitude of the final error vector £. remains beneath a predefined
threshold this is the right solution, otherwise the wrong object model was selected.

Using line-to-line correspondences
In a typical line drawing derived from a video image. the line orientations are much less likely to be
in error than the line endpoint positions. Therefore, it is preferable to use an error measure that is
derived from this orientation than one that uses the line endpoint positions. This is possible by taking
the perpendicular distance from both endpoints of an object model line to the corresponding image
line. which must be extended eventually. Iterating both distances comes down to laying the object
model line on top of the image line. without requiring that the endpoints should coincide. The partial
derivatives of these distances with respect to the correction parameters can now be used instead of the
corresponding partial derivations of u and v. Figure 5.11 shows an example of an iteration sequence.
The arrows reflect the perpendicular distances.
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\
b.

a.

Figure 5.11:

c.

An example of an iteration sequence: a) selected image lines, b) initial match, c)
iteration result (final match).

The perpendicular distance from a point to a line in 2-D can be calculated in a fast way by choosing
the line equation carefully:

--;::::=-=m== "

Vm

2

+ 1

+

--;::::=1== v = d .

Vm

2

(5.32)

+ 1

In this equation, m is the slope of the line and d is the perpendicular distance of the line from the
origin. Suppose the distance is calculated from a line through points (u I , VI) and (U2' vJ, to a point (u3'
v3). This gives:

-m

and d = r====
2
- 1

Vm

I
"I + r====
Vm + 1

(5.33)

2

The distance d' is now equal to:

(5.34)

Since (5.32) is a linear equation in u and v, its partial derivatives with respect to the correction
parameters are just a linear combination of the partial derivatives of u and v with respect to these
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parameters. Taking (5.32) and substituting the partial derivatives of u and v for u and v themselves
results in the respective partial derivative of d. The situation for line-to-line correspondences is thus
the same as for point-to-point correspondences: every correspondence contributes two equations in six
unknowns, which can be solved using the Gauss least-squares method.
Finally, figure 5.12 shows a block diagram of the Newton-Raphson method using line-to-line
correspondences.

2n equations
In 6 unknowns

init. rotated
object model

6 equations
In 6 unknowns

precise

object
visual
pose:

ocs-vcs
corresp.

N

J

parameter
updates are

small enough?

measured
errors are
small enough?

Figure 5.12: Block diagram of the Newton-Raphson method using line-to-line correspondences
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Model based object recognition (MBOR)

Chapter 4 proposed a structure for the 3-D reconstruction system. An important part in this system is
formed by the recognition of the objects composing the workpiece at hand. For reasons to be discussed
furtheron, this process is called Model Based Object Recognition or MBOR. As was lined out in
section 4.3, the MBOR serves as a verification step on the expected workpiece configuration, given by
the workpiece code (section 4.1), and also delivers rough object positions and orientations, which are
used as starting values in the scene measurement The MBOR itself is the subject of this chapter.
Section 6.1 deals with the basic MBOR terminology; section 6.2 is engaged in comparing three classes
of MBOR methods and the choice for the method to use and finally some examples of existing MBOR
systems are given in section 6.3.

6.1

Central issues in the MBOR

The object recognition system to be used for the project has to satisfy several requirements, some
concerning the systems performance, others concerning demands imposed by the environment in which
the system will operate. Some requirements on the VSS as a whole, listed in section 3.1, also apply to
the MBOR system. The accuracy requirement applies more to the scene measurement step than the
scene interpretation step of figure 3.2, but the time performance and robustness requirements can be
directly applied to the MBOR system. [Chin, 1986] also lists some requirements for industrial parts
recognition systems, of which one has not yet been mentioned:
Reliability. Under normal operating conditions. the percentage faulty classifications of objects.
found in a view on the workpiece. should be minimised to a predetermined value. In this context,
objects are the parts the workpiece is composed of.

This requirement relates mainly to an overall acceptable error rate, whilst the robusOless requirement is
associated with the degree of the systems' independence to changing environment conditions. More
requirements will follow during the discussion of the three central issues in MBOR:
1.
2.
3.

feature extraction,
modelling,
matching.

Using MBOR. it is assumed that the number of different objects, which may occur in a scene, is finite.
Every possible object is described by its object model, which uniquely defines the object properties,
also called features, irrespective of the location and orientation of the object in the scene. These
models are used to identify the objects in the scene in the matching step and, after recognition, supply
information which is needed for the calculation of every objects location and orientation relative to the
viewer. Several choices have to be made with respect to the three issues:
1.

features:

2.

models:

Which features describe the spatial relations between objects in an image of a
scene to the desired extent?
In what form should these features be combined into object models such that
this description is appropriate for recognizing all objects in the given class and
the models can be stored in a compact form at the same time?
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matching:

How should the correspondence or matching be done between image features
and object models for best recognition?

Existing MBOR methods can be divided into three classes according to the dimensionality of the
spatial descriptions of the object models used. With respect to the dimensionality, the model dimension
is the crucial factor in distinguishing MBOR methods, since a model description is just a set of
expected features and thus detelTI1ines the dimensionality of the image features and the matching
process in most cases (exceptions will also be discussed). Therefore, methods using n-D model
descriptions (n E (2,2'h,3)) will be simply denoted with n-D methods from now on. The following
subdivision can be made with respect to spatial descriptions:

2-D spatial descriptions are viewer-centred representations in image space and give a particular
view on an object. Obviously, this view nOlTI1ally depends on the viewpoint chosen. This class of
representation may be used in cases where the viewpoint is fixed and only a small number of
object positions are possible. In our situation, this would be the case if the camera viewing
direction would always be perpendicular to the ground plane and the workpiece orientation would
not change.
21/2-D spatial descriptions are also viewer-centred and use local surface properties of the object in
each view, defined as surface space. Local surface properties are used to extract the orientation of
surfaces in the scene.
3-D spatial descriptions use an object-centred coordinate system giving representations in object
space and are thus viewpoint independent. They provide a volumetric representation.
Now the central issues of MBOR can be described in more detail.

1.

features

In chapter 3 the decision was taken to use cameras for sensors, so the input to the VSS and thus to the
MBOR is 2-D. Therefore the features to be derived from the camera images are likely to be 2-D.
However, a transfonnation may be used that converts extracted 2-D features into 3-D. 2-D features can
be divided into three types, according to [Chin, 1986]:

1.

global features:

2.

local features:

line segment, arc segment with constant curvature and comer,
defining pieces of an object's boundary,

3.

relational features:

including a variety of distance and relative orientation measurements,
interrc1ating substructures and regions of an object.

perimeter, centroid, distance of contour points from the centroid, cUlvature,
area and moments of inertia,

The feature and model types are closely related, since a model is just a set of expected features.
Therefore, the choice for a typical feature type influences the choice for the corresponding model type.
Apart from this division, one may choose between binary and grey value image processing. Binary
processing is done by imposing an appropriate threshold value on a grey scale image or by using a
sensor that already supplies a binary image. Binary processing requires simpler algorithms and is thus
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faster than grey value image processing, but clearly in our case the latter is needed in order to be able

to distinguish object bQunqaries of varying_ contra~t.
3-D features usually are geometric objects, like line segments or 3-D objects like generalised cylinders,
described in [Chin, 1986], page 95-96. The ACRONYM system of Brooks and Binford from 1981,
using ribbons and ellipses, is given as an example. A ribbon is the 2-D analogon of a generalised
cylinder.
Features in 21/2-D image processing may be global, such as surface type (planar, ellipsoid, etc.), area,
perimeter and compacUless. An example of a local feature again is a ribbon, used for detecting surface .
boundaries.

2.

models

Only models based on geometric properties are of interest for my task, since these properties provide
the most accurate distinction between different objects. They describe objects in terms of shape
features. Apart from the choice for a typical model type related to the feature type used, a choice with
respect to the model dimension has to be made, i.e. 2-D, 2112-0 or 3-D. This choice depends upon the
dimension in which the matching will take place and is therefore handled separately in section 6.2.
The 2%-0 dimension relates to the use of surface characteristics in model descriptions and/or the
matching process (also refer to section 3.4).

3.

matching

The matching process in MBOR is the technique of comparing features, extracted from the image at
hand, or from a part of it, with features supplied by several object models.
Matching using 2-D models uses the features, mentioned earlier, for the comparison process. With 2112o models, features derived from sets of surface patches are compared or the patches are used directly.
Matching using 3-D models requires the use of perspective and spatial transfonnations. One approach
transforms the models into 2-0, after which the comparison may take place, the other converts the 2-D
image into 3-D and proceeds likewise.
The matching process types using 2-D features are directly related to the type of these 2-D features:
1.
2.
3.

the global feature method,
the structural feature method,
the relational graph method.

The matching process depends upon the type of method used. This is shown by the following
correspondence:
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Table 6.1:

The matching process versus the type of method

I

I Matching process

Type of method
global feature method

statistical pattern recognition

structural feature method

syntactic matching methods

relational graph method

graph-matching techniques

6.2

I

Choices with respect to the MBOR issues

The question now is which MBOR system should be used for the Hephaestos project. The answer
must be found by comparing all possible alternatives. In the previous section MBOR systems were
subdivided into three classes according to the dimensionality of the spatial descriptions used. This
subdivision will be maintained here. 2-D, 21h-D and 3-D systems are evaluated in sections 6.2.1
through 6.2.3 respectively. Section 6.2.4 compares the resulting system types of the three previous
sections.

6.2.1

2-D methods

Now the three 2-D object recognition melhods, mentioned in the previous section, will be explained.

1.

The global feature method

This method uses the global features described in the previous section. The models for this method use
unordered lists of features, which may be seen as n-dimensional feature vectors. The statistical pattern
recognition may use parallel decision rules (e.g. the Bayes classifier) or sequential decision rules (e.g.
the decision-tree classifier).

IllaIure I •

Example of a paraJlel decision rule

x,
Example of a S8qUGnllaJ decision rule:
lhe declslon·ll'88 classlfler

Figure 6.1: Decision rules in the global feature melhod
Hierarchical classification is preferred because it is both inexpensive and effective, yet less accurate
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than parallel classification. Examples of both decision rules. derived from [Gonzales. 1978] and [Chin.
1986], are given in figur~ 6.1. _

2.

The structural feature method

The features for the structural feature method are local in nature and are usually related to an object's
boundary. Models consist of a highly structured set of features. such as an ordered list or a sequence
of equations. The models are used to predict where objects are located in the scene and, after this, help
determine the precise location and orientation of these objects. An example of the structural feature
method is syntactic pattern recognition. The local features in this method consist of strings of
symbols, describing an object's boundary, which can be described by a grammar. The set of all
possible strings, derived from a grammar, is called the language belonging to that grammar. A string
represents a typical object in the scene. The grammar represents a typical model, whilst the language
contains all objects, represented by this model. However obscure, the symbols in typical strings still
represent geometrical properties, which was a condition in section 6.1 (subsection models).
The matching process is done by parsing. which is a procedure, defined in compiler theory. Figure
6.2, taken from [Gonzales, 1978], shows an object and the resulting string.

(a + b) * c
Figure 6.2: Syntactic description of an object

3.

The relational graph method

Geometric relations between local features are of interest in this method. They are described by means
of a graph. Each node of the graph represents a local feature and is labelled with a list of properties
(e.g. size) for that feature. Arcs represent relational features linking pairs of nodes and are labelled
with lists of relation values (e.g. distance and adjacency). Recognition comes down to graph matching.
This method performs well in situations. where objects occlude one another. The graph, describing an
occluded object, is a subgraph of the graph, describing the entire object.
This method may be combined with the syntactic scheme described above.
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6.2.2

2112- D methods

Surface characteristics were mentioned in section 6.1. [Bajcsy, 1980] gives an overview of known
methods for surface description. These methods can be ordered from the most global to the most local
surface description as follows:
The spherical harmonies method is used for modelling of the human heart and is the most global
approach. In general however, it does not describe boundaries and corners.
The Gauss map method is used for an observer-centred representation and uses several views to
describe an object The views are connected by a so called Gauss map in order to encompass the
whole object. The method maps each surface normal into a centre of a sphere, preserving the
angle.
The surface patches method approximates surfaces by planar or quadratic patches or by Spline
techniques. It is a special case of the algebraic and the parametric representation, which describe
surfaces with mathematical functions.
The surface normals method uses the theory of illumination and reflectance in order to estimate
the direction of local surface normals from the grey values in the image. This method provides a
very detailed surface description.
Another 21h-D object representation is the Extended Gaussian Image. The local surface normals of an
object are drawn from one point and have a length proportional to the area value with this normal
direction. The representation also partly describes the volumetric properties, but does not preserve
connectivity for instance.
Generally, a major problem with surface representations is that junctions can't be described properly.
It is also stated that it is still an open question whether objects should be represented in terms of
volumetric or surface characteristics. For a complete description of the methods mentioned. please
refer to [Bajcsy, 1980].

6.2.3

3-D methods

3-D object recognition methods are discussed in [Chin, 1986]. In contrast to 2-D and 21h-D model
representations. 3-D model representations are object-centred. This is an advantage if multiple
viewpoints are possible and/or if a CAD database of objects is already in use. Two main types of 3-D
model representations exist: exact representations. using surface or volume descriptions and multi-view
representations, in which a set of 2-D or 21h-D descriptions are combined into a single composite
model.
Among exact representations, models using surface information specify an object by its boundaries or
enclosing surfaces, using primitives like edge and face. Volume representations describe an object in
terms of solids. such as cubes and spheres. Wire frame representations use a set of points or vertices
in 3-D, interconnect by line segments. Eventually, bent segments may be used. but normally only
straight segments are used.
Multi-view representations are object centred, as any 3-D representation. Normally. representations
using views of an object are viewer centred. but since the object views within one object model
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description are selected in such a way that the objcct is covered to a large extent, no preference is
given or a typical viewpoint.
One type of a multi-view representation is a representation, based on the characteristic view of an
object This requires the specification of all topologically distinct views. Two views are topologically
equal, when in both views the same edges intersect. This is illustrated in figure 6.3.

(a)

Figure 6.3:

(b)

(e)

Views (a) and (b) belong to the same characteristic view; view (c) belongs to a
different one.

An aspect graph is usually defined, in which each node represents a characteristic view, whilst each
arc represents the transformation bctween the characteristic views of the two nodes which are
connected by this arc.
A second type was proposed by Fuchs et al., mentioned in [Chin, 1986). It uses a recursive
partitioning of a 3-D scene using the polygons that describe the surfaces of the constituent 3-D objects.
That is, a binary space-partitioning tree, in which each node contains a single polygon, is constructed.
In this representation each leaf defines a characteristic view volume.
The third type of a multi-view represcntation is called the discrete view-sphere representation, which
uses a set of viewpoints, uniformly distributed on a sphere around an object. In the matching process,
a camera view is compared to each view on an object, for every possible object, until a good match is
found.

6.2.4

Choices regarding methods and dimensions

This section compares all previously mentioned MBOR methods on their respective advantages and
disadvantages. At first methods within one class of dimensionality will be compared; then the best
methods of every class are interrelated.

1.

2-D methods

On the basis of the descriptions of 2-D MBOR methods given, table 6.2 relates the global feature,
structural feature, and relational graph methods.
Considering all arguments, it can be concluded that the global feature method does not meet the
requirements, since occlusion cannot be handled. Above all, this method is mainly used for binary
input, which is not appropriate because of varying boundary contrasts. At this point, it is not clear
whether the improved occlusion handling of the relational graph method outweighs its more complex
matching procedure for our purpose.
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2112-0 methods

The comparison of 2112-0 MBOR systems is skipped, since these system types are of no value for the
project, as was already explained in section 3.4. 2112-0 methods require a constant and well defined
object surface structure, which is not the case with steel plates.

3.

3~D

methods

Comparing 3-D MBOR methods, and considering exact representations, the wire frame representation
comes closest to the 2-D line drawings, derived from the camera images. The matching procedure will
in this case be the least complex.
Among multi-view representations, the binary space-partitioning tree representation uses volume
segments as primitives, which is not compatible with the 2-D line drawing input. Thus, only the
characteristic view and discrete view-sphere representations deserve consideration. In that case the
characteristic view is more convenient, because the models are usually more compact (less views are
needed). Further, the comparison process is equally difficult, but will take less time, because of the
lower number of viewpoints per model.
The main advantage of exact representations is their accuracy, but the transfonnations from 2-D to 3D or vice versa, needed for the matching process, require a lot of calculations, which is a drawback.
However, camera constraints, like a limited viewpoint range, may be used to limit the number of
conversions needed. Therefore, the 3-D method using wireframe representations is the most
appropriate for the project.

Table 6.2:

Comparison of 2-D MBOR methods

Method

Advantages

Disadvantages

global feature method

1.

1.

2.
3.

structural feature method

1.

2.
3.

simple training (binary
images)
features are shift and
rotation invariant
standard statistical pattern
recognition techniques can
be used
features are more reliable
(grey-level images) than
for the global method
boundary detection leads
to less sensitivity to noise
partial occlusion of objects
can be handled
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1.
2.

3.

objects are not allowed to
touch or overlap one
another (occlusion) or
contain defects
features depend heavily
on lighting conditions,
which must therefore be
controlled
sophisticated training and
matching is required
the large amount of local
features requires smart
matching procedures and
careful model design
boundary features are not
shift and rotation invariant
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I

relational graph method

1.
2.

3.

4.

I Disadvantages

I Advantages

Method

same three as above
a larger amount of
occlusion is tolerated than
in the structural method
feature relations maintain
the recognition in case a
few features are missing

1.
2.

I

same three as above
graph matching is
computationally
expensive, which requires
special purpose hardware
in many cases;
hierarchical graphsearching techniques can
however relax this
drawback

Which dimensionality to use

Within every dimension the most suitable MBOR methods have now been chosen. Now remains the
choice which is best overall.
As for 2-D methods, a large amount of model descriptions are necessary in order to cover a large
number of possible viewpoints. This means many models are needed for only one object, which
requires a lot of storage space and will make the matching procedure computationally expensive. This
of course is also valid for the 3-D discrete view-sphere method and possibly the 3-D characteristic
view method; only the model definition is different in the 3-D case: a set of views is summarized as
one model description.
It has already been mentioned that 2%-0 methods are out of the question. Thus exact 3-D
representations remain to be discussed. The wire frame representation was already selected as the most
appropriate one because of its compatibility with 2-D line drawings. An additional advantage is that
they can be directly derived from the workpiece object definitions in [PPR1, WP7, part A] and [PPR2,
WP7, part C].
Concluding this discussion, the 3-D wire frame representation is the best model representation to be
used.
Still, one decision remains to be taken. namely the dimension to be used for the matching procedure.
Having fixed the model dimension at 3-D. the matching process may still be done in 2-D or 3-D. The
options are:

1.
2.

the object models are transformed into 2-D. using the perspective transform of section 5.1
and are matched directly with the 2-D line drawings,
the 2-D line drawings are interpreted. using one of the methods of section 5.2 (e.g. the line
classification scheme), giving an incomplete 3-D workpiece description, which is matched
directly with the 3-D object models.

[Lowe, 1987] argues that most efforts in computer vision are focused on the reconstruction of depth

information in order to implement option 2. In this option, rudimentary 3-D structures are extracted
from 2-D line drawings, from which depth information may be derived. This 3-D information is then
matched against 3-D object model information. Contrary to this approach, Lowe describes a system
that performs the matching procedure in 2-D. He presents an object recognition system that recognizes
3-D objects from unknown viewpoints (within some bounds that is) in single grey-scale images. Please
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refer to section 5.3 for an in-depth description of his method. The essence of his method is, that depth
information is not needed for a complcte recognition scheme, nor does it speed things up.
The first assertion is argumented with the observation that there is no convincing psychological data
that argue the opposite with respect to human behaviour. More precise, a human being performs very
well in recognizing images -such as simple line drawings- in which there is very little potential for the
derivation of depth information. Further, this capability is not the result of learning how to interpret 2D line drawings, so only the 3-D domain knowledge is sufficient to interpret 2-D line drawings. Lowe
presents a psychological experiment in which almost identical reaction times and error rates were
measured in recognizing objects from line drawings compared to recognition from full-colour slides of
the same objects from the same viewpoints. This confirms the stated ability. Another experiment
presented by Lowe is that of a 19-month-old human baby who had no previous exposure to any kinds
of 2-D images, yet was immediately able to recognize 2-D line drawings of known objects. This result
supports the assertion that 3-D knowledge is sufficient for recognition from 2-D line drawings.
Regarding the second assertion, Lowe argues that depth information may be crucial for the initial
stages of visual learning and also provides information on object positions in case the absolute size of
an object is unknown. However, according to him, it seems likcly that the role of depth recovery in
common instances of recognition has been overstated.
In [Barnard, 1985], which was also discussed in section 5.2, Lowe's argument on domain knowledge
is supported. Barnard states that humans arc inclined to fit rectangular forms to a 2-D line drawing of
an object. This because of their domain knowlcdge that most angles in the 3-D world are straight.

Summarizing, it is possible to perform the matching procedure in 2-D. Additionally, it is less
complicated than matching in 3-D, since the transformation of object models from 3-D to 2-D is a
straightforward analytical procedure (section 5.1) as opposed to the difficult and incomplete 2-D to 3D transform to be applied to the 2-D line drawings. This because of the information that is lost in the
conversion from 3-D to 2-D. On the other hand, lhis analytical procedure is a bit tedious. However, it
looks that the 2-D matching procedure is the best one for lhe project, mainly because of the
straightforwardness of the mentioned procedure.
It must be said here that although a 2-D matching procedure was selected for implementation, depth
information is still derived in order to determine an initial viewpoint on the workpiece and its
composing objects. Experiments will have to show if the initial viewpoint data has to be accurate to
such an extent that depth information is in fact needed. Please refer to chapter 7.
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Up to this point several algorithms and procedures for the distinct parts of the 3-D reconstruction
system have been described and compared. For every part decisions have been made with respect to
the type of algorithm or procedure to be used. Now, it remains to be explained in which way these
schemes have been or will be implemented. Also, a detailed system structure remains to be revealed.
This last subject is dealt with in the next section. Sections 7.2 and 7.3 discuss two of the system parts
in detail. The remaining system parts are not handled since these are yet to be implemented. Future
implementation refinements are finally discussed in section 7.4.

7.1

Structure of the 3-D reconstruction system

In section 4.2 the global structure of the 3-D reconstruction system was discussed. The system was
divided into a scene interpretation part and a scene measurement part. A more detailed structure to be
discussed here evolved during the study of literature on line drawing interpretation, discussed in
section 5.2, on the one hand and literature on model based object recognition, dealt with in chapter 6,
on the other hand. It is visualised in figure 7.1.
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Figure 7.1: Structure of the 3-D reconstruction system
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System operation is as follows. Enhanced 2-D line drawings (line drawings coming from the initial
line drawing enhancement block in figure 3.2) are supplied to the initial visual pose determination
block. Suppose for the moment only one camera image describing the entire workpiece is used. Using
intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters (the focal lens length and the camera tilt angle respectively),
this block determines a first estimate of the visual pose (= position and orientation as seen by the
camera) of the entire workpiece. In addition, an image line labelling, giving the orientation in 3-D of
the corresponding object edges, is derived. The subject of initial visual pose was handled in chapter 5,
where several methods were discussed that derive this information. The implementation of the chosen
method is described in the next section.
The next system part, the object model choice and rotation, selects an object model description of a
workpiece part, using a workpiece description in terms of these workpiece parts, the workpiece code.
The Object Data Base supplies the geometric description for a given object code. Using the initial
visual pose in combination with an estimated relative position and orientation, the object description is
shifted and rotated to its assumed visual pose in the workpiece.
The transformed object model description is sent to the spatial correspondence determination block.
This block also receives the original 2-D line drawing and the image line labelling derived earlier. The
line labelling is used for reducing the search space in finding a one-to-one correspondence between
object model lines (3-D) and image lines (2-D). The object model description is projected onto the
image and the distances between the projected object model lines and the actual image lines are
measured. This error measure is used in a feedback loop in which the initial visual pose is corrected.
The dimension parameters in the object model description can be adjusted in this same feedback loop.
In case correction is impossible, the object model does not fit and is rejected. This decision is fed back
to the object model choice block in order to obtain a new object model description for a new iteration
in case the object model was rejected.
Finally, the workpiece collection and DXF output block receives the object model code from the object
model choice and rotation block and the corresponding corrected visual pose from the spatial
correspondence determination block. Depending on the recognition decision, the object code is stored
together with the corrected visual pose, or it is ignored. When all workpiece parts have been handled,
a DXF-type file is written, containing the workpiece geometry. The geometry of the workpiece parts is
obtained from the ODB. For every part, the visual pose is converted into the position and orientation
in the World Coordinate System (WCS, refer to section 5.1). Now the workpiece structure, the
workpiece dimensions, and the workpiece position and orientation in the world are known and can be
used in the robot program extraction process.
The use of multiple camera images requires some process for finding image-to-image correspondences
(the camera images will have some overlap). Development of this process is yet to be done. When this
is accomplished, one overall line drawing can be extracted, which can be processed in the same way
as described above.
The initial visual pose determination block has been implemented and is described in section 7.2.
Section 7.3 describes the spatial correspondence determination block, which has partly been
implemented. The DXF output part of the workpiece object collection and DXF output block has been
realized. The object collection has to be realized yet, but will not give rise to problems. The DXF
output algorithm falls a bit beyond the scope of this report. A description of the DXF format can be
found in [Autodcsk, 1989/90] and [Stap, 1991]. Finally, the object model choice and rotation block is
left for future implementation.
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7.2

Initial visual pose determination

The implementation of the first step in the 3-D reconstruction system structure will be revealed: the
initial visual pose determination. The algorithm to be used uses the perspective propenies explained in
section 6.2, method 1. It performs the classification of lines on the camera image (to be called 'image
lines') according to the orientation of the corresponding lines in the viewed 3-D object with respect to
the image plane (to be called 'object lines'). In other words: the visual pose in the VCS is determined.
The algorithm output can be divided into:
(a) an initial visual pose off the scene object, consisting of a slant angle Sscene,vcs, and the scene
position,
(b) the object distance drocus at which the camera is focused (focal distance),
(c) the orientations of the other-type (Le. not horizontal and not vertical) lines,
(d) an image line labelling, consisting of:
a type label (horizontal, vertical, other),
a vanishing point label.
The initial visual pose is needed in the model matching and scene measurement steps in a later stage.
The focal distance is not really needed outside the initial viewpoint determination, but will serve as an
input for the scene position determination. The image line labelling includes the orientation of the
individual object lines, corresponding to the respective image lines. It will be a valuable source of
information for the selection of object models prior to the matching stage, which is also true for the
orientations of item (c).
The sequence of calculations is described in section 6.2. Figure 6.6 shows the flow of information.
Now only the classification process itself needs to be explained.
The classification of image lines can be split into three parts according to the type of object line they
belong to:
(a) classification of venicallines,
(b) classification of horizontal lines, and
(c) classification of the remaining lines.
In part (a), image lines, presumed to correspond to a venical object line, are selected. Then, all lines
are considered again. Some lines are classified to belong to a horizontal object line, possibly including
some previously classified lines. Finally, the not yet classified lines are classified as type 'other',
implying that they belong to object lines, which are neither horizontal, nor vertical.

(a)

classification of vertical lines

Please refer to figure 7.1 for the following description of the vertical classification scheme.
In order to find out wether an image line belongs to a vertical object line, it would be possible to
measure its distance from the vertical vanishing point and use a threshold for the decision. However,
from section 6.2 it is known that this point is not known in advance. Therefore, a different approach is
needed.
The approach to be used is as follows. All image lines, after extension, are intersected with a vertical
line on the image plane, through its centre. Image lines which intersect the vertical line, even without
extension, cannot belong to vertical object lines and are rejected. Image lines, parallel to the vertical
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Figure 7.2: The vertical classification scheme
line (to be called 'parallel image lines'), obviously don't intersect this line and are handled separately.
Because of multiple error sources like pixel quantisation, limitations of line extraction algorithms and
camera errors (refer to sections 3.4 and 5.2) a certain image line orientation error cannot be avoided.
Therefore, intersection points arc clustered. For every image line the intersection point is determined,
together with the image line's middle point. The clustering procedure is as follows.
For all previously found clustering points, the image line is rotated around its middle point in order to
make it run through such a clustering point and the resulting rotation angle is recorded. The minimum
of all angles found is taken and compared against a given threshold equal to the maximum allowed
angle. In case this minimum is smaller than or equal to the maximum angle, the image line is assigned
to the clustering point corresponding to the minimum angle. Finally, the clustering point coordinates
are updated by taking the weighted mean of the old coordinates and the intersection point coordinates.
After handling all image lines, the clustered intersection point with the largest number of
corresponding image lines is selected. In case this number is equal to or larger than a given threshold
equal to the minimum number of image lines and it is equal to or larger than the number of parallel
image lines, this clustering point is chosen to be the vertical vanishing point. In case the number of
parallel image lines is larger and satisfies the given minimum, the vertical vanishing point is set at
±infinity. This situation corresponds to an image plane perpendicular to the ground plane. In case
neither of the two satisfies the minimum number, no vertical vanishing point is assigned.
Finally, all image lines are relabelled as either 'vertical' or 'unknown', according to the choice for the
vertical vanishing point and the orientation error is recalculated and stored with every image line.
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(b) classification of horizontal lines
-

-

-

-

--

The horizontal line classification scheme is basically the samc as the previous one. Two differences
exist however.
Firstly, distinction is made between image lines classified as 'vertical' and as 'unknown' (to be called
'vertical image lines' and 'unknown image lines' respectively). At first, vertical image lines and
unknown image lines are intersected with the horizon line. Then clustering is done in the way
described. For a vertical line to be reassigned as 'horizontal' however, the orientation error found
should be smaller than the recorded error for this image line. This demand does not apply to unknown
image lines.
Secondly, more than one vanishing point may be (and usually is) found. In our case, the viewed object
will have two main horizontal vanishing points, one for every group of horizontal parallel image lines.
A table of horizontal vanishing points is creatcd and two pointers are used to point at the elements
with the largest and second largest amount of corresponding lines. As with the vertical classification
scheme, image lines parallel to thc intersection line (here the horizon line) and again to be called
'parallel image lines' are handled separately. Depending on the number of parallel image lines, one of
the pointers may point to a vanishing point at ±infinity.

(c) classification of remaining lincs
All not yet classificd lincs are assigncd type "other". Their corresponding vanishing points are
calculated according to the schemc of enclosure AI. Formulas (A.3) and (A.4) give the resulting
vanishing point.
Thus the initial visual pose is found.

7.3

Spatial correspondence determination

Now that the initial visual pose is found, a 3-D object model description is chosen and is given an
initial rotation and shift in the object model choice and rotation block. This block is not handled here
however, since it has not yet been implemented. This rotated and shifted objcct model description is
fed into the spatial correspondence determination block, together with an enhanced 2-D line drawing
(refer to figure 7.1). The visual pose refinemcnt method of section 5.3, derived from [Lowe, 1985] and
[Lowe, 19871. was used for the implementation of this block. However, differences in coordinate
system definitions between this method and the definitions in figure 5.2, section 5.1, make some
adjustments necessary of the thcory of section 5.3. Apart from these adjustments, Lowe's method
using line-to-line correspondences could be used directly.
The sequence of operations to be performed in the spatial correspondence determination are now
described.

1.

Calculations previous to the iteration loop

To start with, a transformation from the description in section 5.1 to Lowe's method is needed. In
section 5.1, the camera is shifted. then rotatcd and again shifted, going from figurc 5.1 to figure 5.2.
In contrast, Lowc's model leaves out the initial shift (equation 5.27; first line). This is no problem,
since it can be done in advance of applying Lowc's method: all object points are shifted over (-Xo, -Yo,
-Zoo) at first. Rotation matrix R in (5.27) can be taken equal to R8R~R.., in section 5.1. Suppose Q' is the
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original object point, then (x, y, z) in (5.27) can be calculated as follows:

(7.1)

After applying rotation R the camera is shifted over 1 =
terms of vector! like:

D
"
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12, 13), Dx' Dy and Dz can be expressed in

(7.2)

3

Since D" and Dy are applied after the perspective transform in (5.27), they depend upon the z
coordinate of the initially rotated object point and are thus not independent from the object point used.
This is however inherent in Lowe's method. The corrections on the Dx' Dy ' and Dz parameters depend
on a whole system of equations, derived from all point or line pairs, and apply to all individual Dx ' Dy,
and D z parameters. After one iteration loop the corrections are added to the individual values.

2.

The iteration loop

Lowe's method is applied unchanged for the iteration itself. Per model-image line pair the two
perpendicular distances in u and v direction on the image plane between endpoints of the object model
line and the image line itself are measured. Partial derivatives of u and v with respect to the correction
parameters 11 (5.28) are calculated from table 5.6. These are combined into one partial derivative of
distance d with respect to the correction parameters «5.32), u and v replaced by their respective partial
derivatives). Equation (5.29) is formed. but with u replaced by d. One line pair gives two (u, v) pairs,
resulting in two equations. Eu in (5.29) is replaced by (5.34), taking (u I , VI) and (u2' v.]) as the
endpoints of the image line and (u 3, vJ as one of the endpoints of the corresponding object model
line.
Handling all line pairs results in the system of equations of (5.30). Using (5.31) a mean square
solution is found. The vector of corrections h of (5.28) is added to the underlying parameters. The
object model description is updated by rotating it over the ~<\>'s, the updates on the incremental
rotation angles. and by transforming it into 2-D, substituting the updated Dx ' Dy • and Dz parameters in
(5.27).
In case the calculated updates (corrections) in h are small enough, or the number of iterations exceeds
some predetermined threshold, the iteration ends. If the number of iterations is too large or the
magnitude of the final error vector £. in (5.30) is too large the model object is said to be rejected; it
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did not fit on the line drawing given. Otherwise it is accepted and is said to be recognised. All this is
. valid under. the assumption that thc_ initial visual pose is accurate enough for the algorithm to converge
using the right object model.

3.

Calculations following the iteration loop

In the iteration, apart from the !p's, Ox, Dy , and Dz are altered. This means that in the camera model of
figure 5.2, vector! is changed, apart from angles e, !p, y. In practice however, 1 is a given camera
constant, whilst ("0, Yo, Zo) is changed. Adaption to the practical situation requires some calculations
following the iteration. It can be shown that the new value of the camera position vector (Xo', Yo'. Zo')
depends on its old value. the old 1 value and the newly found I, and is equal to:

x'
0

Xo

-1
l'
Yo' = Yo + R-Q'-q'-y
_

z0 •

-

R-Q-<>'"'Y
-1
I
-

(7.3)
•

Zo

Parameters e, !p and y refer to the initial orientation values, whilst e', !p' and y represent the
corrected values, resulting from the iteration. The last rotation matrix is of the following form:

(7.4)

with Re, R. and R., as in (5.5), but with inverse angles. The other matrix in (7.3) has the same
interpretation, but with the corrected angles.
Vector l' is not needed any further since it is just an intermediate variable (! is constant).

7.4

Refinement steps to be applied to the procedure

At this moment the implementation of the 3-D reconstruction system is limited with respect to the
following items:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

a single camera is assumed.
a workpiece consists of one object only,
only straight image and object lines are supported.
object model dimensions arc fixed,
the image line drawing is ideal, Le. no errors with respect to the true contours in the
corresponding video image occur,
the line-to-line correspondence between object model and line drawing is also known in
advance,
in the spatial correspondence determination procedure, the object model to be used is known
in advance.
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These limitations can be eliminated in the following order. At first the line-to-line correspondence (6)
should be implemented and tested, first using the right object model, then a wrong one in case the first
gives good results. Then. model dimensions (4) could be included in the iteration procedure in order to
verify that the convergence is maintained and docs not end up in local minima or maxima. Without
the addition of object dimensions this will be no problem in any case (refer to section 5.3). Support of
multiple-object workpieces (2) requires object model choice (7) using the workpiece code. This
selection process should be implemented in order to test the reliability of the derivation of an initial
visual pose for a workpiece part object. It will have to be testcd/analised whether an object can be
reliably matched into a line drawing that represents more than just one object
At this point a system would be rcady, using ideal line drawings, restricted to straight lines. Support of
incomplete/erroneous line drawings (5) and bent image and object lines (3) would result in a system
having enough robustness and flexibility for real-life situations. Finally, support of multiple cameras
would provide sufficient measurement accuracy, since the resolution of a single camera is too small
for covering an entire workpiece (please refer to section 3.3).
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Program discussion

Up to this point the 3-D reconstruction system has been discussed in terms of a system subdivision in
chapter 4, followed by the discussion of various methods in chapter 5, from which a choice was made
for a final implementation. Chapter 7 discussed the way in which the selected theory of chapter 5 was
implemented. The implementation consists of a program, written in Microsoft C, version 6.0. This
chapter explains this program in section 8.2. Additionally, in section 8.1 a program is discussed, that
was designed for the generation of test images, to be used in the 3-D reconstruction program of
section 8.2. In both sections a user guide is given at first, which is followed by a program description
in terms of the source files composing the program.

8.1

The D3DTOD2D.EXE program

In advance of writing the 3-D reconstruction program, it became clear that 2-D line drawings would be
needed for test purposes. It would have to be possible to alter the visual pose, the viewing distance,
e.t.c. in a fast way and, most importantly, some control with respect to line drawing errors should be
present. Line drawings obtained from video images could therefore not be used. What's more, no fast
automatic schemes for line drawing extraction were present at that time. Because of these reasons, I
wrote a camera-simulating program in which the parameters involved could be changed quickly. This
is the D3DTOD2D.EXE program, listed in enclosure El.

8.1.1

User guide

The program is started from DOS by typing its name. It uses a main menu from which several
submenus can be selected. The main menu consists of the following entries:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Enter file names
Set intrinsic camera parameters
Set extrinsic camera parameters
Convert D3D to D2D
View resulting 2-D camera image
Write output file
Terminate program

The options which will be explained now.

1.

Enter file names

Entry 1 is normally selected at first, after which a submenu is shown. Through option 1 in this
submenu, the file name of a geometric workpiece description in the D3D format from [Ammeraal,
1988] can be entered. This format is also described in [Maas. 1991]. It contains a representation of a
3-D wire frame object, i.e. a representation in terms of points and faces. A face is a sequence of line
segments, going from point to point, and is closed. The D3D format can be represented in the form of
a regular expression as:
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«point number> SP <x coordinate in mm> SP <y coordinate in mm> SP <z coordinate in mm>

NLt

'Faces:' NL
(((el'-') <point number>

sPt (e1'-') <point number> ('.'1'#') NLt

An SP symbol represents one or more spaces, whilst NL is used as a new line symbol. The + symbol
indicates that the preceding part may be repeated infinitely, but must be used at least once. Further, the
I symbol expresses that either the preceding pan or the following part is used, and the e symbol
represents the empty string. Expressions between '<>' are numbers to be filled in.
In the format, lines originating from the first line in the description describe a 3-D point in its serial
number (~ 1) and its x, y and z coordinates. This section is followed by the string 'Faces:', which in
tum is followed by one or more face descriptions. These consist of a string of point numbers,
separated by SP symbols, followed by a '.' or '#' symbol. The optional minus symbol preceding a
point number indicates that no line segment should be drawn to this point. A minus symbol preceding
the first point number in a face description prohibits a line segment from being drawn from this point
to the last point in the face description.

Through menu option 3 information is shown, glvmg the total number of lines, the number of
horizontal lines for two directions, the number of vertical lines and the number of remaining lines in
the D3D-type file. In this case it is assumed that the D3D-type file describes an object with
rectangular shapes. After choosing this option, a maximum allowed deviation error is asked for, that
designates to which extent the coordinates of a lines' endpoints may deviate in order to be still seen as
horizonal, vertical, e.t.c. Some value slightly larger than zero usually works best.
Through option 2 the name of the D2D-type output file to be written later can be entered. The D2D
format describes a 2-D line drawing on a camera image. Line endpoint coordinates are in pixels, but
don't have to be integer. The format can be given in the form of a regular expression as:
«point number> SP <x coordinate in pixels> SP <y coordinate in pixels> NLt
'Faces:' NL
«point number> SP <point number> ('.'1'#') <line probability> <measure of straightness> NLt
'Params:' NL
'f =' SP <focal length in mm> NL
'size_x =' SP <horizontal CCD size in pixels> NL
'size_y =' SP <venical CeD size in pixels> NL
'10 =' SP <x coordinate of image centre point in pixels> NL
'10 =' SP <y coordinate of image centre point in pixels> NL
'Kx =' SP <number of pixels per mm in hori. direction> NL
'Ky =' SP <number of pixels per mm in vert. direction> NL
'(lx,ly.lz) =' SP '(' <Ix value in mm> ',' <Iy value in mm> ': <lz value in mm> ')' NL
'phi =' SP <camera tilt angle in degrees> NL
As can be seen, the intrinsic camera parameters (refer to section 4.2) are included, since these are
needed by the GET3D.EXE program to be discussed in section 8.2 and also since they are part of
project foreknowledge, c.q. are determined through a calibration procedure (section 5.1), and may thus
be specified to the GET3D.EXE program. The camera tilt angle phi (<\» is also included because of
these reasons. The camera slant angle theta (8) is however not included, since this parameter will not
be known in practice, but has to be determined by the GET3D.EXE program.
At this moment, reading a D3D-type file after that another one was already loaded results in a memory
allocation error which cause could not be traced up till now. The program must be terminated (main
menu, option 7) and restarted in order to read a new input file.
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Set intrinsic camera paramcters

The submenu, which is shown after sclection of option 2 in the main menu, presents the settings for
the intrinsic camera parameters. The parameters to be set are:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

the focal length f of the camera lens,
the camera image (CCO) size size in pixels,
the camera centre position centre in pixels,
the number of pixels per mm on the CCO in horizontal and vertical direction: K", K'I
respectively,
the vector displacement 1 between the lens centre and the rotation point or gimbal centre in
mm.

Through selection of the proper item, the corresponding paramcter(s) can be entered. Items 2, 3 and 4
require entering two values. For instance, the K" and Ky values are entered as '100,50' in order to set
K,. = 100 pixels/mm and K, = 50 pixels/mm respectively. Vector! (item 5) is set accordingly, e.g.
'0,0,0'. The gimbal centre refers to the joint in which the camera rotates (section 5.1).

3.

Set extrinsic camera parameters

The parameters to be set now are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

the distance dist between the optical centre of the camera and the centre point of the
workpiece in mm,
the camera slant angle 8 in degrees,
the camera tilt angle <\> in degrees,
the camera angle 'Y in degrees.

The angles refer to the extended camera model of section 5.1. With respect to parameter dist one thing
has to be explained however. The program uses an internal distance value, the focal distance, which is
the distance at which the camera is focused. It is derived from parameter dist in the following way. At
first two terms need explanation. The centre point is the point that is obtained by taking the mean of
all object x coordinates, of all y coordinates, and of all z coordinates. These means form the centre
points' coordinates. The object size is taken as two times the maximum of all distances between an
object point and the centre point, Le. the diameter of the smallest sphere surrounding the object. Now,
setting dist at a certain value d and assuming a workpiece size of s, at least the range [d - 1/28, d + V2s]
should be projected without visible blur. From (3.2), the depth of field formulas, it follows which
minimum F value can be used in order to obtain the depth of field that is needed. Since F = fID
(section 3.3) a maximum lens diameter 0 follows. Finally, the focal distance v follows. All
calculations are done in the C function calc_camera_setlingO, file CAMERA.C, in enclosure E1.
Concerning all four parameters in the submenu, it must be noted that the camera position, Le. the
WCS position of the cameras' gimbal centre, is automatically adjusted in such a way, that the optical
axis intersects the middle point of the object Thus the object always remains in view.
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Convert D3D to D2D

After that the parameters in the previous submenus have been entered or adjusted, option 4 performs
the projection of the 3-D object onto the camera image. Nothing is drawn yet. It must be said that at
this moment no hidden line projection is used, Le. a projection that hides lines that would be occluded
in practice. This should be added in the future in order to generate more realistic line drawings.

5.

View resulting 2-D camera image

After selection of this item the projected object is shown within a rectangle that represents the CCD
borders. A red cross represents the CCD intersection with the optical axis. On the right of the screen
three groups of parameters are shown. The top group just shows the object size in mm. The middle
group shows the extrinsic parameters, consisting of the calculated focal distance and depth of field
bounds. called the focal range, the camera orientation angles with respect to the WCS, and the WCS
position of the cameras' gimbal centre. The bottom group contains the intrinsic camera parameters
from the respective submenu apart from 1, with the calculated image distance b, lens diameter D and
parameter F added.

6.

Write output file

The calculated object projection, a 2-D line drawing, is written to a file, using the me name entered in
the first submenu. In advance however, the number of fraction decimals for the pixel coordinates is
asked to be entered. The maximum number of significant fraction decimals written is 14.

7.

Terminate program

The program is terminated, loosing all parameter seLlings.

8.1.2

Program description

The D3DTOD2D.EXE program is wriuen in the C language. Its source code is divided into files,
according to the functions to be performed:

Table 8.1:

The D3DTOD2D.EXE source files

Source file

Contents I performed actions

D3DTOD2D.H

contains standard includes, symbol & type definitions, external global variable
declarations and function prototypes

D3DTOD2D.C

contains global variable declarations and the mainO function definition

CAMERA.C

contains function definilions concerning a video camera (in-/extrinsic parameter
setting, 3-D to 2-D transform, ...)
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I Source file

I Contents / perfonned actions

INPUT.C

the main menu and submenus (refer to the previous section) are implemented

READ_D3D.C

a D3D-type file is read into a vertex (= point) table and a face table

WRITED2D.C

face descriptions are split into separate image line segments, and are written to
a D2D-type file, together with the 2-D point descriptions

MISC.C

contains miscellaneous functions: filename input, graphics initialisation and
display of the camera image, and display of line data of the input file

ERRORMSG.C

contains functions that display an error message on a specific subject (refer to
enclosure E1)

I

The global variables are commented in D3DTOD2D.H. Some of thcm require more explanation. Table
8.2 gives this information.

Table 8.2:

Explanation of some global variables

I Global variable

I

I Explanation

int "''''pface

pface points to the table of faces; pface[i][O], i~O, contains the
number of points for face i; pface[i][j], i~O, j~l, contains the j-th
point for face i

struct camera_model camera:
double camera.Dobj

the focal distance, i.e. the distance at which the camera is
focused

double DobLcentre

the distance between the optical centre of the camera and the
centre point of the object

Please refer to the comments at the start of the functions in every file for a more detailed description
of these functions.

8.2

The GET3D.EXE program

The implementation described in chapter 7 consists of the GET3D.EXE program. At this moment, the
initial visual pose determination and spatial correspondence blocks have been implemented. The last
one is not yet operative and is designed for an ideal situation (section 7.3). A DXF output routine was
also written, but is not included in this report (refer to section 7.1). It will have to be integrated into
the GET3D.EXE program at a later stage. At this momcnt, two versions of the program exist. One
version only contains the initial visual pose determination implementation. The other one contains the
implementation of both blocks, but the first one is skipped during execution in order to make test
results of the spatial correspondence block independent of the initial visual pose determination results.
The second version of the GET3D.EXE program is listed in enclosure E2. Both implementation parts
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can thus be read. The next section is concerned with the earliest version because this one is already
operative.

8.2.1

User guide

The program is started by typing the program name in DOS. At first the name of a D2D-type file is
asked to be typed in. Then, the two threshold values, which were mentioned in section 7.2, are asked
for. The first one is the maximum error angle in degrees. It refers to the angle through which an image
line must be rotated to make it intersect a vanishing point. In case this angle is smaller than or equal
to the maximum error angle, the line is assigned to the vanishing point. The second threshold value
specifies a minimum number of associated lines for a candidate vanishing point, in order to be
accepted as a true one. Please refer to section 7.2 for a description of both parameters. Typical values
for both are 0.1 0 and 2 respectively.
When the parameters have been entered, the program classifies all image lines with respect to the
orientation of their corresponding object lines. The mathematics behind the algorithm are discussed in
section 5.2, part 1, whilst section 7.2 describes the implementation aspects. The next section will make
references to both, explaining the program operation.
After some seconds, a similar picture is shown as in the D3DTOD2D.EXE program: the camera image
to the left and a parameter field to the right. Now the image lines have different colours and patterns
however.
The parameter field consists of five groups. At the top, the colour coding is explained. The colours
indicate a specific line type: blue for unknown, green for venical, purple for horizontal. and yellow for
other. The line types in tum refer to the orientation of the object lines corresponding to the image
lines. Two lines of the same colour, but having different patterns, are of the same type, but are not
parallel. Only if both colour and pattern are the same, the corresponding object lines are parallel. Type
unknown refers to lines that could not be classified and may not emerge normally, since all lines
should be classified to some known type.
The second parameter group lists for every line type the number of lines found. These numbers can be
compared to the numbers listed by the D3DTOD2D.EXE program in the file submenu, option 3, in
order to judge the GET3D.EXE results.
The third group lists the number of vanishing points found for every line type. For vertical lines this
will never be more than one. The number is zero in case the point found does not meet the minimum
number of associated image lines, or in case the vcrtical lines don't intersect each other (i.e. they are
parallel to the image plane).
The founh group consists of the focal lens length and the calculated image distance. Almost equal
values indicate a relative large object distance.
Finally, the fifth group lists the most imponant parameters: the calculated focal distance and calculated
angle e, giving the rotation of the oes (Object Coordinate System) around its y axis with respect to
the VCS (Viewer or camera Coordinate System). Please refer to section 5.1, figure 5.3. Both
parameters can be compared to the same ones specified by the D3DTOD2D.EXE program. again to
judge the GET3D.EXE results.
A keypress teITIlinatcs the program.
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8.2.2

Program description

The GET3D.EXE program is built in a way similar to the D3DTOD2D.EXE program. One header file,
containing the standard system include files and all definitions, is included by all *.C files. In this way
only one copy of the definitions is needed, whilst they are known in every ....C file. Table 8.3 gives
some explanation of every program source file.

Table 8.3:

The GET3D.EXE source files

I Source file

I

Contents / pcrfonncd actions

GET3D.H

contains standard includes, symbol & type definitions, external global variable
declarations and function prototypes

GET3D.C

contains global variable declarations and the mainO function definition

CAMERAC

contains function definitions concerning a video camera (in-/extrinsic parameter
setting, 3-D to 2-D transform, e.t.c.); it is a modified version of the equally
named file in the D3DTOD2D.EXE program

GEOMETRI.C

it is a collection of geometrical functions: e.g. calculation of the projection of a
point on a line, calculation of vanishing points and line labelling

VERIFY.C

implementation of the spatial correspondence theory from [Lowe, 1987]

RD_MODEL.C

a D3D-type file containing an object model description in 3-D is read into a
venex (= point) table and a face table

RD_SCENE.C

a D2D-type file containing a camera image description in 2-D is read into a
pOint table and a line segment table

MISC.C

contains miscellaneous functions: filename input, graphics initialisation and
display of the camera image and the projected model

ERRORMSG.C

contains functions that display an error message on a specific subject (refer to
enclosure E2)

I

In file GET3D.H, several structures are defined to be used as underlying data structures for an object
data base: struct planarplate through struct object. These structures may become useful when the 3-D
reconstruction is extended to complex (composed) object interpretation, e.g. a workpiece consisting of
stiffeners, webs, e.t.c. They arc not used at this moment.
The mainO function (GET3D.C) contains some statements used for skipping the line classification,
which was mentioned at the start of section 8.2. The classification is started by setting all image line
labels to unknown. Then, function filter_venO (GEOMETRI.C) looks fOf the vertical vanishing point
by clustering and possibly marks some lines as vertical. In case a vertical vanishing point was found,
the function seccamera_params_lO (CAMERAC) is now able to calculate the camera image distance
and focal distance, using equations (5.17) and (5.20). In case no one was found, the focal distance is
asked to be typed in.
Following this. function filtef_horiO (GEOMETRI.C) considers all lines again and possibly labels
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some as horizontal. Finally. every remaining line is tested to be orthogonal to some horizontal line
close to this line by function filtecothrO, and, if this is the case. its vanishing point is calculated,
which uniquely defines the orientation of the corresponding object line. Function
seccamera_params_20 (CAMERA.C) calculates angle e from the extended camera model of section
5.1. using equation (5.18). This e is equal to the e in figure 5.6. It also determines the camera
position, using the camera orientation and focal distance found, assuming the camera is aimed at the
objects' centre. At last the classification is shown graphically. which was described in the user guide.
The file VERIFY.C needs some explanation, because of its complexity. Function verify_modelO is the
main function that calls all other functions in the file. At first five tables are reserved in memory.
which are described in table 8.4, together with other data structures, important for the iteration.

Table 8.4:

Tables used by verify_modelO

I

I

Table

Contents

model_2Dvtx_tab[<object model vertex number>]

storage space for the projected model
vertices (= points)

Dxyz[<object model vertex number>][0..2]

contains the initial Dx• Dy • and Dz values for
every object model vertex

Dxyz_upd[O..2)

contains the calculated updates on Dx' Dy•
and Dz

phCxyz[0..2]

contains the parameters C\lx. C\ly. and C\lz

phi_xyz_upd[0..2]

contains the calculated update on these
parameters

coeffs[<object modclline number> x 2][0..5]

this is the Jacobian matrix J from (5.30).
containing two pairs of six coefficients for
every object model line

line_errors[<object model line number> x 2]

contains the measured errors in line position
and orientation between object model and
image lines: two perpendicular distances per
line pair

line_corresp(<object model line number>]

specifies the line-to-line correspondence
bctwecn object model lines and image lines

I

In the following description of function verify_modcIO. the file where every function is situated is
only mentioned in case this is not VERIFY.C. Every subsection of section 7.3 is described here.

1.

Calculations prcvious to the iteration loop

The camera image is drawn by function draw_sceneO (MISC.C). The object model receives its initial
shift and rotation from function iniCtransCmodelO according to the initial visual pose. using equation
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(7.1). At the moment. the D3D-type file that was used for the generation of the D2D-type file
describing. the. Caplera image. is used for the object model description. As a consequence. the line
correspondence. determined by function geUine_correspO. can be simply one-to-one (point n -in the·
D3D model file was projected onto pOint n in the D2D image file). In the future this dummy
implementation should be replaced by a real algorithm.
The Dx • Dy • and D z values are calculated for every model point by function geCDsO, using equation
(7.2). Then the term R l -8+Y'! in equation (7.3) is already calculated. This calculation belongs to those
following the iteration loop. but the term docs not depend upon iteration results. so it can be done
now. The cl>x. cl>y. and cl>z values are set to zero, after which the object model is projected onto the
image plane by function transform_modclO. using the second equation of (5.27). Then it is drawn by
function draw_modeIO.

2.

The iteration loop

The iteration is contained within the do..while loop. The sequence of operations is as follows.
The for statement addresses every model-image line pair. For every pair. the coefficients of two
equations in the six unknown iteration parameters (h in (5.28), represented here by Dxyz_upd[] and
phi_xyz_upd[]) are calculated by function calc_coeffsO. This function itself calls function calc_subO
twice, one time for every equation (for every distance between projected object model point and image
line). The cause of malfunction of the iteration may be found in this function. Looking at the function.
it follows that parameter camera.Dim is used only for coefficients 3 through 6. During a test run. it
appeared that the cause of the divergence in stead of convergence was within the same coefficients,
since the first two iteration parameters in h, corresponding to the first two equation coefficients. did
converge initially. but were overruled by the four others later.
Following the for loop starting the iteration loop. h is printed, along with the errors measured in the
image. in order to do the test described above. Then. function update_modelO updates the parameters
in h and rotates the object model through the orientation updates of h (the prefix matrix multiplication,
mentioned in section 5.3). Now. transform_modelO is called again and the newly projected object
model is drawn to make the changes in visual pose visible.
Finally. the parameters in vector h are checked whether they are small enough for stopping the
iteration. It is stopped in case they are small enough, or in case the maximum number of iterations (5)
is exceeded. Upon exceeding this number. the program is terminated. since the object model used is
known to be good and the spatial correspondence procedure is still in a testing phase. Following the
description of section 7.3. subsection 2. the magnitude of vector ~ in (5.30) should also be checked.
This is not done yet. but should be included.

3.

Calculations following the iteration loop

Only one function is called here: geccam_pos_orientO. It assigns the determined orientation
parameters to the camera orientation. These are the '-ed angles in section 7.3. subsection 3. In
addition. equation (7.3) is evaluated. resulting in a new camera position vector.
It may seem strange that the calculated visual pose, being the position and orientation of the OCS in
the VCS, is used in the extended camera model, which uses the position and orientation of the VCS in
the WCS. At this time however. only a transform using the last position and orientation is available.
Therefore, the OCS is taken equal to the WCS (the object is a~sumed to be fixed in the WeS), which
makes the oes-vcs relation just the inverse of the ves-wes (= VCS-OeS) relation. Instead of
moving the object. the camera is moved. This construction is also used in the line classification
implementation. It is however recommended to write a true OCS-VCS transform. Especially when
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complex workpieces are to be supported, this transfonn should be present.

8.3

Measurement results

The GET3D.EXE program was tested with a test object, described in the D3D-type file
WRKPIECE.D3D, which is not included because of its size. Many views with a variety of parameter
values were made with the D3DTOD2D.EXE program. Assumed behaviour of the line classification
algorithm with respect to certain parameter values was verified. The algorithm behaviour was
measured along the following scheme:
1.

Starting with a perspective image with strongly converging lines as an input, input images
with less line convergence were used, so the input wend more and more towards a parallel
projection (also called orthographic projection),
using an image with average line convergence, several different parameter values were taken
as input for the line classification algorithm.
Then, the effective image size, the size of the 2-D line drawing in pixels, was reduced to one
half the previous value, and
fmally images were used with one of the e and <II values in D3DTOD2D.EXE at a multiple
of 90° , so with some lines parallel to the image plane (the test object in WRKPIECE.D3D is
right-angled).

2.
3.
4.

For every situation a list of fixed parameter values in both programs is given, which is followed by a
table of measurement results. The row numbering of this table corresponds to the number of the input
me used, Le. measurements 6a through 6g were all performed on the same input me WRKPCE6.D2D.
In total 15 D2D-type files were used as an input for GET3D.EXE. Parameters in the tables of
measurement results correspond to input and output parameters of D3DTOD2D.EXE and
GET3D.EXE. The parameter meanings arc listed in tables 8.5, 8.6 and 8.7.

Table 8.5:

I

Meaning of D3DTOD2D.EXE parameters

D3DTOD2D.EXE
input parameters

esct,

<llset

Meaning
slant angle

I
e, tilt angle <II of the camera (VCS) in the WCS

f

focal length of the camera lens

~,Ky

number of pixels per mm in x, y direction

dcentre

distance from the optical centre to the centre of the object under view

dtccus,lCt
#declmals

I)

I

I)

distance at which the camera is focused
the number of significant decimals for the broken part of pixel coordinates

The focal distance is derived from other inputs (refer to section 8.5).
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Meaning of GET3D.EXE input parameters

Table 8.6:

-

.

I

GET3D.EXE
input parameters

I

..-

-

Meaning

I

the maximum allowed error angle between an image line and its rotated
version running through a vanishing point, for this line to be associated with
this vanishing point (refer to figure 7.2)

<Xerror. max

the minimum number of associated lines for a vanishing point to be
considered valid

#Ii~.min

Meaning of GET3D.EXE output parameters

Table 8.7:

GET3D.EXE
output parameters

Meaning

#vtzt. lines

I #vtzt. v.p.'s

the number of vertical lines found I the number of vertical vanishing points
found

#hori. lines

I #hori. v.p.'s

ditto for horizontal lines I vanishing points

#Otherlines

I # other v.p.'s

ditto for other-type lines I vanishing points

dfocus• calc

the calculated distance at which the camera is focused

e calc

the calculated camera slant angle in the WCS

Lastly, the actual number of horizontal, vertical and other-type lines in WERKSTUK.D3D are listed in
table 8.8.

Table 8.8:

I

The number of lines in WERKSTUK.D3D

WERKSTUK.D3D
Line type

I Number of lines

horizontal, 1st vanishing point

38

horizontal, 2nd vanishing point

51

vertical

36

other

32
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Varying the line convergence

Fixed parameters in D3DTOD2D.EXE:

f-~~-------------------------------------------f-~!"------------------------------------------j
130

I

1-30

Ditto for GET3D.EXE:

f~-------------------------------------------f-#)~~,~~--------------------------------------J
I 0.1

I

12

Measured values:

Table 8.9:

GET3D.EXE measurements regarding varying line convergence

I

DJI7TOD2D.
EXE;",,",

Ky

"1plI1

f

K••

---

-------

nun

pix./nun

nun

l.

8

SO/50

1000

14

689.503

40/1

2.

8

SO/50

1000

10

689.503

3.

8

50/50

1000

2

4.

8

SO/50

1000

5.

8

100/100

6a.

8

7.
8.

-----

d.-..

#lI"en.a11

#ven.lu..J

d(Q;'d'IC\

I

GETID.EXE

II

#b<lri.u-l
#oon. v.po',

fo---- ------ -------- !:.~:..~!.- -------

#Olbr.rr-J
#olller v.p.·,

dcocu, eale

Seale

-------- fo--------

-------

nun

0

93.4

28/18

709.098

33.690

40/1

93/4

28/18

709.098

33.690

689.503

30/1

92/6

35/22

622.696

33.694

0

689.503

7/1

78/27

72/62

-2330.217

33.704

1800

14

1627.502

36/1

89/2

32/18

1627.502

33.690

100/100

1800

2

1627.502

28/1

101/8

29/19

1576.288

33.709

11

100/100

2600

14

2480.578

36/1

93/4

28/19

2480.578

33.690

11

100/100

2600

2

2480.578

36/1

96/6

25/20

4256.609

33.686

nun

Looking at table 8.9 the following remarks can be made. Numbers correspond to the concerning rows
in the table.
1/5:

In measurement 5 a larger d rocus • set is used, which results in less image line convergence
than in measurement 1. This apparently has the effect, that the line classification is
better: all line quantities are correct. In measurement 1 however, several other-type lines
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are classified as being horizontal or vertical. Further, the calculated focal distance
dCocus,cale is more accurate in measurement 5. The Kx. and Ky values were adjusted to
insure that the effective image size in pixels did not change too much.
This effect can be explained by considering a right-angled object (e.g. a cube), with one
of its surfaces parallel to the WCS ground plane. Suppose a camera is taking a view of
this object at a tilt angle 4> not equal to 90 0 , like in figure 5.5. In case the viewing
distance is small, as in figure 5.5, it is easily possible that an image line runs closely
past both the vertical vanishing point and one horizontal vanishing point after
elongation. As a consequence it can be classified wrongly (depending upon its error
angles for both vanishing points). However, taking a very large object distance (large
compared to the object size), a ncarly orthographic projection results (thus less line
convergence). Now all vanishing points arc much further away and a line along two
vanishing points of different type could not contain an image line nearby the total line
drawing. Thus the probability that an image line is assigned to the wrong vanishing
point is much smaller. The focal distance is more accurate in measurement 5, because
the location of the vertical vanishing point, from which this parameter is calculated
(equations 5.17 and 5.20), is not disturbed by intersection points of non-vertical image
lines with the vertical line mentioned earlier.
3/6a:

Now both measurements only use 2 decimals in the pixel coordinate fractions. The
previous observation still holds for the focal distance; yet the error in the number of
lines seems to be slightly larger in measurement 6a.

4:

It appears that without sub-pixel coordinate accuracy (no significant fraction decimals)
the focal distance dcocus....Ie cannot be derived reliably.

7/8:

The focal distance calculated is totally wrong in measurement 8; yet the correct number
of vertical lines seems to suggest a good vertical classification. The image shown by
GET3D.EXE, which displays the object with a line colour coding, did not show visible
errors. Probably the focal distance error is caused by the fact that dimage =: f which makes
the error introduced by the rounding at two decimals relatively large.

2.

Varying the GET3D.EXE input values

Fixed parameters in D3DTOD2D.EXE:

8 set

f

K

mm

mm/mm

/

Ky

dcclltn:

dcocus. set

mm

mm

4>
x
----------- 1-------------1-------------1----------------------- ------------ -----------0

I 30

set

0

I -30

I8

I

100/100

There are no fixed parameters in GET3D.EXE.
Measured values:
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Table 8.10:

I

GETID.EXE measurements regarding varying input parameter values

GETID.EXE
input

~~-------j[~:::::_----j

I

GETID.EXE
output

II

#bori. ~ /

#..... . - /

#"",",.-/

drono. calc

!:.~:..!.~---- !~-':!"::_---- !~".:!':"----- ---------nun

8 ca1c
~----------0

6a.

0.1

2

28/1

101/8

29/19

1576.288

33.709

6b.

1

2

35/1

122115

1/1

7680.729

33.690

6c.

0.1

3

28/1

89/2

41/27

1576.288

33.709

6d,
6e.
6f.

0.1

4,10,28

28/1

89/2

41/27

1576.288

33.709

6g.

0.1

29

0/0

89/2

68/27

-

33.708

Looking at table 8.10 the following remarks can be made. Numbers again correspond to the
concerning rows in the table.
results in wrong vertical classifications that blur the calculated

6b:

The relatively large
focal distance.

6a/6c:

The more strict constraint of three lines per vanishing point results in the elimination of
lines that should not have been classified as horizontal.

<lerro,

6d,6e.6f: All horizontal and vertical vanishing points have at least 28 associated lines (table 8.8).
so no changes occur.
6g:

3.

Since the vertical vanishing point lacks one associated line. no focal distance can be
detennined and must be entered by hand. Since the horizontal vanishing points have at
least 29 vanishing points (table 8.8) no problems arise in the horizontal classification
and thus slant angle e can be calculated (equation 5.18).

Varying the effective image size

Fixed parameters in D3DTOD2D.EXE:

f~=o--------------f~:c---------------jf~~------------jf:;~I

30

I

-30

I

8

1
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Ditto for GET3D.EXE:

f~-------------------------------------------f~~~~~--------------------------------------1
I

0.1

1

2

1

Measured values:

Table 8.11:

GET3D.EXE measurements regarding varying effective image size
GETID.EXE
output

D3DTOD2D.
EXE input

K./ ICy

#..... 1_

# docilllala

--- ----------- ----------

/

#ochor~ /

#bari. Imoa /

!:.~::!.!._---- !!:':'_.:!~----- !~~"j".:.._----

pix./mm /
pix./mm

c1r..... caIo

8 ca1o

---------- ---------mm

0

5.

100/100

14

36/1

89/2

32/18

1627.502

33.690

6a.

100/100

2

28/1

101/8

29/19

1576.288

33.709

9.

SO/50

14

36/1

89/2

32/18

1627.502

33.690

10.

50/50

2

20/1

93/8

45/30

3468.068

33.687

Comments with respect to the mcasurcmcnt rcsults:
5/9:

No effect on the results can be obscrvcd in case pixcl coordinates are very accurate.

6a/lO:

The focal distance d rocus • calc is totally incorrect because of the rounded pixel coordinates
and the sensitive calculation in equation 5.20.

Varying the slant and tilt angles

4.

Fixed parameters in D3DTOD2D.EXE:
f

d

d

mm

mm

mm

8

1800

1627.502

, set

#decimals

ccntre
focus
--------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------_. -----------------------
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Ditto for GET3D.EXE:

f~-------------------------------------------f~~~=--------------------------------------J
12

1 0. 1

I

Measured values:

Table 8.12:

I

GET3D.EXE measurements regarding varying slant and tilt angles

D3DTOD2D.EXE

K.,

K,.

I

GETID.EXE

II

input

8 ..,/

output

# ,en. 1m.. /

#bori. liDoa /

_H.."".:-_'?~ _____

#"rliDoa /

dtoeu. calc

8 ca1c

mm

•

!~:..'?':''''---- ------------ ------------

---

!:.'::::!.!._--------------- 1------_.
a / a

9.

50,50

30/·30

36/1

89(2

32/18

1627.502

33.609

11.

100,100

30/·85

36/1

41/14

54/50

·0.428

·46.578

12.

100,100

30/·70

36/1

45/16

63/56

·2.142

-69.290

13.

100,100

45/-30

34/1

93/4

30/19

1627.502

49.107

14.

100,100

0/·30

51/1

20/11

86/60

2.007

-179.836

15.

100,100

30/-90

36/1

61(20

33/33

0.000

90

ell..,

mm/mm

Remarks with respect to the measurement resulLs:
9/13:

Measurement 13 gives worse results since now both horizontal directions have
considerable convergence (refer to remark 1/5), compared to measurement 9, where due
to slant angle 8 0et = 30°, one horizontal direction does not converge that much.

9/14:

For measurement 14, all horizontal lines of one direction intersect at the intersection of
the vertical line at which the vertical vanishing point is situated, and the horizon. Since
the number of horizontal lines is larger than the number of vertical lines for both
directions (table 8.8 : 38 and 51 versus 36), this point will be wrongly chosen as the
vertical vanishing point. Thus a wrong focal distance drocus, calc results.
Further, since the same horizontal lines are labelled as vertical, the calculation of slant
angle 8 ca1c is disturbed (equation 5.18).

9/15:

For measurement 15 all horizontal lines arc parallel to the image plane (the camera
viewing direction is perpendicular to the WCS ground plane). Their intersection points
with the previously mentioned vertical line will be arbitrary, they will therefore not
cluster, and will therefore not disturb the vertical classification. This is supported by the
number of vertical lines found (36 = correct). Yet, no focal distance can be determined.
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Suppose '1>set approximates -90°, then in equation (5.17), written as dimagc = ..., tan('1>scJ
approximates -00, whilst YVert.vP. appr~ximates -0. Now dimagc is undetermined, which
.
leaves drocus • set undetermined too (equation (5.20)).
Both horizontal vanishing points approximate + or -inf., which means the calculation of
equation (5.18) is no longer valid. A third situation should be distinguished, namely that
both horizontal vanishing points approximate + or -inf. In this case, using the constraint
{0° < 8 set < 90°} (which was used all along), and knowing the sign of '1> set' 8 set follows
from the horizontal image line orientations itself.
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Conclusions and recommendations

Conclusions
All aspects of the main activities of the past monlhs have been discussed in the previous chapters. This
chapter summarizes the results found in the search for a solution to the problem of designing a system
that recovers information on the 3-D structure, position and orientation of a workpiece in the 3-D
world. using 2-D line drawings and some foreknowledge on the workpiece and its environment For
every subject the results are summarized.

The Vision Survey System (VSS):
1.

Its role in the Automatic Welding System (AWS) was analyzed: delivering output which is
an important source of information for the generation of a program for the welding robot.

2.

A VSS configuration was derived, e.g. the use of cameras for sensors and TL tubes for the
lighting.

3.

An initial subdivision into a line drawing extraction system and a 3-D reconstruction system
was determined.

The 3-D reconstruction system

1.

A subdivision into four subsystems was determined:
a.
b.
c.
d.

the
the
the
the

initial visual pose determination block,
object model choice and rotation block.
spatial correspondence determination block, and
workpiece object collection and DXF output block.

la. From the initial visual pose an initial position and orientation can be derived. This relation
was established using two camera models. Implementation and test of a method. derived from
existing knowledge on perspective. gave promising results. A second method should be
considered for its applicability.
lb. A literature survey was done on the subject of Model Based Object Recognition or MBOR.
The MBOR serves as a verification step on the workpiece configuration suggested by the
workpiece code. Decisions on two levels were taken:
the method (= object model) dimensionality: the 3-D method using 3-D wire frame
object models was selected because of its representation accuracy and the fact that it ean
be derived directly from workpiece object descriptions in the project documents,
the matching procedure should take place in 2-D since it is possible to do this (depth
knowledge is not needed) and the 3-D to 2-D conversion is far less difficult than vice
versa.
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The model selection has to be implemented yet. This also accounts for the object model
rotation,_ but for thi_s only standard goni~metric calculations are_ required.
lc. The spatial correspondence determination is Lhe implementation of theory from an article
found in literature. It performs object model matching and visual pose refinement in parallel
and uses a 3-D object model Lhat is matched in 2-D, which was required in lb.
Implementation is theoretically finished for an ideal situation (refer to the recommendations
lateron), but does not function yet Thus, additional work on this subsystem is required.
Id. The plain DXF output routine is operable. Remaining work consists of data structure
adjustments and a buffering of object codes and visual poses of workpiece objects recognised
and measured by the previously described subsystem.

Recommendations
Some recommendations with respect to the continuing of the implementation will be given here. These
recommendations were already listed in section 7.4 and Lhe most important of them are repeated here.
Support will be needed for:
1.
2.
3.
4.

multiple cameras,
workpieces consisting of multiple objects,
workpiece objects with variable dimensions,
image line drawings containing errors with respect to the true contours in the corresponding
video image, e.g. missing or extra lines, replaced or rotated lines.

Further, a true OCS-VCS transform should be used in the GET3D.EXE program. Finally, the
D3DTOD2D.EXE program should be able to generate hidden-line projections. Some controllable error
source introducing line drawing errors would bring reality even closer.
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Derivations

Calculation of vanishing points for non-horizontal and non-vertical lines

The classification and orientation detennination scheme for the remaining image lines (type other) is
based upon the supposition that object lines, corresponding to image lines, which are neither horizontal
nor vertical, only occur in strut objects (section 6.2, foreknowledge A3c). In a strut, the other-type
object line is perpendicular to some horizontal object line. Knowing the orientation of this object line,
this infonnation suffices to calculate the orientation of the other-type object line, which can be shown
as follows (also refer to the ves in section 6.1).
Suppose:
1.

the image line I; of line I runs through points (XI' YI' dimag.JT and (xz, Yz, dlmagel,

2.

it is perpendicular to a horizontal line with vp YQnoti

3.

the direction of line I is L = (x r, Yr' zrl.

= (xyP'

Yvp' dlmagJT,

Now:
4.

the direction !hoti of the horizontal line is equal to mori'

5.

from (2):

(A.I)

6.

line I lies in the plane PI equal to

(A.2)

7.

combining (5) and (6) leads to
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(A.3)

8.

resulting in

XZ-X I

t
[, =

+ Xl

(A.4)

:!.I!.., =
YZ-Y I

-twith .Y.Ia the vanishing point of line 1.
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The D3DTOD2D.EXE program

r-----------------·----File
: D3DTOD2D.H

'detine
.define
'detine
'define

: This fae contains the defin~ions of
datastructures, to be used in the 0.C-

Abstract

OEF_X_GMB
OEF_Y_GMB
OEF_Z_GMB
OEF_THETA

0

,. defauks tor [cam.JC!, [cam...Y!, "'
,. and [CIUT\..z!

0'

0
0
30

r

faes forming the GET3D.EXE program.

degrees

r second "'
r third "'
r defauft value for [distance! when

.define DEF_PHI
-30
.define DEF_GAMMA
0
.deline OEF_DIST
0

: Jan Stap
Eindhoven Universay ot TectInology
Department of electrical engineering

no 030 file is read yet 0'

r

detau" value tOl' [dislMce)
distance. DIST_FACT" size 0'

Name of the program

: D3DTOD20.EXE
: January 21, 1992
: ESPRIT PROJECT 5369 (HEPHAESTOS 1)

Dale
By OI'der of

r

I date

type d"'in~ions: 0'

I alostratt

strud _2Dvertex

I

r

int nr;

------------------

dolble x, y;

0'

I;

rterms used:
• WCS:

- VCS:

-2-D:

the 2-D vertex' number "'
b ooo,dinates "'

r

strud _2Dline
Wotld Coordinate System, also called "global ooo,dinate system"
Viewer Coonlinate System, also caIl«l "camera ooordinate

{

r both endvertices of the 2·0 line 0'
,. the type of the corresponding
vanishing point and its index in
the table for this v~. type "'
line propabmty; measure of

int beginvtx, endvtx,
type. indexi

syatent'

-3-D:

as

r 20 types: "'

\JprlaIes:

name

first orientation angle defauft in

0'

three-dimensional; referring to objects in the WCS
two-dimensional; referring to objects on the image plane of
the carrera

dolble PI,

r

mos,

"'

straightness "'
r tho distance between this line and
the vanishing point it should
ideally run through "

r standa,d includ"": 0'
.include <stdio.1t>
.include <malloc.h>
.include <math.h>
.indude <stdlib.h>
.include <glaph.h>
.include <string.h>
.include <io.h>
.include <conio.h>

I;

r

3D object types: 0'
strud _3Dvertex

{
int "r:
dolble x.

r
y, z;

the 3-0 vertex' number .,
r ~s ooordinates 0'

};

r general defines: "'

r camera model struclure 0'

.define BOOI.
char
#defile TRUE
1
#clef"", FALSE
0
#define PI
3.1415926535898
.der"", MAX{x,y)
«x) > (y)) ? (x) : (y)
'deline TO_RAD(x)
(PI" (x), 180.0)
#define TO_DEGR(x)
(180.0 ° (x) , PI)
.derme SIGN(x)
«x) 'fabs{x))
.define MAX_liNE_LENGTH 100
maxi""m input line length 0'
I" max. number of co,ners for a face
#define MAX_CORNERS
100

strud camera_model

{
int

camera image size in pixels "'
I" coordinates of the pixel with which
the optical axis intersects 0'
dolble Kx, K y,
r numbe, of pixels per mm in x and y
directions 0'
f,
the focal length of the camera lens "'
0,
r the camera lens diameter in nm 0'
Dim,
r the optical-cenlr...to-image
distance 0'
r the optical~ntre-to-objecl
Dobi,
distance 0'
be, Iy, II,
r vector displacement from gimbal
centre to optical lens centre 0'
x.,gmb, y.,gmb, z.,gmb,
extrin$ic camera parameters: ./
theta, phi, ganma;
r cameTa position and orientation 0'

r

"
.define TAS_STEP

r

100

r

stepsize for L2Dline_tabDl 0'

r inlOnsic camera parameter defaults (ao. calibration): 0'
512
I" camera image width in pixels "
lIdefine DEF_SIZE_X
512
camera image height in pixels 0'
#define DEF_SIZE_Y
255
x and coordilates 01 the pixel 0'
'define DEF_IO
#define 0 EF_JO
255
through which the optical axis runs 0'
.deline DEF_KX
100
nr. 01 pixels per mm on Ihe CCD in "'
.define 0 EFJ(Y
100
r horizontal and vertical direction "'
12
I' local length ot camera lens in nm 0'
#define DEF_F
.deline DEF_D
DEF_F '5.6
r lens diameler in mm 0'
#define F_FACT
0.5
defau~ value for the focal length
with f· F_FACT ° siz"; size is the

r

r

r

r

size_x, size...Y,
IC. JD;

r

y

};

r

r

global variables: 0'
exlern strucl_3Dvertex 0_3Dvertex_tab;

r

lIdeline DEF_LX

between "'

fder.,e 0 EF_LY

.deflle DEF_LZ

o
o

o

extern inl "'place;

object size "'
I' coordinates 01 vector displacement

r

r

r lisl 01 3-D vertices from the

d3d-type f~e "'
Hst of all defined faces 0'

r

extern strud _2Dvertex 0_2Dvertex_tab, r list of 2-D vertices 0'
vert_vp;
vertical vanishing point"'

r

the lens centro and the gimbal oenll" 0'
(centr" of rotalion of the camera) 0'

extern strucl _2Dline

r "xtrinsic camera patamelm defaults {refer to bottom of file for variable

0_2Dline_fab;

r

list of 2-D line segments 0'

extern .truel camera_model camera;
r variable with all in- and
exl,insic carnera paramelllrs 0'

references: ./
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extern Int nrTbr_vertex,
nmbr_face,
nmbr_2DGne;

r------------------------

r nurriler of 3·0 and 2·0 vertices "
r the nurriler 01 3-0 faces '/
r number of 2·0 lines '/

File
Abstract

r

extern double sirUh, cos_th, tan_th,
sines, oosines and tangents of "
sin...Ph, oos...Ph, tan...ph,
camera angles '/
sln...ga. oos.jJa, tan-9a.
oentre[3), size,
centre position and size of the 030
objact '/
DobLcentre,
distance between the cameras'
optical centre and the objeds'
centre [centreD] '/
DobLmin, DobLmax;
depth of field: distance range
that is in focus '/

r

: D3DTOD2D.C
: This is the main file in which several functions
arecoled in "Older to transform a D3D·type file
into a D2D·type file
: Jan Stap
Eindhoven University 01 Technology
Department of electrical engineering

Author

r

r

Name 01 the program
: D3DTOD2D.EXE
Date
: January 23, 1992
By order of
: ESPRIT PROJECT 5369 (HEPHAESTOS 1)

r

'/
extern struel videoconfig text_config,
graph_config;

I date

abstract

r i"'output file names '/

extern char d3d-,name[20), d2d-'name(20);
extern BOOl graphics;

Updates:
name

r TRUE in case graphics is possible

.-_.

r text and graphics video "

r configuration to be used '/

__._------------------'/

.include 'd3dtod2d.h"

r funellon prototypes "

r global variables: "

void _cdec:l in~_camera_intr(void);
void _odec:l inlt_camera_extr(void);
void _odec:l set_camera.J)lllams(void);
void _odec:l caIc_camera_selting(void);
void _odec:l calc_camera...P09(void);
void _odec:l caJc_camera_orient(void);
void _odec:l pixeUo_metric(void);
void _cdec:l metric_to...Pixel(void);
int _odecl camera_transform(struct _30vertex 'vIx_3D. strue! _2Dvertex
'vIx_2D);
Int _odecl convert_objed(void);

strucl _3Dvert.x '_3Dvertex_tab;
list of 3-D vertices from the
d3d-type me '/
Int "pface;
list of all defined faces '/

void _cdec:l rese,-vars(void);
int _odecl read_face_sedion(FllE 'd3d_flle, int nmbUc, int nmbr_vfines);
void _cdec:l count_nrTbUace(FllE 'd3d_'ile, int 'nrTbUc);
int _odecl read_vlx_seetion(FllE 'd3d_'ile, int nrrbr_vlx, int nmbr_vGnes);
int _odecl count_nmbr_Vlx(FllE 'd3d_file, int 'nmbr_Vlx, int 'nmbevlines);
int _odecl read_d3d(char 'd3d_fname};

int nmbr_vertex • 0,
nrTbUace • 0,
nmbr_2Dline - 0;

r

r

struel _2Dvert.x '_2Dvertex_tab,
list of 2-0 vertices '/
vert_vp;
vertical vanishing point '/

r

r Got of 2·0 line segments '/

.truel _2Dline •_2Dtine_tab;
struel camera_model camera;

double sin_th, cos_th, tan_th,
sin...ph, CXlS"'ph, tan"'ph,
sin....9a. CXlS-9a. tan-9a.
centre(3], size,

int _odecl p'ace_toJinetab(void);
int _odecl add_2Dline(int begin_vlx. int end_vtx, Int 'Iine_nr, char 'Gne_occur);
int_odecl wr~e_d2d(chat 'd2d_fname, int nmbr_dec);

DobLcentre,
int_odecl input(int nmbUtems, int last3em);
int _odecl menu(void);
void _cdec:l intrin_menu(void);
void _odec:l extrin_menu(void);
Int _odecl 'ile_menu(BOOl 'inme_ok. BOOl 'outf~e_ok, BOOl 'converted);
void _odec:l
void _odec:l
void _cdec:l
void _cdec:l
void _cdec:l

r

DobLmin, DobLmax;

r

variable with all in· and
extrinsic camera parameters -,

r number of 3-0 and 2-0 vertices '/
r the nurriler 0' 3-D faces "
r number 0' 2-0 lines '/

r sines, oosines and tangents of '/

r

0'

r

centre position and size the 030
object "
distance between the cameras'
optical centre and the objects'
centre (centreD] '/
depth of field: distance range
thaI is in focus '/

r

r

_cdec:l
_cdecl
_cdec:l
_odec:l
_odec:l

r

char d3d_'name[20), d2d_'narne(20);
input and output file names '/
BOOl graphics;
TRUE in case graphics is possble -,
struel videoccn'ig tex,-config,
,. text and graphics video '/
graph_conlig;
,. configuration to be used "

r

file_error(int err_nr);
d3d_error(int err_nr, int tine_nr);
mem_error(int err_nr);
inp_error(int err_nr);
proc_errorOnt err_nr);

void mainO
void
void
void
void
void

camera angles '/

I

geUilename(chat 'filename, char 'rw, char 'string);
wM(voicf};
init_video(void);
show_image(void);
show_D3D_data(void);

,. initialise graphics screen '/
init_vidoo(};

r initialise variables: "
d3d_'name[O] - d2d_'name[O) • 'D';

iniLcamerajntrO:
init_earnera_extrO;
menuO;

I r
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r·----File
AbstrlllCl

diameter, in c.... the depth 01 lield is auch that the object projection
is entirely sharp

0'

: CAMERA.C
: This file containa functions oonetlfning a video
camera.

Author

I

r caiculale the locus distance and the minimum lens diameter lor which
the whole object is projected without brurr .,
OobLmin • OobLcenlte - size '2;
OobLmax • OobLcentre + aize , 2;
camaraOobj • 2 0 DobLmin • DobLmax , (OobLmin + OobLmax);
(size •• 0) cameraO • OEF_0;
else camera.D - 2 0 DobLmin 0 DobLrrw< , (MAX(cameraKx, cameraKy) •
camera! 0 (OobLmax - OobLmin)):

: Jan Stap
Eindhoven University of Technology
Department of electrical engineering

a
Name 01 the program

: D3DTOD2D.EXE
: January 23, 1992
: ESPRIT PROJECT 5369 (HEPHAESTOS 1)

Date
By order 01

r

aju.t itnage distance·'
cameraOim. cameral· cameraOobj' (cameraDobj - cameral);

Updates:

name

I dale

abslract

}
void caIc_camera.JXlS()
r calculate the camera position Irom the given camera orientation and
distance from the objects' oentne, assuming the camera is aimed at this
point .,

as

_0'
_include ·cl3dtod2d.h·

{
dolble x_oft, Loft, ._off;

r ajust camera pos~ion .,

void ina_camoraJntrO

r

in~iaJi ..

r camera lens diameter in rrm .,

x_off. cameralx 0 (oos_th 0 oos.,sa + ain_th 0 ainJlh
o sin..jja) + c:ameraty 0 (,(xxUh • sin..jja + sin_th • sin.Jlh
o CXl$..jjal + (cameral. + OobL08nt'''l • -ain_lh 0 C08Jlh;
V_off. carnerLlx • cosJlh 0 sin,.sa + cameraly 0 cos.,Ph • cos..jja
+ (cameralz + DobL08ntre) 0 ain.,Ph;
z_off • cameralx 0 (sin_th 0 oos.,JJa - cos_lh • sin...Ph 0 sin.,JJa)
• cameraly 0 (sirUh • sin.,JJa + CXl$_th 0 sln.Jlh 0 cos.,sa)
+ (c:ameralz + OobLoentrel 0 oos_th • oos.,Ph;
camera.x..smb • C8n1re[O) • x_off;
c:am&lay.,smb. centre[l) • Loft;
cameraz.,JJmb • centre(2) - ._oft;

bet-...,

r coordinates of vector displacement

)

cameraly. OEF_LV;
centre .,

r the optical centre and the gimbal

intrinsic camera paramelers (ao. calbrlllion d"lauhsl .,

{

r camera width in pixels .,

cameraaiz"_x • DEF_SIZE_X;
camera.aizeJl. DEF_SIZE_V;
camera 10 • DEF_10;

r camara height in pixels .,

r .- resp. y·coordinale 01 the pixel

through .,

r

eameraJO • DEF_JO;
cameraKx • OEF_KX;
cameraKy. DEF_!<V;
cameraf. DEF_F;
cameraO. OEF_0;
camera.lx. OEF_LX;

which the optical axio runs

0'

r lador in hor. direction in pixelslmm "

r idem in vert diteetion .,
r

r

cameralz • DEF_LZ:

local length 01 the camera lens

0'

(centre of rotation of the camera)

void pi.eUo_melric()
/0 convert pixel data in the vertex table into metric data. using the camera
calibration parameters

0'

0'

I

I
int nexCvertex:

void in~_camera_e.trO
r in~'alise tnetrinsic eamtlira parameters: camera position and orientation
defaufta; inijiaJise Dim (intrinsic)

for (next_vertex. 0; next_vertex < nmbr_vertex: next_vertex++)

0'

I

I
camerax.,smb. DEF_X_GMB;
cameray.,smb.DEF_Y_GMB;
cameraz.,smb - OEF_~GMB;
cameratheta • TO_RAD(OEF_THETA);
cameraphi • TO_RAO(DEF_PHI);
camera.gamma • TO_RAO(OEF_GAMMA);
cameraOobj - OEF_OIST;
cameraDim _ cameral 0carneraDobj' r the optical centre to itnage
(camera.Dobj • cannera.l); r distance

0,

_2Dvertex_tab[neJrt_vertex).x. L2Dvertex_tab[ned_vertex)JC • camera.lOI'
c:ameraKx;
_2Dvertex_tab[next_vertex}.y. L20vertex_lab[ne'Cvertex).y - cameraJO) ,
c:ameraKy;

I
I
void melric_toJ)ixel()
convert metric dala in the vertex table into pixel data. using the camera
calibration parameters; pixel coordinates are not rounded ·f

0,

r

(
sin_th • ain(cameratheta);
cos_Ill - cos(cameratheta);
tan_th. tan(canneralheta);
sln.,Ph • ajn{camera.ph~;
cos.,Ph • cos(c:ameraphij;
tan.,Ph • tan(camoraphij;
sin..jja • sin(cameragammaj;
cos..,ga. cos(cameragamma);
tan.,JJa • Ian(camoragamma);

int next_vertex;

for (nex,-vertex

I
I

void seU:amera.,params()

int camera_transform(siruet _3Dvertex °v1x_30, struet _2Overt". ·VbU![))

r set extrinsic camera parameters: cannera posaion and orientation delauhs 0'

r Calculale the itnage poinl("vtx_2D) (in metric lorm) of an objext poinl

{

["vtx_30), using the camera calibration, posaion and orientation
parameters. Return an error in case the object lies on or behind a
wrticai plane through the optical centre••,

r sjust objeet centne - camera optical centre distance .,
r

0; next_vertex < nmbr_vertex: nexCvertex++)

_2Dvertex_tab[next_vertex].x • _2Dvertex_tab[nexl_vertexJ.x •
cameraKx + cameralO;
_2Dvertex_tab[nexl_vertex),y • _2Dvertex_tab[next_vertex].y •
c:ameraKy + cameraJO;

I

OobLeentre - OIST_FACT· ai.e;
I (DobLcentre < 2 0 cameral) 00bLcentre • 2

D

{

0

cameral;

ajust objed and itnage distance and the lens diameter
calc_camera_settingO;

{
dolble denorT\ .r, yr, zrj

0'

xr • vtx_30 >x • camera.x...,grT"b;
'fI • vtx_30->y • cameray.,smb;
zr • vtx_30->z - c:arnera• .,JJmb;
a

r

ajust camera po.~ion .,
c:alc_cameraJlOSO;

denom. ·XI • oos..,ph • sin_th + yr • sm...,ph + zr • cos-ph • oos_th
- C&m8falz;
ff (denom lo 0)

I

I

void caIc_c:amera_setlingO

r calculate the local object distance, the image distance and the lens

vlx_20.>x - camera-Dim
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r-------------------------: INPUT.C

" soUh) + yr " sin.jJa " oos.J)h + zr " (cos.jJa " sirUh
- sin...Jja " sin..J)ll " colUh) • camera.lx) / denom;
vtx_20->y - camera.Oim " (XI " (-sin.jJs " cos_th + oo•.jJa " sin.J)h '
.
sin_th) ~ yr " cOs:.9a " Cos.J)h • Zr " (sin.jJa " sin_th
.
+ cos.jJa " sin.J)h , oos_th) - camera.ly) / denom;
return(O);

F~e

Abslract

: The function in this file let. the user enter
an input and oulputfile, and the Intrinsic and
extrinsic camera parameters, to be used in function
[camera_lransformOl in file CAMERAC. Input is
done by means of one main menu and Ihr.... submenus.

Author

: Jan Stap
Eindhoven University of Technology
Oepartmenl 01 electrical engineering

}
else

(
proc_error(l );
return(-31):

}
Name of the program
: 030T0020.EXE
Date
: January 23, 1992
By order of
: ESPRIT PROJECT 5369 (HEPHAESTOS 1)

}
Int convert_object(}

r oonvert the 3-0 object in L30vertex_tabDl and [pfaceDDl into a 2-0
camera image in pixels in L20vertex_labDl and L20line_tabDl "/

{
int

next_vert8~1

Updates:
name

I date

abstract

ret_val;

r reserve memory for the 2-0 vertex table "/

-----------------------"/

_20vertex_tab _ (st,uct _20vertex ")reallocL20vertex_tab. nrri,,_vortex "
sizeof(struct _20vertex));
if L20vortex_tab - 0)

lIinclude "d3dlod2dN

(
mem_error(5);
return(-25);

inl input(int nrTbr_~ems, int lasLnem)
,. scoapt input for an Uem "/

I

(

r

ajust camera pos~ion "/
caJc_cameraJlOSO;

int nem;
struct rcc:oord rcoord; ,. naeded for text placement on the sr....n "/

r caJculale camera settings associated with the field of depth "/

rcoord.row • 24;
rcoord.col • t;
_ssttextposoion(rcoord.raw,rcoord.col);
");
printf("
_ssttextposiion(rcoord.raw,rcoord.ool);
printf("Please enter item number (1..%td): ",nmbUtems);
do

caJc_camera_settingO;

r

transform the object vertices into 2·0 '/
fOf (next_vortex. 0: next_vertex < nmbr_vertex; next_verte...)

(
reLva! _ camera_trsnsform(&_3Dvertex_tab[next_vortex),
&_2Dvertex_tab[next_vertex));
if (reLva! < 0) return(ret_vaI);
_2Dvertex_tab[next_vortex].nr - nexLvertex • 1;

(
item. getchO - '0';

I

while «oem < 1) II (item> nmbt_items));
_settextposoion(rcoord.raw,rcoord.col);
if (~em <_ Iast3em) printfrEnler value lor oem as shown above.In");
else

I

r oonvort the metric 2·0 description into pixel coordinate values "/
mel,ic_to"pixeIO;

(

r

no errors occurred... "/
relum(O);

_settextposition(rcoord.raw,rooord.col);
printfr
_settextposition(rooord.raw,rooord.col);

I

");

}
relurn(item);

I
int menu()
Displays a menu which snows:
• file VO,
· intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameter input,

r

&

file conversion,

• display of the resuhing camera image.
- program termination. '/

{
int item, reI_val, nmb'_dec;
BOOL infile_ok _ FALSE, outfile_ok - FALSE, oonverted - FALSE;

r print menu "/
do
(
_clearscr_LGWINDOW);
printfr Main menu:lnln1;
printfr1. Enter file namesln");
printfr2. Set intrinsic camera parametersln1;
printfr3. Set extrinsic camera parametersln");
printfr4. Convert D3D to 02010");
printfrS. View resuhing 2·0 camera imageln1;
printfr6. Write output f~eln");
printfr7. Terminate the programlnlnln");
if (infile_ok) printfrObject size _ %.31 mnt.n", size);

r

get an "em number from Ihe user "/
nem - input(7.Ol:
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r perlorm ~e",.specffic action '/

I' print menu "

switch(item)

do

{

(

case 1: { r enter tile names "
ret_val. liilunenu(&infile_ok. &outfile_ok. &oonverted);
~ (ref_val < 0) retum(ret_val);

_c!earsaeenLGWINDOW);
printfl" Current intrinsic parameter setting:lnln"};
printfl"1. The focal length [I) in mm 01 the lens used. (0 < 1 < dist);In");
printfl" dist • "~311 mm:1n
%.31\0",OcbLosnlre.camera.f);
printfr2. The camera image size [size] in pixels. (x.y):In
~.d.%d\n·.camera.size_x.camera.sJz• ...,y):
printll"3. The camera centre position lcentre) in pixels. (x.y):In
"od.%d\n".camera.IO.camera.JO);
printfr4. The nurrear of pixels per mm [Kx).[Ky). (Kx> O.Ky > 0). (Kx,Ky):1n
%.31.%.31\0",camera.Kx,camera.Ky);
printfrS. The WlCIor displacement PI between the lens centreln");
printfl" and the rotation point or gimbal osntre in mm. (x.y.z):lnj;
printfl"
%.31,%.3f,%.3~",camera.lx.camera.Iy.camera.Iz);
printfr6. Go back to the main menuln"):

break;

I

r

case 2: {

set intrinsic camera patameters "

intrin_menuO:
break;

I

case 3: { r set extrinsic camera parameters "
extrin_menuO;
break;

I

case 4:

1r

oonvert 030 to 020 '/

a (inFlle_ok)
(

r get an item nu"*>er trom lhe user "

ret_val. converCobj8Gt();
oonverted. (ret_val •• 0);
if (oonverted) printl('Converted...In");
waitO;

~em

• input(6.S);

r perform ~em-spec~ic lldion '/

,

swach(item)

(

else

r

case 1:

(

get [camera.l) "'

1

,

printlrlnput lile is not yet specified.In'):
waitO;

do

I
prinlfrFocaJ lens length: 'J;
scanl("%lf".&camera.f);

break;

I

I

r

case 5: 1 view resufting 2·0 camera image "
if (ccoverted)
show_imageO;
else

while «carnera.f < 0) II (carnera.! >- DobLcentre);
break;

I

r

case 2:

1

gef [camera.size_x) and [carnera.sizej') "/

1

,

printlrlnput file is not yet converted.In');
wailO;

do

1

printlrlmage size (x.y): 1:
scantl"%d,°.od".&camerasize_x.&camerasizej');

break;

I

I

case 6: 1 r write output fae "
if (converted && oulfile_ok)

while «camera.aiz"_x < 0) /I (camera.sizej' < 0));
break;

1

I

do

case 3:

r

1

1

printlrNuorber of decimals lot the pixel coordinate traction (>_0):

do

get [camera.lO) and [camera.JO) '/

1

printll"lmage osnlte (x.y): 1;
scanf("%d,%d" .&camera.IO.&camera.JO);

scanfr%d".&nmbr_dec);

I

I

while (nmbr_dec < 0);
ret_val • wl~_d2d(d2d_Iname. nmbr_dec);
~ (ret_val < 0) return(ref_val);

while «camera.IO < 0) II (camera.JO < 0»;
break;

I

)

else if (Iconverted)

1

1

printlrlnput lile is not yet converted.In");

do

I
else

printlrpilrels per mm (x,y): ");
scanf("%W.o/oIf".&came<a.Kx,&camera.Ky);

a (Ioutlile_ok)

1

I
while ((camera.Kx <- 0) 11 (cameraKy <_ 0);
break;

printlrOulpu1 IUe is not yel specified.In");
waitO;

I

I
case 5:

break;

I

prinlll"Oisplacement (x.y,z): ");
scanf("%lf, %If. o.4K".& camera.bc,&camera.1y,&camera.Iz);
"'eak;

I
(~em <

7);

J
case 6:

r no errors occurred ... "

r calculate camera settings associated with the field 01

deplh "
calc_camera_S8tting();

return(O);

,r

r get [camera.lx), [came,a.Iy) and [camera.1z1 '/

(

I switch(item) "
fflush(stdin);
wMe

get [camera.Kx) and [camera.KyJ "

1

waitO;

r

r

case 4:

)r

menuO"

switch(item) '/
ff1ush(stdin);

I
void intrin_menuO

while (ilem < 6);

r Sets intrinsic camera parameters .,
1
intitem;
double value_x. valuej';
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r

Sete extrinsic camera parameters "
{
intitem;
double value;

r

print menu .,
do

oOlUh ClCl9(camera.theta);
tan_th 0 lan(camera.thela);
sin...,Ph - sin(cameraphi);
- ClCl9Jlh - ClCl9(cameraphl);
tanJlh - tan(camera.ph~;
sin-Ba - sin(cameragamma);
ClCl9-Ba - oos(camera.gamma);
tan-Ba - tan(cameragamma);
0

(
_clearscr8«lLGWINDOW);
printfr Curren! eldrin.ic pa,,"noter setting:\nln");
printfr1. The distance [disl] between the optical centre of the cameraln');
printfr and the centre point 01 the wor1<piece In mm, ;;
printfr(dist > I; f - 0/. . 3" mm):\n
'Yo.3f1n",cameraf,
DobLcentAl);
printfr2. The rotation angle (theta] around the y-axis in degr.....In·);
printfr (-leo degr, <- theta < 180 degr.):1n
'Yo.3fIn",
TO_DEGR(cameratheta»);
printfr3. The rotation angle [phij around the x·axis in degree.In");
printfr (-90 degr. <_ phi <_ 90 degr.):\n
'Yo.3fIn'.
TO_DEGR(cameraphi));
printfr4. The retation angle (gamma] around the z-axis in degreesln");
printfr (-190 degr. <_ gamma < 180 degr.):\n
"fo.3fIn",
TO_DEGR(cameragamma);
r printf("5. The camera displacement (dispq with respec1to the object centre
'Yo.3f.'Yo.3f.01o.3fIn',
in nvn:1n
-camera.lx - x_norm' DobLcen!re. -eameraly - y_norm' DobLcentre,
-cameralz - z_norm • DobLcenlre); .,
printfr5. Go to the main menuln");

)r

I
while rrtem < 5);

I

int file_menu(BOOL 'inlile_ok, BOOL 'outfile_ok. BOOL 'converted)

{
inl item. ret_val;

I' print menu .,
do

(
_clearscreenLGWINDOW);
printfrPlease choose an option:\nln");
printfrl. Enterthe D3D-type input file:V1
printfr2. Enter the D2D·type output lile:\n
printfr3. Show D3D line dataln");
printfr4. Return to the main menuln;;

item - input(5.4);
~em-spec~ic

periorrn

get an item number from the user .,
item _ input(4,2);

r get [DobLcentre) .,

case 1:
{

I' perlorrn

~em-spec~ic

action .,

sw~ch(item)

{
case 1:

do
(
printfrOi.tance: ');
"""nl("YoK".& DobLcentre);

I

I

case 2:

I
while (read_d3d(d3d_lname) I- 0);
'converted 0 FALSE;
'inlile_ok - TRUE;
I' ojust global variables .,
set_cameraJl8famsO;
I' divide the lace d8SCrip~on. in place into
separate line segments .,
ret_val _ place_to_linetabO;
if (ret_val < 0) retum(re,-val);

r get (camera-theta] .,

{
do
(
printfrAngle theta: ');
scanf("'4K'.&value);

I

wh~e

((value < -180) II (value >- 180));
cameratheta - TO_RAD(value);

break;

I

break;
}

case 2:

r

r get 'd2d_Iname' .,

(

case 3:
get [camera.phij .,
{
do
{
printfrAngle phi: "I;
scanf("YoK",&value);

d2d_fname(0] _ "()'; r lorce input "
geUilename(d2d_lname,"w","output;;
'ou1lile_ok - mUE;

break;

I

case 3:

I

r.how D3D data .,

~ ('infile_ok) show_03D_dataO;

while ((value < -90) II (value> 90));
cameraphi - TO_RAD(value);

else

I

break;
)
case 4:

r gel 'd3d_Iname' .,

{
do
(
d3d_fname[O] _ '10'; r force input .,
geUilename(d3d_fname,"(','inpUI');

while (DobLcentre <0 camera.!);
cameraDim _ camera.! • DobLcentre' (DobLcentre • cameraf);
break;

printfrlnpul lile is not yet specified.In;;
waitO;

r get [cameragamma] .,

I
I r sw~ch~tem)

{
do
(
printfrAngle gamma: ");
scanf("'4K',&valoe);

.,

H1ush(stdin);

I
wh~e

I

(ijem < 4);

,. no error. occurred ...•,
return(O);

while ((value < ·180) II (value >- 180)):
camera.gamma - TO_RAD(value);

break;
)
case 5:

%s1n',d3d_Iname);
%s1n",d2d_lname);

r

action .,

switch(~em)

(

I' extrin_msnuO .,

r Mows the input of two file nametl .,

r get an item number from the user .,
r

)

ewitchrrtem) .,
"Iush(stdin);

r set global variables .,

(

r calculate .in.... cosin... and tangent. of camera angl....,
.in_lh .in(camera-theta);
0
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r----------------------File
Absl,ac1

malch • (slmClT4>(chJlOS,faoes_sym,sltlen(faoes_sym)) •• 0);

if (Imatch) ("nmb'_vlx)"';

: READ_D3D.C
: The function. in Ihis fOe read a D3D-lype liJe
into a vertex table and a face table dala

Author

('nmbt_vtines)-;

: Jan Stap
Eindhoven University 01 Technology
Departmenl ol electrical engineering

if (Imaloh)
I r no 'Faces:" is lound .> eITo, "'
d3cCerror(I,"nmbt_vfines);

Name oIlhe program

'88eU"'"'O;
,lIIu,n(-II);

: D3DTOD2D.EXE

: January 23, 1992
: ESPRIT PROJECT 5369 (HEPHAESTOS I)

Dale
By Clfder 01

I

I

strUdUr8.

I

r

'eset file pointe, to Ihe start oIlhe lile "'
'ewird(d3d_file);

Updllles:

name

I dale

I abstrad

r

no elTO'e occured... "'
''''um(O);

-----------------------"/
.include "d3dt0d2d.h"
inl ,ead_vtx_S8Ction(FILE 'd3d_Iile, int nmb,-vtx, int nmb'_vlines)
'ead the vertex delinitions into a vertex buffe' 01 appropriate sile ./

r

I

in! 'ead_d3d(char "d3d_'name)

r

'ead a d3d-type lile [d3d_name) and slo'e its conlents inlo a ve<tex
lable L3Dvertex_labDl and a lace Iable [pfaOllDlIl (both globals) '/

char ~ne[MAX_UNE_LENGTH],
'chJlOS;
int n...t_ver1&x.

(
FILE 'd3cUiIe;
int 'et_val,
nmb,_vtines • O.
nmb,-vlx • 0,
nmb'-'6nes • 0, r
nmb,-,c • 0;

vertex_nr,
nexUine.

r lola! numbe, 01 vertex ~nes, including e.,.,ly ones '/
r numbe' 01 vertex definitions lound "'

ret_val;
double vertell_x. vertex...}', vertex_",
x_total. 0, y_total • O. '_tolal • 0,
""",_dist.O;

same 10' face fines "'

r numbe' 01 face delinitions fourd "'

r

open D3D-type lile "'

r

if

«d3d_I~e • lopen(d3d_lname:r"» •• NULL)

if (nmbr_vlx I- nmb'_vertell)

(
file_eITo,(I);
,eseUlllIsO:
,oIurn(-l);

'eaIJOC • malloc in case no buffe' was allocated yet "'

r

)

'ese,-

r read D3D-type me "'
l8I_val. counl_nmbt_vlx(d3d_lile. &nmb'_vtx, &nmb,_vtines):
f (,eLvaI >. 0) reLvai. 'ead_vtx_section(d3d_'ile, nmbt_vtx, nmb,_vtines);
f (ret_val >. 0) count_nmbUaOll(d3d_file, &nmbUc);
if (rei_val >. 0) rei_val. read_Iace_"'Clion(d3d_lile, nmbUc, nmbr_vtinos);
if (rei_val < 0) ,etum(,eLval);

I
nmb,_vertex. nmb'_vtx;

I
r

r c:Iose D3D-type lile "

'ead the vertex section into the table L3Dvertex_tabDl "'

nexcver1ex • 0;
for (nexUine. 0: next_tine < nmbr_lIfin...; next_'ine..-t)

if (lcfose(d3d_lile) •• EOF)

I

I
reseU"''''O;
,oIu,n(-2);

I

r no eITOlll occu'ed... '/
l8Iurn(O);

',om

_30vertex_tab[next_vertex].n, • vertex_n';
x_lotai +. L3Dvertex_tab[nexl_vertex].x. vertex--Yl;
y_total +. L3Dvertox_tab[nexl_ver1ell].y • vertex_");
"_tolal +. L3Dvertex_tab[nexl_vertex++].z • -vertex_x);
conversion because 01 dillerences in the ooordin81e systom defiooion
between this and lhe D30 program .,

in! count_nmbu'tx(FILE "d3dJile. int "nmb'_vlx. int 'nmb,_vllnes)

r count lhe number 01 vertex definijions in the liIe '/

r

(
c:lIar fine[MAX_UNE_LENGTH],

I
else il ('"eval •• 0)
I
cantO terminated on lim input a'gument .,
lor (ch..,pos. line; 'ch"'pos - ' '; ch..J'OS++);
if (' ch..,pos I. "'1
I r this line is nol empty .,
d3d_"rro'(2.nexl_fine + I);

laoes_sym{] • 'Faces:", "'

r ..

1ac8S_Syrr(7],
"ch.J)OS;
BOOL match. FALSE;
s1,cpy(laces_sym, 'FlICCI$:");
malch • FALSE;
while (lfeol(d3d_filel && lmatch)

I

r

I

r read_d3dO "/

r

r

sl,cpy(hne."In·);
make fineD empl~ ./
Igets(line.MAX_L1NE_LENGTH,d3d_Iile);
read line
input file "'
strC81(tine,"In"); r make sure if ends with a CMF "'
""_val- 6scant(~ne: 'Y.d '\10K 'Y.1f %Ir,&vertex_nr, &vertex_x. &vertex...}',
&vertex_"l;
r with ,espect to the 030 program, tho ~ end l aro inte,changed "'
if (rei_val •• 4)

lile_eITor(2);

I

'eserve memory;

(
_3Dvertex_tab. (struel _3Dvertex ")realIocL30vertell_tab, nmbr_vlx "
sizeof(slrucl _30vertex»;
if L3Dvertex_tab •• NULL)
I oul 01 memory .,
mem_eITor(I);
varsO;
,otum(-21);

reset_varsO:
'81u,n(-12);

I

r

st'cpy(line:\n";
make fineD elT4l!y "
'lI"1s{fine.MAX_L1NE_LENGTH.d3d_file); I' 'ead line from inpulille "
{'nmb'_vfines)....;
10' (ch...J)OS • fine; 'ch...J)OS _. ' '; ch"'pos++);

)
else

{r

nol all arguments whe,e read correctly (0 " ,etum value < 4) or
sscanfO 'ead past the inplA string (retu,n value. EOF) "
d3d_error(2,nextjine + 1);
reseCvarsO:

a ('ch.J)OS I. ""I
I
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retum(-l2);

I
I r

for (next_f_ - nmbUace; next_face < nmbUc; next_face••)

(
pface[nextjace) - (int ')manoc«MAlCCORNERS • I) , liz80l~nt»;
~ (pface[nexUace) •• NUll.)
ou1 01 memory '/
rnetn_error(2);
reseCValtO;
retum(-22);

f.or (~1!.Une - 0; ...) '/

(r

r the number of wrticeo read Ihould be equal to the number oounted
previously '/
• (next_wrtex I. nmb'-V8rtex)

(

)

d3<CenOl(3,nexUne • 1);
reset_vatllO;
relurn(-13);

I

)

r

read the fa<:ellec\ion into the table [pface[J) '/
next_face. 0;
next_vertex. 0;
next_~ne • 0;
while (1180f(d3d_filo))
(
end_lace. FALSE;
no endrnalker found Yel "/
Itrcpy(line,"\n");
make ~ne{] errpy '/
fgets(6ne,MAX_L1NE_LENGTH,d3<Uile); r read line from input file "/
Itrcal(fine,"\n'); r make lure ~ ends ~h a eRilF "/
chJlOS • nne;
while «"chJ)OlI. "\n' && lend_face)

oentre[O] • x_total/ (double)nmbr_wrtex;
oentre(1) • y-total/ (double)nmbr_vertex;
oentre[2] • z_total/ (double)nmbr_wrtex;
fot (next_vertex. 0; next_vertex < nmbr_vertex; next_wrtex+.)
max_dist • MAX(max_dist, Iqrt(poWL30vertex_tab[next_V8rtex).x oentre{0].21 • powL30verlex_tab(next_verlexl·y oentre{1],2) + powL3Overtex_tab[next_vertex].z centre(2],2)));

r

size. 2 • max_dist;

r no errors OCQ.Ired...•,
retum(O);

)r

r

(
read_vlx_"ection() '/

ret_val. sscanf(chJlOS: %d%n",&wrtex_nr,&length);
W(ret_val •• 1)

(
void councnmbr_face{FILE 'd3<Uile, int 'nrTtll_fc)
count the number of face defin~ions in the f~e '/

pface(nexUacellnext_V8r1ex++ • 1) • vertex_nr;
chJlOS +. (char)length;

r

(
char

)
~ne[MAX_L1NE_LENGTH];

else

(r

sscanf() terminated on the first non-space character "/
if «'chJlOS •• '., II ('chJlO8 ••

fpas_t 'facesJlOS;
tgets(line,MAX_L1NE_LENGTH,d3d_lile); r read "Faces:" from input file "/
Igetpos(d3d_file,laoosJlOS);
remember the current file position '/

"'»

(

r

pface[next_faoe++][O] • next_vertex;
next_vertex. 0;
end_face. TRUE;

r counlthe number of lace definitions in the f~e '/

)

while (Ifeof(d3<Uilell

(

else

r

( r unexpected input read "/

strcpy(line,'\n");
make fineD errpy '/
fgets(line,MAX_L1NE_LENGTH,d3d_lile);
read line hom input file "
~ «strchr(line,'.l I. NULL) • (strch,(line,"ll. NULL))
('nmbr_fc)++; r count it ~ an endrnalker occurs in it '/

r

d3<Cerror(2,nmbr_vlines • next_line. 2);
reseLvalSO;
retum{·I2);

I

I

I
I r

r reset the file pointer to the Itart of the laces seelion '/

while ('chJlOS I. 'ln1 "/
nexClin8++;
I r while (H80f(d3<UiIe)) '/

Isetpos(d3d_file,facesJlOSI;

Ir

counCnmbUaceO "/
~

(next_face I. nmbr_face)

(
d3d_error(4,nmbr_vtines + 2 +
reset_valSO;
return(-14);

int read_face_88Ction(FILE 'd3d_We, in! nmbUc, int nmbr_v1inesl
read faces into [pface] buffer '/

r

(
char line[MAX_L1NE_LENGTH],
'ch"'p<>s;

r

I

no errors occured....,
retum(OI;

int next_vertex,
vertex_nr.
next-,ine,
next_face,
ret_val,
length;
BOOL end_lace;

void reseCvarsO
resel global variables in case of an error "/
(
'd3d_lname. '10';
I r reset_varsO '/

r

r reserve memory "/

n(nmbr_Ic < nmbUaoe)
for (next_faoe • nmbUc; ne.Uaoe < nmbUace; next_face.+)
free(plaoe(ne.Uace));
~

next_~ne);

(nmbr_fc I. nmbUace)

(
pface • (int ")realloc(pface, nmbUc ' sizeof(inl "));
if (place _ NULL)
( r out of memory '/
rnetn_error(2);
18sel_varsO;
18turn(-22);

I
}
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r------------

.__.

_

r no ~ne segment between a point and itse~ '/
a (begin_vt. I. end_Vb<)

: WRITE_02D.C

File

l

: The lunction in this file writes the canletlts of
a verte. table L2Dverte._lab] IIIld a ijne labI&
L2D~ne_tabm into a d2d·type lile (d2d_Iname]

Abslract

if (begin_lit. > end_wI
(
r [vtx_nrl) should be the larger one '/
","_nrl • begin_vtx;
Vl._nr2 • end_Vb<;
)
else

: Jan Slap
Eindhoven Univer.ity of Technology
Department of electrical engineering

Name 01 the program
: 03DTOD2D.EXE
Dale
: January 23, 1992
: ESPRIT PROJECT 5369 (HEPHAESTOS 1)
By onler 01

I

","_nrl • end_vtx;
Vl._nr2 • begin_vtx;

I
lJpdat..:
name

I dale

I

abslract

address. Vb<_nrl - 1 - vtx_nr2 ' (vtx_nr2 + 1) /2 +
(Vl._nr2· 1) 'nrrbr_verte.;
if (lIine_oocur{add,essll
{
_20Iine_lab['ine_nr].begin"," • begin_vtx;
_2D~ne_tab['fine_nrl.endvtx • end_Vb<;
_20fine_tab['tine_nr].P1 • 1;
_20ijne_tab[('line_nr)++).mos • 0;
r 1/ kromteotraaJ"
r reserve e.tra memory lor L206ne_tabm '/
inl_val. 'fine_nr % TAB_STEP;
I (inLval •• 0)

--------------------------'/
in! pllIOlUo_'netab()

r convert lhe laces in [pfaoeOm into separale line segments into
L20fine_tabm, avoiding double line segments '/
{
char 'line_occur;
in! nexClaoe, next_vertex, 'lace, fine_nr • O. ret_val;

l
line_tab_size. ('Iine_nr + TAB_STEp) 'eizeol(etruct _20Iine);
_20Iine_tab • (struet _201ine ')real1ocL20line_tab, line_tab_size);
a L20line_tab •• NUll)
l r out of memory '/
mem_e"or(3) ;
relurn(-23) ;
)

r

r _ memory lor an upper triangle matrix lor .Ioring which pairs
01 vertices are already combined into a line segment; matrix element.
"'" zem (. FAlSE) in~ially 'f
~ne_OCCUf. (char ')caJloc:«nml,,_vertex ' (nmb,_vertex - I) /2), sizeof(char));
if (fine_OOCIIt •• NUll)
( r oul 01 memory '/
mem_error(4);
relum(-24);

I
finlux:our[address) • TRUE:

I
}

I

r

no errors occured...•,
relum(O);

r ......_

inaia! memory lor L2Dline_labOJ '/
_20Iine_tab. (slruet _20ijne ')'eaJIocL20Iine_tab,
TAB_STEP' oizeof(ot,ucl _20Iine));
• L2Dine_tab •• NULL)
( r out of memory '/
merr1_error(3);
""urn(-23);
)

int wrile_d2d(cI1ar 'd2d_Iname, int nmllr_dec)
/' w,~olhe conlenlo 01 a vertex table L2Dverte._lab) IIIld a Une table
L2D~ne_lab[]) into a d2d-type I~e [d2d_Iname) '/
(

lor (nexCface • 0; O8x,-I_ < nmbUace; nexUaoe++)
(
face • place[nexUace);
lor (next_verte•• 2; next_vertex <. lace[O); next_verte...)
• (lace[nel'-vertex - 1) > 0)
(
.eI_val_ add_20Iine(la08[nell_vertex - 1), lace[nex,-verlex].
&Iine_nr. line_occur);
if (ret_val < 0) ..turn(ret_val);

FILE 'd2d_tile;

int nexCvertex. nexCline;
eIlar 5tring[loo];
I' open 030-lype lile '/

if ((d2d_file • fopen(d2d_fname:W"J) •• NULL)
(

lile_e"or(3\:
,"'urn(-3);

I

}
if «Iace[O) >. 3) && (fa08[I) > 0))
(

for (no.t_verte•• 0; next_vertex < nlT'br_vertex: nell_vortex..)

""_val.
edd_20Iine(lace[face[On, laoe['). &Iino_nr. line_occur);
I (",,-val 0) retu,n(ret_vaQ;

[
sprintl(string."%%d %%.%df %%.%dlIn', nmbr_dec, nmbu1ec);
'printl(d2d_'ile.otring._20vertex_tab[next_verte.).nr,
_20verte'_Iab{next_vertex).••_2Overtex_lab(next_verte.).y);

<

I

}r lor (next_lace. 0; ...) '/
nrrbr_2Dline. line_nr;

r

lree~ine_llCCur);

fprintf(d2d_file,"FlIces:ln");

no errors occured... "'I
return(O);

for (nell_~ne. 0; next_ijne < nmbr_20Iine; nexl_~ne..)
fptintl(d2dJae,"%d %d. %II %Il\n' ~20Iine_lablnexUin.).beginVlx,

}r

_20Iine_tab{ne.,-finel.endvt.~20line_lab[nexl_6nel·PI,
_20Iine_tab[next_~ne).mos):

place_loJinetabO '/

fprintf(d2d_Iile"Params:\nf • %Il\nsize_•• 'YodInsize.,Y • "fod\ll",
int add_20Iine(inl begin_Vb<, int end_vtx. int 'Iine_nr. char 'line_occur)

camera.f. casrera.siZ8_x, camera.siz&J);

·""""Kx •

r sub lunction Ii pface_toJinetabO; adds a nne segment to Iholable

fprintf(d2d_file:IO. 'YodInJO •
o.loll\n1(y • %ft\n",
came,,,,IO, cameraJO, camera.Kx, cameraKy);
Iprintf(d2d_Iile.. ~.,ly,lz) • (%Il,%lf,%If)\nphi • 'YoIfv1',
cameral•• car-a.ly. came,a.lz, TO_OEGR(came,a.phQ);

L20fine_labm '/
(

ill address, int_val, ","_nrl, vt._nr2;
eize_lline_tab_size;

I' close D20-type lae '/
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if (fclose(d2d_file) •• EOF)

I

file_~rrO!(4J; _

r _....- ...._..__.-.-_..... ..._..-_..-..__.---_.__.
~

File
Abstract

: MISC.C
: This file contains miscelaneous function••

rlllurn(-4);

}

: Jan Stap
Eindhoven University of Technology
Department of eJec:lricaJ enginewing

Author

r no efTO,. oocured••••,
retum(O);

Name of the program
: D3DTOD2D.EXE
Dille
: January 23. 11192
By order of
: ESPRIT PROJECT 5369 (HEPHAESTOS 1)
Updates:
name

....

I date

I

abstract

_._._._----------------_.,

.include ·d3dtod2d.h"

void geUilename(clhar 'filename. char 'rw, char 'string)
A filename is a.ked to be typed in in case it was empty or not su~able.
Thi. depends on the 'rw' parameter. which delermnes the file will be
read or written to. The string is printed befons the filename is typed

r

a

in.
global var'.:

none

return: 1ilenarne'

.,

I
clhar key;
BOOL ok;

int ac;
do

I
if ('file"""'" •• '\01

I
prinU("Plsase enter the %sfilename: ",string);
scanf("A,s",filename);

}
ac • access(filename,Q);
if (strc"l'(rw,"r") •• 0)

I

ok. (ac •• 0);

a (10k)

r reading from file "

I

printfiFile \''Yo.I' does not existln",filename);
'Uenarne • '\0';

}
}
else

a (ac.- 0)
I

prinUiFile \'"!osl' already exisl•. Overwr~e ? (y'n) • ,filename);
do
key - getcheO;
while (strclhr("yYnN",(int)key) -- NULL);
prinU("In");
ok. «key - 'y') \I (key -- 'Y1);
if (10k) 'filename _ '\0';

}
else

ok. TRUE;
}
while (10k);
I geUilenameO "

r

void waitO

r W,,~ for a key to be pressed.
global var's: none

return: no return

.,

I
prinU('Press any key..:);
fflush{stdin):
getchO;
} r waitO '/

void in~_video()
in~iatise video settings for graphics output .,

r

r

{

short modeO _ LVRESl6COLOR, _VRES2COLOR, _ERESCOLOR,
_HRES1SCOlOR.
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r wr~e carrera paramel"'. at the sensen "'
_sellexI00Ior(15); r wh~e "'

_HRESBW, _MRESl6COLOR. _MRES4COLOR,
_MRESNOCOLOR\; "'
short mode(8);
int mode_nr. O. rei_val;

rcoord.row • MAX(l.graph_config.numtextrows • 25) , 2;
rcoord.coI • , + graph_config.numtextcols • param_arBa_cols;
_sellextpos~ion(rcoord.row. rcoord.coO;
_outtexl('Object size:"l;

modeIO). _VRESt6COLOR; mode[l]. _VRES2COLOR; mode[2].
_ERESCOLOR;
mode[3) • _HRES16COLOR; mode[4) • _HRESBW; modelS] •
_MRES16COLOR;
mode[6) • _MRES4COLOR; mode[7l • _MRESNOCOLOR;

(coord.row.+;
_settextposition(rcoond.row. rcoord.co~:
sprinlt(string: %.31 mm", .ize);
_ouUexl(otring);

rcoord.row .._ 2j
_settextposition(rcoord.row. rooord.co/);
_ou11elCt("Extrinsic paf.:");

do

I

(coord.row... ;

ret_val. _.etvideornode(rnode[mode_nr++D;

_sellextposition(rcoord.row. rcoond.col);
.prinlt(otring" focal dis\. .,;
_ou11ext{string);

I
whie ((mode_nr < 8) && (ret_val •• 0));

rcoord.row++;

graphics. (ret_vall. 0);
ij (graphicl) ..Jl8tvideoconfig(&graph_config);

r

_.enextposition(rcoond.row, rcoord.col);
sprintl(string" %.31". camera.DobD;
_outlelCt(slring);

rcoord.row.+:

_.etvideomoderows(telCt_conf'9.rnode. lexUXln'ig.numlelCtrows); .,
_setvidoomode(lex,-,">nlig.rnode);

_senexlp08ition(rcoond.row, rcoond.col];
_outtext(" focal range .");
rcoord.fow++;
_••nextpos~ion(reoord.row.rooord.co~;
splint/(st,ing" %.31 .... OobLmin);
_outtelCt(slring);
rcoord.toW++;
_sottextposition(reoord.row, rcoo,d.co~;
sprintf(string" %.31", DobLmax);
_oullexl(string);
rcoord.row++;
_••Uextposition(rcoord.row. rcoord.oo~;
.printl(string" thela. %.31", TO_DEGR(cameralheta));
_outtelCt(string);

\
void .how_imagej)

r display the calculaled camera inlagelrom L2Dvsrtex_tabID and
L2Dtine_tabW "'

I

struct _2!Mlrtex "begin_vtx. 'end_vtx;
int next_fine;
.hort SCt'_width....._height. r ....een parameters "'
win_x. winJ, win_width. win_height. I' drawing window par'. "'
char_width. char_height, cr_size_x, ..._.izeJ. old_bkcolor.
old....llrcolot. old_txtcolor. im_area_width. param_arell_cols • 20,
xJlOS. YJlOS;
doLbIe .caIe_x • 0.9. ecaleJ • O.g, scr_ratio_""". (4.0 , 3.0). scr_mtio-Plx.

(coord.row++;
_s.nextposition(rcoord.row. rcoord.co~:
.printf(string" phi. %.31'. TO_DEGR(cameraph~);
_oullext(slring);

cam_ratio_mm. x_ratio, y_ratio;

.truct rcoo<l1d rcoord;
char .lring[l (0);

r needed for text placement on the .reen "

rcoord.row++:
_••nextposition(rcoord.row. rcoord.co~;
sprintl(.tring; gamma. %.31", TO_DEGR(camera.gammall;
_Oultexl(string);

ij (graphicl)

I

rcoord.row.+;

I' calculate parameters "'
...._width • graph_config.numxpixels;
scr_height. graph_contig.numyp;xels;
char_width ....._width' graph_conlig.numlextcols;
char_height. scr_height 'graph_config.numlelCt'ows;
scrJatioJlDc ....._width' (...._ratio_mm' .cr_height);
r lake a notmal screen ratio widtM1eight in mm'mm 01 413 "
cam_ratio_rT'm • camera.size_x • camera.Ky I (camera.siZ8J • camera.Kx);
im_area_width • scr_width • (param_arBa_cols + 0.5) " chat_width;

_setlextpos~ion(rcoord.row.

~

sprint/(string: (%.31)', cameraY....llmb· centre[l));
_outtext(string);
rCOOl'd.row++:

_s.nextposition(rcoord.row. rcoord.coO:
_oultexl(" displacement:");
rOOOfd.row++;
rcoord.co~;

.printf(string: (o/L3I)". camera.x....llmb· centre[O));
_oultexl(string);

rcoord.row++:
_.ettextpos~ion(rcoord.row.

(cam_ratio_mm > im_area_width " .cr_ratio_nYn' (double)scr_widlh)
{
win_width. scale_x' im_area_widlh;
win_height. win_width' (scr_ratio-Plx "cam_ratio_mm);
win_x. (1 • scaJe_x) " im_arOll_width' 2;
winJ • (s..._height • win_height)' 2;

_.e~extposition(rcoord.row.

rcoord.co~;

rooord.co~;

.printf(.'ring: (%.31)". camera.Z--9mb· centre[2));
_outtext(string);
rcoord.row .- 2;

I

_.e~extpos~ion(rcoord.row.

else

rcoord.co~;

_outtext("lntrinsic par'.:");
rOOOld.row++;
_.ettextposition(rcoord.row. rcoord.col);
sprird(.tring; f.
%.31". camera.f);
_oun.xt(slring);

I
win_heighl ••caJeJ· ...._height;
win_width ••cUalioJlix ' win_height' cam_ratio_mm;
win_x. (im_area_width • win_widlh) '2;
winJ • (1 • scale..Y) " scr_height '2;

rcoord.row+. :

I

_sett.xtposition(rcoord.row. rcoord.coO;

x_ratio. (win_width· 2) , (double)camera.sile_x;
y_ralio • (2' win_heighl) , (double)camera.si.eJ;

sprintf(string:

b.

01•. 31-. camera-Dim);

_outt.xt(string);
rcoord.row++:
_settextposition(reoo'd.row, reoord.co~;
.printl(.tring" D.
%.31". camera.D);
_ounext(string);
rcoord.row++ :
_.en.xtp08ition{rooord.row. rcoord.co~;
sprinll(string" F.
%.31". camem.f I camera.D);
_oult,xt(string);
rcoord.row++ ;
_sett••tposition{rcoord.,ow. rcoord.coO;
sprintf(string" size_x ••,(,d". camera.size_x);
_oun.ld(string);

r .elect graphics .creen "
_setvideornode(graph_oonfig.mode);
old_bkoolor • --getbkoolor();
old--9roolor • ....lletcolorO;
old_betoolor. --gettexlcolor();
_.etbkoolOfLBLACK);

r

draw separating tine "'
_selcolor(15); r wh~e"'
_moveto(im_arBa_widlh - 1.0);
_Iinelo(im_area_width· I, scr_height· 1);
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rcoord.row.+ :

void show_03D_dataO

_settexlposition(rcoord.row, rcoord.co~;
sprintf(slring: ~k..-y - _%d", camera.size-y);
_ouUext(string);
rcoord.row++;
_settexlposilion(rcoord.row, rcoord.co~;
sprintf(string," 10 %d', camera.Kl);
_outtext(alring);
rooord.row++ ;
_settexlposition(rooord.row, rcoord.co~;
sprintf(slring: JO %d", camera.JO);
_outtext(string);

r display information on the 030 file, regarding ~s number or
horizonlal, vertical and olher·type lines '/

(

int next_vertex. nextJine. nnm'_horLx • O. nmbr_hori_l • O.
nlTDr_verl- 0, nnCr_olhr _ 0;
struel _3Dvertox 'begin_vtx, 'end_VlX;
BOOl x_equal, y-equal, z_equal;
double thresh;
do

(

rooord.I'OW++;
_settexlpos~ion(rooord,row,

sprintf(string: Kx _outtext(string);

printfrThrashold for coordinate deviations (>-0);';
scanf('%lf",&thresh);

rcoord.co~;

I

%.31", camera.Kx);

wMe (thresh < 0);

rcoord.row•• :
_settextposition(rcoord.row, rOOOfd.co~;
sprintf(slring: Ky %.:If", cameraKy);
_outtext(string);

r

for (next_&no - 0; next_&ne < nnCr_20Une; next_Un8++)

(
begin_vb - &_30verteUabL;!0Iine_tab[next_line].beginVlX • 1];
end_\IIx - &_30vertex_tabL20line_tab(next_&ne].endv!x • 1);
x_equal _ (labs(begin_VlX·>x· end_v!x->x) <_ thnssh);
r-equal - pabs(begin_vtx·>y - end_v!x·>y) <_ lhresh);
z_equal _ (fabs(begin_vtx·>z - end_vtx->z) <_ thresh);

,coord.row.+;
_settexlpos~ion(rcoord,row, rcoord.~;

sprintf(string;
_outtext(string);

(%.31)", cameralx);

rcoord.row+.:
_settexlposition(rooord.row, rcoord.co~;
sprintf(string: I _ (%.31)", cameraly);
_outIext(string);

ij (x_equal && y_equal && z_equal) nmbr_othr++;

else if (y_equal && z_equa~ nmbr_hori_x++;
else if (x_equal && y_equa~ nmbr_horl_z++;
elsa if (x_&qual && z_equ~ nmbr_vert++;

rcoord.row++:
_setlexlposition(rcoord.row, rcoord.co~;
sprintf(slring;
(%.31)', camera.!z);
_outtext(slring); '/

else nmb,-othr++:

I
_claarscreenLGWINDOW);
printf("Numbor of &nea in %s:lnln", d3d_fname);
printf("Tota/:
%4d\n", nnCr_20&ne);
printf('Horilontai in x-dir.: %4d\n", nmbr_horLx);
printfl"HorizontaJ in z-dir.: %oId1n", nrril,-horLz);
printf('VerticaJ:
%4d\n", nmbr_vert);
°Md\nln", nmbr_othr);
printf("Other:
wMO;

r draw the image edges '/
_setcolor(15); r white '/
_rectangIeLGBOROER, win_x, win-y, win_x + win_widlh • 1, win-y +
win_height - 1);
_setelprgn(win_x + I, win-y + I, win_x + win_width· 2, win-y + win_height

- 2);
_seUogorg(win_x + 1. win-y + win_height· 2);

I

r mark the optical centre in the image '/

_seteolot(4); r red '/
cr_size-y - win_height /100;
cr_siz8_X • cr_sizG-Y • scr_ratio"pix;
_mov&to(short)(x_fatio ' camera.Kl - 2 ' cr_size_x).
(shorl)(y_ralio ' camara-JO));
_Iineto((shorl)(x_ratio ' camera.lO + 2 ' cr_size_x),
(short)(r-ralio ' camaraJO));
_moveto((short)(x_ratio ' cameraKl), (shorl)(y_ratio ' cameraJO
- 2 'Cl'_size-y));
_Iinelo((short)(x_ratio ' camera to), (short)(y_ratio ' camera.JO
+ 2 ' cr_size-y));
_ellipseLGBOROER. (short)(x_ralio " cameralO - cr_size_x),
(short)lY_ratio ' cameraJO - Cl'_size-y),
(short)(x_ratio ' camera.IO + cr_size_x),
(shorl)lY_ratio ' cameraJO + cr_,ize-y));

r draw the camera image '/
_seteolor(14); r yenow '/
for (next_line - 0; nexUine < nmbr_20Iine; nexUine++)

(
begin_vIx - &_20vertex_tabL20Iine_tab(nexUne].beginvtx • 1);
end_v!x - &_2Dvartex_tabL20Iine_tab[next_line].endvtx • 1);
_moveto(short)(x_ratio" begin_vtx->x), (short)lY_ratio 'begin_vtx·>y));
_&neto((short)(x_ratio ' end_vtx->x), (short)(y_ratio " end_v!x->y));

I
getclhf);
_settextoolor(old_txtcolor);
_setcolor(old.jJrcolor);
_setbkoolor(old_bkcolor);
_&etvideomodarows(text_oonfig.mode, text_config.numtextrows); '/
_setvideomode(lext_config.mode) ;

r

)
else

(
printfrNo graphics screen is availableln");
wMO;

)
)
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....__··· _

return: no return

Abslract

swilch(err_nr)

I

case 1: prinlf("An object point

: Jan Slap

Author

0'

)r

proc_errorO "/

void Y.Cerror(int err_nr)
/" Printslhe error message tor video .rrol erl_",.
In case of errol x Ihe function thal uses this function
win lelum ."or code ·(40 + x).

global vat's: none

Upc!ales:

name

was out of socpeln"); brea.;

)

Eindhoven University of Technology
Depart"",nl 01 electrical engin.ring

Name the program : D3D10D2D.EXE
Dale
: January 24, 1992
By order of
: ESPRIT PROJECT 5369 (HEPHAESTOS 1)

"/

{

: ERRORMSG.C
: Contain. Ihe functions used to g""",ale
error messages.

, date

",IUln:

abslracl

no return

"/

{
.wilch(ar_nl)

I

----------_.-------_._--"/

case 1: prinlf("No glaphics screen is availableln"); bleak;
)

) r

.include "d3dtod2d,h"

void tile_elTor(inl o"_nr)

r Prints lhe orrOI message for file orror orr_nl.
In case 01 input error x Ihe function Ihat uses Ihis function
wia return orror codo ·x.
global var'.: none
rotum: no relum
"/

{
switch(err_nr)

{

case 1: prinlf("lnputfile could nol be openodln"); break;
case 2; prinlf("lnpulfile could not be closed\n"); break;
case 3; prinlf("Outpulfile could not be openedln"); break;
case 4: prinlf("Oulputlilo could nOl be closedln"); break;

)
)

void d3d_e"or(inl err_nr, int line_nr)

r Printslhe error message for error e"_nr, All errors apply to
the D3D·file given,
In case of input errOr x the functK>n that uses this function
wiR relurn error oOOe ·(10. x),
glebal var'.: '/i""_nr'
retum: no retum
"

{
switch(err_nr)

{

case 1:
case 2:
case 3:
case 4;

prinlf("Unexpected end of file "); break;
printf("Syntax errOf "); break;
prinlf("Unknown vertex section error "J; break;
printf("Unknown faoes section error "J; btoak;

I

printfial ~ne %d of input faeln" ,1ine_nr);
d3d_orrorO "/

)r

void mem_error(inl e"_nr)
Prints the errot message for out of memory error e"_nt.
In case of error x Ihe function lhal u.... Ihis 'unction
wiD ",tum error oOOe ·(20 + x).
global Val'S; none
retlJm: no return
.,

r

(
priruf("OUI of memory ");
switch(er,_nr)

{

case 1: printf("for the 3·D Yertex tableln"); break;
c;ase 2: prinlf("for Ihe fa"'" tableln"); break;

case 3:

prinlf("for the 2·0 line tableln"); break;
ease 4: prinlf("for the matrix in lunction ptace_loJinetab()In"); break;
case 5: prinlf("for Ihe 2·D vertex Iableln"); break;

)
) ,. mem_e"CfO "/

void proc_error(inl err_nr)

r Prints the errOl message for processing erlOl er,-nr,
In case 01 error x the function that uses this function
wiD relurn error code ·(30 + x),
global var's: none
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The GET3D.EXE program

r------------------------File
Abstract

: GET3D.H
: This me contains the detinnions at
datastruetures, to boo used in the
m.. forming the GET3D.EXE program.

·.e-

: Jan Stap
Eindhoven University of Tecllnology
Department 01 elec1rical engineering

o

r

r the lens cenlle and the gimbal centre ./
r (centre of rotation of the cannela) "/

o
o

degrees ./
r ll8CClf1d ••••/

lIdefine oEF_PHI
-30
.define DEF_GAMMA
o
.define oEF_DIST

I abslrac;t

r

third ..• "/
defauh value lOf (distance]
no 030 file is read yel ./

o

---------------"
r

.define oEF_LX
between "/
'define DEF_L Y
"define DEF_LZ

r defauh value fOllhe focal length
with I • F_FACT' size; size is ths
object size ./
coordinates 01 vector displacement

extrinsic camera parameters: camera pos~ion defaults in the WCS
(orientation is such thalthe optical axis nuns through lhe origin
of the WCS) and vector displacement ~n lens oantre and gimbal cenlre
(centre 01 roIation of the camera) ./
lfdefine oEF_ THETA
30
r fi"t orientation angle defaub in

Updates:

I date

0.5

r

Name ollhe program : GET3D.EXE
Oat.
: May 5, 1992
By Older 01
: ESPRIT PROJECT 5369 (HEPHAESTOS 1)
name

'define F1ACT

r

r

object definition defaults: "'
'deline 08J_NAME_LENGTH 15

when

r max. length 01 an object nanne "/

lerms used:

• WCS:

World Coordinate System, also caRed 'global coordinate system'

- VCS:

Vi_I Coordinate Syslem, also caRed "camera coordinate

'" type delin~ions: .,

system"

- 3-0:
-2-D:

r

20 types: ./
struct _20vertex

three-dimensional; referring to object. in the WCS
twc>dinnensional; leferring to objects on the image plane 01
lhe camera

I

./

r the 2·0 ""r1ex' nUlT'ber "'

in. nr;

r

double x. y;

r

slrud _2Oline

I

r

both endvertioes of the 2-D line ./
,. the type 01 the ""rresponding
vanishing poinl and ~s index in
the table for this v~. Iype"/
,. line propabili1y; measure of
straightness .,

inl beginvlx, endvlx,
type. index;

dolble Pl

mos,

r general delin",,: "'
lfdefine BOOL
char
lfdefine TRUE
1
lfdefine FAlSE
0
.define PI
3.1415926535898
lfdeline MIN(x,y)
((x) < (y» ? (x) : (y)
'define MAX(x.y)
«x) > (y)) ? (x) : (y)
.deline TO_RAD(x)
(PI' (x) , 180.0)
.define TO_OEGR(x)
(180.0 ' (x) , PI)
'define SIGN(x)
«x) , fabs(x))
'define MAX_LINE_LENGTH 100
r maximum input line length "
.define VTAB_STEP
100
I' stepsize tor vertex table increment',
lfdefine LTAB_STEP
100
r idem for fine table "
lfdefine MAX_CORNERS
100
,. """,imum number of corners lor a
face in a D3D-type Iile .,
.define MAX_ANGLE
maximum alowed direction dovealion
in degrees for a line that should
nun through a vanishing point alter
elongation ./
.dar... UNKNOWN
0
line type "unllnown"; this is the
inilial line type .,

r lhe direction deveation of the ~ne

yp_raist;

which should ideally run through a
given vanishing point "/

I;

r 3D objac;t lypes: ./
struCl_3Dvertex

(
double x. y, z;

,. lhe 3-0 vertex' cooldinates ./

I;
.lruet _3D line

{

r both endvertioes of the 3-D line .,

inl booginvlx, endvtx;

r

I;
otruel planarplllle

(

r

r a linked·~sI 01 vertex nunnb<ors,
defining Ihe plales' bordel .,
the nunnb<or 01 vertioes ./

int 'boraervlx,

r line type of I..... that wele found
10 boolong to a vertical 3-0 fine ./
lIdefme HORIZONTAL
2
fine type 01 Ii""" that were found
10 boolong to a horizontal 3·0 'ne ./
lIdefine OTHER
3
r line type 01 li_ that were found
to boolong 10 other 3-D lines .,
lfdeline MIN_NMBR_L1NES 2
,. the minimal number of lines that
must pass a point on the hOlizon in
oraer to call this a horizontal
vanishing point •J

"""'ina VERTICAL

r

nvertex;

I;

r

stnuel curvedplate

{

r 10 boo implemented "/

in! dummy;

I;
union plate_del

{

r field, defining a planar face "

sind planarplate pianplale;
struel curvedplale curvplale;

r intrinsic camera parameters (a.o. calibration default.): "
lfdefine
lfdeline
.define
.define
.define
.define
lfdefine

b coordinates .,

I:

standard includes: ./
"include <Stdio.h>
"include <maIloc.h>
"include <floal.h>
"include <math.h>
.include <stdbb.h>
"include <string.h>
.include <graph.h>

DEF_SIZf_X
512
,. camera image width in pixels "
512
,. camera image height in pixels .,
OEF SIZE Y
0 EF
255
,. x and y coold""'t•• oIlhe pixel "
255
,. through which the optical ""i. runs .,
oEF=JO
OEF_KX
100
,. nl. 01 pixels Pel moo in horizontal ./
oEF KY
100
,. and vertical direction "
OEF-F
18
,. focal length of Camera len. in mm"
DEF_F /5.6
,. lens diannel.r in moo "'
'define 0 EF=0

,. ......

-'0 -

/

r field, defining a faoa, boont into one
direction. aocording to a cirde
segment "'

r rield. defining a luture lace type '/

I:
SlfUet plate

(
int type:
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'_20Iine_tab, r lisl of 2·0 rone segment.; lines in
this list have type [UNKNOWN) in the
[.type] lield in~iaJIy, which is changed
.-- Ialer into [VERTICAL] or an integer
number I,om zero. which can be used as
an index in (vp_tabffi to obtain the
corresp. non-vertical vaniahing poinl "
"horUine_tab,
relerence lable, containing lhe
line numbers 01 horizontal
fines "
"olhUine_Iab; r reference lable. containing Ihe
fine nurri>ers 01 non·horizonlal
and non·vertical Unes .,

0: a planar plale.
I: a plale, benl into one direction,
according to a cirde segment.

2: ....dolble Ihicknes.;
union plole_clel def;

-

extern struel _20line

,,' - .

r
r

thld<nllS8 of Ihe plate defined
the defin~ion of all types of plales
possele "

r

};
slruct prim_object

(
char name[OBJ_NAME_LENGTH];
WP7 "

,. Ihe object.' name according to

r

int number;
&trucl plale 'plateli&t;
inl nplale;
strucl_30vertex 'vb<lial;

the objects· serial nuniler"
r the liot of plate(o), composing Ihe
object "
r the nuniler of plates in the ij.1 "
r the list of boundary vertices. which

extern int nmbr_20vertex, nnt>r_2DIine. r nurri>er of 2·0 vertices; Unes"
hori_vptab_len,
r max. index + 1 in (horLvp_tabffi .,
,. nurri>er 01 horizontal v.p.'••,
nmbr_horLvp,
nmbr_olhr_vp,
r number of non·hor. and non·vert. v.p.'s
(max. index + 1 in (oIh,_vp_tabQJl "
r number of horizonlal lines (max.
index + 1 in [horUine_Iabm) "
nmbr_vertJine.
r nurri>er of vertical lines .,
nmbr_Olhr_fine.
,. number of non·horizontal and nonvertical lines (max. index + 1 in
(othUne_tab(]]) "
r lhe minimal nurri>er 01 associated
lines for a candidale hor. or vert.
vanishing poinllo be recognised
as a real one .,
mall_nmb'_hori_vp;
r the maximum allowed number 01
horizonlal
vanishing points "

ana

inl nvertex;

r

refered 10 by the plates in Ihe Usl
01 plales "
Ihe nurri>er 01 vertices in the lisl "

};

r plates are supposed 10 be defined in such a way thai no rotalion or
Iranslation is needed to place them inlo Ihe p,im~ive object
correctly. lhis because they are only used for one prim~ive object "
slruel object

{
char name(OBJ_NAME_LENGTH];

r the objects' name according 10

WP7 "

r

the objects' serial nuniler "
r lhe list of primilive su!>objects "
r the list of composed sub-objects "
r the number of prim~ive c.q.
corrposed objects "
struel _30vertex ·pri"1'09. 'conwos; r the list of positions within the
definilion coordinate system for
prim~ive c.q. composed objects "
.Iruel _30vertex 'primor;"nt. 'CO!T'4'Orient; ,. the lisl of orientalions
~hin lhe
definition coordinate syslem for
prim~ive c.q. composed objects .,

inl nurri>er;
strucl prim_object 'primUsI;
slrucl object 'compfisl;
inl nprim, ncomp;

exlern in! "modeUaolUab.
r table of model faces "
,. Ihe nurri>er of model laces "
nmb'_modeUace.
nmbr_modeLvtlc.
,. Ihe nurri>er of model vertices "
nmbr_model_fine;
r the nurri>er of model lines "
exlern Slruct _3D vertex 'modeL3Dv1x_tab; r table of 3-0 model vertices "
extern slruel _20vertex 'modeL2Dvtx_Iab; lable of 2·0 model vel1ices .,
extern struel _301ine 'modeUine_tab; r lable 01 3-0 and 2·0 model Unes "

r

extern $lruel camera_model camera;
r variable wilh all in· and
extrinsic camera parameters .,

};

r

ext",n double $in_th. cos_tho tan_tho r sines, cosin.. and langenls 01 "
sin...,oh. cos.,ph, tan.,ph. r camera angles "
sin..ga. cos~a. tan--9a,
r distance between the cameras'
OobLcenl,e,
optical cenlre and the objects'
centre (oentrem .,
OollLmin. OobLmax.
depth 01 lield: distance range
thaI is in focus "
,. maximum error angle for an image line
10 be assigned to a vanishing point "
r threshold values lor the "
"""_d_upd,
r ver~icalion ~eration to stop "
max"phLupd;

camera model slruelure "
struel camera_mocIel

{
inl

r camera image size in pixels "
coordinates of Ihe pixel wilh which
Ihe optical ax is intersects "
double Kx. Ky.
number of pixels per mm in x and
directions ./
,. the focal length of Ihe camera lens "
f.
r the camera lens diameter in nYT1 "
O.
,. the optical-centre·to-image
Dim,
distance "
r the optical-eenlre-to-object
Dobi.
distance "
be. Iy. Iz.
r vector displacement Irom gimbal
centre to optical lens cenlre "
xr--9mb, yr--9mb, zr--9mb.
r elClrinsic camera paramelers: .,
theta, phi. ga"."",;
r camera pos~ion and orientation .,
aize_x, size...,Y.

10. JO;

r

r

r

y

,. scene and model file names "

exlern char sceneJname[40).
modoUname[40l;
exlern BOOL vert_vp_valid.
graphics;

r

" vaiid~y liag for the vertical v.p. ';
TRUE in case graphics is possible "

};
extern Slruct videoconfig lelCl_conf'll, ,. texl and graphics video .,
graph_config;" conliguration 10 be used "
extern short old_tx1color.
r used 10 keep old color se\1ing "
oIdj,kcolor,
oId...llrcolor;

r global variables: "

extern .Iruel _20vertex ·_20Verlex_tab. r tisl 01 2·0 vertices "
vel1_vp,
r the vanishing poinl for fines
vertical in Ihe WCS "
'hori_vp_Iab, r vanishing poinllable lor
horizontal v.p:. "
r 'horLvp_idx_tab. ',,. index lable. poinling 10
(hori_vp_tabffi in order of
decreasing nuniler 01 Unes
per vanishing point "
'oth,_vp_lab. r vanishing point table for non·
horizontal and non·vel1ical lines "
'hori_vpl,
poinlers 10 the two horizonlal v.p:s"
'hori_vp2.
r in ['hori_vp_tabJ With the highesl
nuniler of associated fines "
hori_vpjnf; r horizontal vanishing poinl al

,. lunction prototypes "

,. CAMERA.C"
void _cded in~_cameraJnlr(void);
void _cded inrt_carnera_extr(void);
void _cded seccameraJlBtams_l(void);
void _cded seLcarneraJl8rams_2(void);
void _cded caJc3amera...P09(void);
void _cded pixeUo_metric(void);

r

,. ERRORMSG.C "
void _cded lil._e"or(inl err_nr);

infinity·'
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r---·----..·---------------

wicl_cded d2d_ermr(int e"..nr, inl 6ne_",);
voicl_cded mem...error(inl e"_nr);
"oicl_cdecI proc_ermrCont e"_nr);

r

Fie
Abstracl

GEOMETRI.C .,

double _c:decl disUllxtoln(struct _2Dverlex 'begin_vlX,
IIIrucl_2Dvertex ·end_vtx.
IIIrud _2Dvertex 'vellex);
doublII_cded proLvtxonln(slrucl _20verlex 'begin_vb<,
strud _2Dverlex ·end.."'x,
.trod: _2Dvertex ·inp_vtx.
slrud _2Dvertex 'pflli-vtx,
double distance);
inI_cdecI c:aIc_llert_"P(slrucl_2Dvertex 'begin_"",
struct _2Dvertex 'end_vlx,
double alan_angle, struel _2Dvertex 'vert_vp);
inI_alecI c:aIc_hor_vp(strucl_2Dvertex ·begin..lot><.
slrucl_2Dvertex ·end_vtx.
double atan_angle. slrud _2Dvertex 'hor_vp);
voicl_cded in~_2DIin'Uab(void);
in! _odecl fiheU18rt(void);
In! _cdeclliler_hor~void);
lnt _odecl fiheUllhr(void);
in! _odecI face'Uo_6nes(void);
in! _odecl adcC3D~ne(int begin_vlx. in! end_vtx. int ·6ne..",.
char 'Iine_occur);

r

MISC.C"'

"oCl ..cdecI geUilenama(char ·Iile"""",. char

; GET3D.C
: This me contains the mainO·function that
reads a D20-type me and converts ~ into 3-D
informalion with the help of an obj8ct database
and some other praknowladge.

; Jan Stap
Eindhoven University of T8chnology
Department of electrical engineering

Author

Name 01 the program
: GET3D.EXE
Dale
: May 5. 1992
By order of
: ESPRIT PROJECT 5369 (HEPHAESTOS 1)
Updates:
name

._

....

I dale

I abstrae:t

_---_..._---------------_.,

.include "get3cl.h'

strud _20vertex •..20vertex_tab • NULL. r list of 2-0 vertices ./
vert..vP,
r the vanishing point tor lines
vertical in the WCS .,
"hori_vp_tab • NULL. r vanishing point table for
horizontal v.p:_ "
r "hori.."P..idx_tab.·' r index table, pointing to
[hori..vp..tab{]] in order 01
decreasing nurrber of fines
par vanishing point .,
'oIhr_vp_tab. NULL, r vanishing point table for non·
horizontal and non·verticallinas ./
r pointers to the two horizontal v.p:_ .,
r in ('hori..vp_tabl w~h the highest
number of associated lines .,
r horizontal vanishing paint at
hcrLvpJnf;

·rw. char 'slring);

void _odec:l wait(void);
void _cdecI gelJlllfams(voicl);
void _odecl in~_vicf8O(void):
int_cdac:1 to..9raphic:s(void);
"Did _cded to..t8Xt(void);

in! _odecl_how_dass~(void);
void _cdec:l draw_scerwl(void);
void _cdec:l draw_modeI(void);
void _c:dec:I draw_mage(int mode, short obLcoJor);

r

RD..SCENE.C .,
in! _cdac:1 raad..soene(char 'd2d_fnanne):

infinity·'
strucl _2D1ine •_2Dijne_tab • NULL. r list of 2·0 ~ne segments; lines in
this list have type [UNKNOWN] in the
(.type] field initially. which is changed
later into [VERT/CAL] or an integer
number from zero. which can be used as
an index in [vp_tabm to obtain the
corresp. nOl>-vertical vanishing point ./
"horUne_tab • NULL. r ralerence table. containing the
line numbers of horizontal
lines 'J
··othr_~ne_tab. NULL; r raferenoe table, containing the
line numbers of non·horizontal
and non·verticallinas .,

r

RO..MODELC .,
int _odect read_model(char 'd3cl_tname);
in! _odaclcounLnmbr..vlx(FILE 'd3cl_lile. int 'nlTbr_vlx. inl 'nmbr_'liines);
int_cdac:I read_vtx_sadion(FILE 'd3d_file. int nmbr_vtx. int nmbr_vlines);
void _cdacl count_nmbUaoelFILE ·d3cl_f~e. int 'nmbr_fc);
inI_cdac:1 raadjace_s8C\ion(FILE ·d3cl_file. int nmbUc. int nmbr_vlines);
void _odec:l resel_"ars(void);

r VERIFY.C "/
typadaf double doo.t>le_3[3];
typedef double do..tlte_6[61:
int_odecl geUine_COf,asp(int 'line_corresp);
in! _odecl verily_model(void);
void _cdecI iniUmnsl_model(voicl):
int _cdac:1 g8l_0s(double_3 DXYlID:
"oid _c:dec:I geUxYl_r(double 'Ix_r, double ·Iy_r. double '/z_r);
int_odecl c:aIc_C08ffs(int modeUine. int soene_fine. double_3 DxyzO.
double_6 coaffsO. double line_e",lrSO. inl row);
wid _c:decl calo__ ub(int model_vtx. double cCx, double c(.:1. double d.
double_3 OxyzO. double..6 coeffsO.
double fine_errorsD. in! row);
Int _odecl _0",",__ ystem(double_6 coeHsO. double iine_e"orsD.
doubIa_3 DxYl_upd. double_3 phLxYl_upd);
cloubIe _cdec:I calc: claterm(double 'claletlr(6]);
double _cdec:I calc:=subd81(doLble ·determ[6]. int size);
void _odec:llJpda!e_model(double_3 OxyzD. double_3 DxYl..upd.
double..3 phLllYZ. double_3 phi_XYl_upd);
void _od8ct translorm_model(do..tlle_3 OxyzOl;
BOOL _odecl_matCenough(double_3 OXYl_upd. double_3 phLxYl_upd);
void ..od8ct geLcam...JJO!l_orient(double_3 OxyzO. double_3 p/lLxyz,
double Ix_,. clot.ble Iy_r. double Iz_r);

int nmbr_20vertex. nmbr_2Dfine, r numbar of 2·0 vertioes; ~nas ./
hori..vplab_len.
max. index + 1 in [horLvp_tabm "/
r number 01 horizontal v.p:_ ./
nmbr_hori_vp.
nmb,_othr_vp.
r number of non-hor. and non·vert. v.p:_
(max. index + 1 in [othr_"P_tab{J]) ./
r numbar 01 horizontallinas (max.
index + 1 in [hClfUine_tabml .,
nmbr_vart_line.
number 01 vertical lines ./
nmbr_othUine.
I' number 01 non·horizontal and nOI>vertical fines (max. Index + 1 in
[othUne_tab(]]) .,
r the minimal number of associaled
lines for a candidate hot. or vert.
vanishing point to be raoognisad
as a raai one ./
,. the maxim.Jm allowed number 01 hOJizontal
vanishing points ./

r

r

int "modeUace_tab.
,. table of model faoes .,
nmbr_modeUaoe.
r the number 01 model faces .,
nmbr_model_vtx.
r the number of model vertioes ./
nmbr_modeUine;
,. the numbar of modal lines .,
strud _3Overtell 'model_30vtx_tab; r table of 3-0 model vertioes .,
strud _2Dvertex 'modeL2Dvtx_tab; r table of 2-0 model vertioes .,
strud _301ina 'modeUine..tab; r table of 3·0 and 2-0 model lin...,
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struet camera_model camera;
r variable with all in- and
extrinsic camera parameters '/

the previous function ./
ret_val. lilter_horiO;
a (ret_vat < 0) retUtn(rel_val);

double sin_th, ·cos_th, lan_Ih, -,' sines, CosineS and tangenls of ./
ain..ph, cos..ph, lan..ph, r camera angles ./
sin-aa, cos-all, lan-aa,
DobLcentre,
I' distan09 between the cameras'
optical centre and the objects'
09ntre [09ntreDJ ./
DobLmin. DobLmax,
depth of field: distance range
thai is in focus .,
maximum error angle for an image line
to be assigned to a vanishing point ./
r threshold values for the ./
rna,cd_upd,
I' veraication ~eration to stap ./
max"phLupd;

r

mark the remaining lines in the tinelable as 'other' and calculate
the orientation of lhe corresponding object lines ./
reI_val • I~ter_othrO;
~ (ret_val < 0) return(rel_val);

r

I' set second Bet of camera parameters ./
seCcameraflrams_2();

r

I' seene and model

char 1lO8f\e_fname[40),

I~

r show resube ./
ohow3IassH();

BOOL vert_yp_vaIid,

r
r
r
r

I' valid~y flag for the vertical v.p••,
graphics;
TRUE in case graphics is possible ./
struet videoconfig lexU:onfig, lexI and graphics video ./
graph_oonlig1' configuration 10 be used .,
short old_Ixtcolor,
I' used to keap old color setting ./
old_bkcobr,
old-arcolor;

r

read a model descriplion file (D3O format) and get ~s 2·D ./
representation
.,
~

I' read object model .,
read_model(modeUname);
I' convert lho model faces into separate liMe ./
fa09s_lo_linosO;

inl ret_va!;
char ch;

printf("\nCamorapoaitie: ");
scan'r%lf, %If,'YalI' ,&camera.xr-amb, &cameta.yr-amb, &camera.zr-amb);
printf("\nCamornhook theta: ');
scanlr%l!·,&camera.lhela);
camera.theta. TO_RAD(camera.theta);
sin_th • sin(csrneta.theta);
cos_th • oos(carnora.theta);
lan_th .Ian(camera.lhela);
printfrBeeldafstand: ');
scanlr%lr.&camera.Oim);
goto ver~;
printf("\nOrelJl'OKout in Ox, Oy en Oz (Ix): 1;

I' Initialise graphics screen ./
init_video();
/

~

~

I'
set paramaters

.,
~

I'

r·..••••··..••••..····..•.. ~·· ..•·....···....····.. ·~ ....,....,
r in~iaIise variables: ./
lnil-alobalsO;

scanfr'Y.If',&max_d_upd);

init_camerajntrQ;
1n~_camera_extrO;

printf("\nOre"lleKout in phLx, phLY and phi_z (Ix): j;
scanfr%lf',&maxJl/li_upd);

I' got some parameters .,
get..PalamsO;

,.

,..
r

,.

.,

~

1'

veril:;
verifLmod.~);

,

r

road a D2D-typo lile in Ihe scene vellex and lin. table .,
.ead_IlO8n&(scene_fnarne);

error:;

r convert pixel data inlo metric data .,
pOceUo_metricO;

golo verify;

1'

,

r

~

I' classijy scene 6nes

r

./
~

1'

/

I'
~
,. iterate tho model image onto the scene image
I'
~

/

I'
~
I' road the scene desCfption lile (020 formal)

,

r initialise tine table .,
in~_2DUne_tabO;

r liher linel4ble on images of v.rticallines .,
ret_val. filter_vertO;
ij (re,-val < 0) return(rel_vaQ;

r sel first sel 01 camera parameters ((tiher_hori()] nsed. thllm) ./
88t_camera..P"rams_10;

r

,

verify:;

(

r

~

1'

r

main()

,..

,

/

names ./

modeUname(40/;

filer this table on several classes of images 01 horizontal
lines. and pessoly (;Orrect one or more claosdications made by
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r-----File

Abstract

I' calculaie camera angle theta (0 <_ thota <_ 90 (degrees» .,
~ (horLvp2 -- &hori_vp_inf) camora.theta. 0.25' PI;
lll$e if (hori_vp2 I- NULL) cameta.theta. atan2(horLvp2->X. cameraDim):
eise camera.theta. TO_RAD(DEF_THETA);
sin_th - sin(camerlLtheta);
oos_th - cos(carneratheta);
tan_th - tan(camera.thola):

: CAMERA.C
: This file contains function. concerning a video

camera.
: Jan Stap
Eindhoven University of Technology
Department of eIecIrical engineering

Name of the pmgram

caIc_cam,,,'I..JlOSO:

: May 5. 1992

Dale
By order aI
Updates:
name

r caleulale camera position .,

: GET3D.EXE

:

ESPRIT PROJECT 5369 (HEPHAESTOS 1)

(date

(

void caJc_cameraJ)OSI)

abotr""

r calculale the camera position from the given camera orientation and its
distance from the objects' centre at (0.0.0), assurring the carnera is
aimed at this point "

------------_.,

{
dOlble x_off. V_oft. z_o«;

_include ·get3d.h·

r ajust camera pos~ion "
cameralx • (oos_th' oosJja + sin_1h • sin"'ph
sinJja) + cameraly , {-caUh • sinJja + sin_th • sin...Ph
GOSJja) + (cameral2 + DobLc:entno) • -ain_th ' cos...ph;
cameralx • OO$"'ph • sinJja + cameraJy • oosJ)h • GOSJja
+ (camora.lz + DobLoontre) , sin.J)h;
z_oll - camera-Ix' (sin_th • oosJja - cos_th • sin...ph ' sinJja)
- cannera1y • (sin_th • sinJja + oos_th • sin...ph • oosJja)
+ (camera.12 + OobLoontre) , oos_th • cos...ph:
cameraxr....s1Tb • -x_off;
camera.yrJjITb. -r-o«;
camera.zrJjrril • -z_o«;
x_oft •
•
,
y_oll •

void inl_camerajntrO
r jn~ialise intrinsic camera parameters (0.0. calibralion defaubs) .,

{
camerasize_x • OEF_SIZE_X;
camera.size...Y. DEF_SIZE_Y;
camora.lO. DEF_10;

r camera width in pixels .,

r

cannora height in pixels .,

r x- resp. y·coordinate of the pixel

through .,
camera.JO - OEF_JO;
cameraKx. DEF_KX;
eat1't8ta.Ky _ OEF_KV:
camera.f • DEF_F;
camera.O - OEF_0;
camera.1x - OEF_LX;

r

which the optical axis runs "

r factor in hot. direction in pixe'slmm"

r

idem in vert.

d~ection

"

I' focal length 01 the camera lens .,
r camera len$ diametor in IT'WTI .,
I' coordinates 01 vector displacement

}
void pixeUo_metric()
convert pixel data in the vertex table _2o.ertex_tabD into metric data,
using the camera calbralion parameters .,
{
inl next_vertex;

r

be_n"
camera.1y - OEF _lY;
centre .,
camera.1z - OEF_LZ;

J' the optical centro and tho girrbal

I' (centro of rotation of the camera) "

}
lor (next_vertex _ 0; next_vertex < nlTbr_2Dvertex: next_vertex++)

wid inl_camon,_extrO

r

(
_20vectox_lab[next_vertex].l • L20vertex_tab(next_vortex]J< - camera.IO) ,
camora.Kx;
_2Overtox_tab[next_vertex].y - L2Dvertex_tab(nexLvortex].y - camera.JO) ,
camora.Ky;

initialise extrinsic camela parameters: eamera position and odonta1ion

delau"s .,
(
camora.phi • TO_RAO(DEF_PHI);
camoragamrna • TO_RAD(DEF_GAMMA);

}
}

sin...Ph • sin[camera.ph~;
cosJ)h • cos(camera.phij;
lan...Ph • tan(camera.phi);
sinJja • sin(cameraganwna);
OOSJja. cos(cameragamma);
lanJja. tan(camera-gamma);

void metric_to"'pixel()

r convert metric dala in the vertex table into pixel data. using tho camera
calbration paramete",; pixel coordinates are not rounded .,

{
int nexCvertex;

)
for (nexCvertox • Oi nexCvertax < nrrbr_2Dvertex; nexCvertex++)

(
void set_cameraJ'BrB""_10

r

_20vectex_tab[ne"'_vertex).x - _2o.ertex_tab(next_vertex).x •

set camera paramete",: object and image distance .,

ca.mera.Kx + camerale;

(

_2Dvectol_tab[ne"'_vertex}.y • _2Dvertex_tab[next_vertex).y •
camera.Ky + camera.JO;

i11-'_vp_vaIid)

{

}

I

camera.Dim. verCvp.y • tan...ph;
cameraOobj • camera.! • camorlLOim I (camera.Dim - camera.!);

...
}

int camera_transform(struet _3Dvertex 'Vlx_3D. struct _20vertex ·Vlx....2D)

r Calculate the image point ('Vll_2D) (in metric form) of an objext point

I

['vlx_3D). ~ing the camera calibration. position and orientation
parameters. Return an errot in case the object lies on or bohind a
vertical plane through the oPtical centre.•,

do

I

{

printf("P1ease entor tho distance at which Ihe camera is focus....d (>

1-""31): ., cameral);

doLtllo deno"" xr, yr. zr;

scanf("V. &camera.Oobj);

}
while (camera.Oobj <_ camera.l);

xr • m_30·>x cameraxr-.Qrrb;
yr • V1x_30->y - camera.yr....srrtl;
zr - V1X_30->z - camera.zr....srrtl;
de-nom _ "kr .. oos...,ph • sin_th + yr • sin....ph + zr .. cos....ph .. cos_th
• cameralz;
~ (denonn I- 0)
a

cameraDim. camera.l ' camera.Dobj' (cameraDobj - camera.!);

)

} r S8Ccamera.J)a1ams_10 "

{
vtx_2D->x • camerlLDim • (X!' (COS-9a • cos_th + .in....sa • sinJ)h
• sin_th) + yr • sin....sa • cos...Ph + zr ' (cosJja ' sin_th
- sinJja • sin...Ph • oos_th) - camera.Ix), denom;

void seCcamera.J)a1ams_20

r Bet camera parameters: camera position and orientation ./
{
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IIIX_20->y. camera.Dim ' (xr ' (·sin-9" ' ~_Ih + coS-ll. ' ain..ph '
sitUh) + yr ' ~.JIa ' cos..ph - zr ' (sin..lla " sin_lh
+ ~..lla " sin"ph " CXlS_th) - camera.ly) / denom;
rmurn(O);
. -.

/'------------------------------------

)

Author

File
Abst",ct

else
{
proc_error(1 );
rmurn(-41);

: GEOMEml.C
: This me contains various geometricallunctions.
: Jon Stap
Eindhoven University of Technology
Department 01 electrical engineering

Name of the program
: GET3D.EXE
Dale
: May 5. 1992
By order 01
: ESPRIT PROJECT 5369 (HEPHAESTOS 1)

)
)

Updates:
name

I dale

abslraa

---_.--------------------'/
.indude "get3d.h"

.derine DIST_VTXTOVTX(a,b) sqrt(pow(a).x· (b).x. 2.0) + pow«a).y - (b).y,

2.0»

r calculate the dislance between vertices [a] and [bJ; a and b are 01
type st",cI _2Dvertex '/

double dist_vlxloln(strud _2Dvertex 'begin_IIIX, struct _2Dvertex "end_VIx.
.trud _2Dvertex 'vertex)
r calculate Ihe perpendiculat dislance between a line through ['begin_IIIX)
and ['end_vIx], and the vertex ["vertex) '/
(
double xdif, yda;
xdif. begin_"x->x - end_IIIX->x;
ydil • end_vIx·>y - begin_vlx->y;
return(fabs«(begin_IIIX'>x " end_vlx->y - end_IIIX->X " begin_IIIX->y •
ydif ' v.rtex->x - xdif ' verlex->y) /
sqrt(ydif • ydif + xdil " xdif)));

double proLvtxonln(struct _20verlex 'begin_vlx. slrua _2Dvertex "end_IIIX,
slrua _2Dvertex 'inp_vlx. struel _2Dvertex "proLvlx,
double dislance)
r calculate Ihs perpendicular projection ['proLIIIX) of Ihe verlex
['inp_IIIX] on Ihe line through ('begin_IIIX) and ["end_Vlx]. and also
calculate ~s index p when Ihe line is given by
line. begin_vile - p " (end_vlx - begin_IIIX), in case the distance is
known (Ihis last info is redundant. but makes calculations easier) "/

(
dowle xdif. ydif, factor;
xdif • begin_vtx >x • end_vtx·>x;
ydif. end_vtx->y - begin_vlx->y;
factor. dIstance / sqrt(ydil " ydif + xdif " xdif);
9

proLvue·,x • inp_vtx·>x ... factor • yd~;
proLvlx->y. inp_vIle->y + factor' xdif;
return«begin_vlx,>x - proLvlx->x) / xdif);
r il is not strange that only "inp_vlx.x is used in the retum value,
because both ooordinates are used in the calculalion or [distaJlC6] "/

)

int calc_vert_vp(struct _2Dvertex "begin_vlx. strucl _20vertex "end_vIx,
double Ian_angle, struel _2Dvertex "vert_vp)
r Calculate the vanishing point for the vertical 3-D line (perpendicular to
the global systems' ground plane), belonging 10 the 2-D image fine through
['begin_vlx] and (·end_Vlx]. Reject Iheline in case it already ClOSSes
Ihe vertical line (tvough (0.0) without elongation. "/

I

if «(begin_Vl'-» > 0) && (end_vlx->x < 0) It
(begin_Vl'-» < 0) && (end_vlx->x > 0») return(-I);
r in case the tine is parallel to the vertical r,ne the v.p:s y-coordinate
is undeterrrnned -,
~ (fabs(begin_vlx-» - end_vtx·>x) < labs(begin_vlx->y - end_IIIX·>y) "
lan_angle)
rmurn(I);
~ is parallel 10 the verticai line '/
else

r

{
verC"P-)ox. 0;
vert_vp->y. (end_v1x->y - begin_vlx·>y) " begin_vIx->x
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r walk over all fines in the ~ne table L20line_tablll "'

(begin_Vl.->. - end_Vl.->.) + begin_Vl.->y;
'lIu,n(O);

I

I

max_ldist - sinrrO_RAD(ma,,-err_angle»;
Ian_angle - lan(TO_RAD(max_err_angle»;
for (next_~ne - 0; nelll_~ne < nrrbr_2mne; nll"d_~n8++)

{
int calc_hori_Yp(struct _2Dverte. "begin_VI•• sltud _2Dverte. 'end_VI"
double Ian_angle. sttuct _2Dvene. "hori_Yp)
r calculate the vanishing poinllor the horizontal 3-0 fine (parallel to the
global eystems' g,ound plane). belonging to Ihe 2-D image fine Ihrough
("begin_vIx] and ("end_vIxJ. Rejed Ihe line in case it already crosses
the horizon line 'Ni1hout elcmgalion:/

I
hori_Yp->Y. -camera.Dim "Ian"'ph;

r

leave

begin_vt•• &_20vertex_IabL2Dline_tab[ne.Uinel.beginvlx - II;
end_vIx - &_2Dverte._labL20ine_lab{ne.C6nel.endvtx - II;

r CaI""late "

candidate vanishing point (lhe intersection poinl be_n lhe
line and the verlical line through (0.0»; ,eject Ihe line in case
~ already inlersedS ~ without elongation; label d wah -1 (don' care)
in case ~ lies on lop oIlt1e vertical ~ne. fn Ihis last case ~ win be
assigned 10 Ihs finany chosen vertical vanishing point. "/

r y-eoordinate of horizon line "'

athe line already crosses the horizon "/

rei_val. caIc_vsrt_Yp(begin_v1x. end_vb!. tan_angle. &cand_Yp);
if (ret_val < 0) goIo endloop;
~ (rei_val _
1)

I «(begin_VlX->y > ho<L..".>Y) && (end_v1.->y < horL..".>y) II
(begin_vt.->y < horLvp->y) && (end_VlX·>y > herL..".>y» return(·I);

(

r in case the line is parallel to the horizon lhe vp:s .-coonlinate
is undetermined "'
i (fabs(begin_vIx'>V • end_vIx->y) < fabs{begin_Vl.->. - end_Vl.->.) "
tan_angle)
,lIurn(I);
d Is paranello ttle horizon fine "'

_20nne_tab[ne'Uine].1ype • VERTICAl;
_20~ne_Iab[ne'Uinel.inde
• • ·1;
_20tine_tab[nexUinel.Yp_rdisl.0;
nrmr..Jl8l++;
inerease the nunile< of parallel tines "'
goto endloop;

else

I

r

r

t
he'L..".>. - (begin_vIx->' " end_vIx->y - end_Yl.->•• begin_vIx->y +
horLyp-,y " (end_Vlx->•• begin_vt.·>.» ,
(end_vIx->y - begin_vIx-,y);
,lIu,n(O);

'" Determine the angle be_n the fine and a rotated version around its
middle point. running through a previously found candidate vanishing
point. Remember the number of ttle vanishing point for which this angle
i. Ihe smallesl and also remember Ihe arc sine of this angle. which
is referred to as the relative distance between the fine and the
candidate vanishing poinl. "'

}

)

minJdist. IT\a,udisl + 1; I" must be large, Ihan [nwuoisl) inaia/ly "'
mid_vtx.•• (begin_v1x->X + end_vIx->x)' 2;
mid_vtx.y. (begin_vIx->y + end_v1x->y) / 2;
for (vp_nr • 0; Yp_nr < nmbr_vp; Yp_nr++)

in! caIc_oIh'_Yp(st,uc:t _2Dverte. "begin_vIx, strvct _2Dverte. "end_v1x.
strucl_2Dverte. "hori_Yp. slrud _2Dvertex "cand_vp)
calculate a candidate vanishing poinl for lhe other·type line.
assuming ~ is perpendi",,1ar to Itle horizontal-type line with
vanishing point \"hori_vp) "'

r

I
reLdist • dist_vtllloln(begin_vIx. end_vIx. &Yp_Iab(Yp_nrll'
DIST_VTXTOVTX(mid_vtx. Yp_tab[Yp_nrll;

t

if (rel_dist < min_rdist)
(

doLble denom;
denom. hori_VP'>x " begin_vIx->' + horL..".>y " begin_vt.->y;
denom. (denom - hori_yp->x " end_VI.·>. - ho"_Yp->y • end_vIx-,Y) ,
(denorn + camera.Dim " camera-Dim);

min_rdist • re'-dist;
Yp_nearest _ Yp_nr;

)

if (denom I_ 0)

I

t

I" ~ relative distance [min_rdist] is amalie' than or &qual 10 the maximum
distance given ([ma,udist)). the corresponding vanishing point belongs to
lhe line; if nol. the previously calculaled vanishing point is added 10
lhe te"lJOl'ary fisl "/

cancLvp->. - (end_v1x-,x - begin_v1x->.) , denom + begin_v1x"';
cancLVI>->Y. (end_vtx·>y - begin_vIx·>y) , denom + begin_v1.-,y;
r«urn(OI:

I
else retum(I);

I

if (min_rdist <- ma,udist)

I
_2Dfine_lab(ne<Uine].lype. VERTICAL;
_2Dline_tab(ne<Uine].inde< _ vp_nearest;
_2Dline_tab[ne<Uinej.Yp_rdist • "'n_rdist;
,. update the vanishing poinls' y-c:oordinale (the x·coord. is always 0) "'
Yp_fab[vp_nearesl].y. (vp_lab[vp_nearesll.y " Yp_lab[Yp_nearestl.nr +
cand_vp.y) '(vp_too(Yp_nea,estj.nr + 1);
,. remember the number 01 lines for this v.p. "/
Yp_tab[vp_nearestl.nr++;

void in~_20line_tabO
r in~ialise the 2-D fine table "
{
in! nexC6ne;
for (next_line. 0; nelli_fine < nmbr_2Dline; nelll_ine++)
_20lirnUab[ne'Uine).type - UNKNOWN:

I

)
else
int fite,-vertO
fiaer the fine table L2Dline_labOl

r

I
On

images d vertical lines "'

_20fine_tab[nelll_line].type • VERTICAL;
_2Dline_tab(nelll_line].index • nrTbr_vp;
_2Dfine_tab[nelll_line~Yp_rdist. 0;
Yp_Iab(nrrbr_YpJ.x • cand_yp.x;
Yp_tab(nrTbr_YpJ.y • cand_Yp.y;
Yp_tab[nntl'_Yp++].n,. 1;
the titllliine for this vanishing point"

(
in! nex'-6n... rei_val. nmbr..Jl8r _ O. Yp_nearesl. Yp_nr. nrrt,,_Yp - O.
lllIIX_tines. vpJdx;
struct _2Dverte. "begin_vtJc. "end_III" cand_Yp, "Yp_tab, mid_vIx;
doI.CIe 'el_disl. min_rdist. max_rdist, tan_angle;

r

r

I

reserve memory for the inrtialtable of vertical vani'hing points
(only one v.p. will prove to be rea/lateron) "'

endloop:;

I r tor (nelli_tine -

Yp_lab. (Slruc:t _20verte. ")maJloc{nmbr_20Iine " sizeof(slruct _2Dverte.));
jf (Yp_tab _. NUll)

I

0; ...) "'

,. now Ihe candidate vanishing poinl with the largest number of associated
lin"" is seleded Irom the temporary table [vp_labDl and .Iored into the
global [verCvpj "'

r

0U1 of memory "'
mem_error(3);
rllurn{-33);

rnaxJines • 0;
for (Yp_nr _ 0; Yp_1V < nmbf_Yp; Yp_IV++)
~ (vPJab(vp_nr).nr > max_lines)

I
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tan_angle. tan(TO_RAD(max_e,,_angle»;
horLvptab_len - 0;
for (naxCline - 0; nelllJine < nmbr_20Iine; next_ill8++)

{
mmUnn - Yp_tab{vp_nr).nr;
vp_~ - vp_nr; r r."",,,mber the index of the vert. vp in the table '/
)
.
.

r

(
begin_vlX - '_2Dvertex_tabL2Dline_tab[nelCUine].beginvIX - 1);
end_vIX • &_2Dvertex_tabL2Dline_lab{nexUine).endvtx - 1);

Co~e the number of lines for this candidate vanishing point to the

nurrbet of parallel ~nes; whichever is larger, is accepted; the othar
lines are reassigned as ·UNKNOWN". Recalculate the relative distance for
the lines belonging to the vanishing point in case it is accepted. '/

r

nlTbr_vellJine • 0;
ver,-vp_valid. «max_~nes >- nmbr.J)at) && (ma'Ui". >min_nmbr_lines));
• (vetCVP_valid)
( r the vertical v.p. is not infinite ()( unl<nown '/
vert_vp.x • vp_tab{vp_idx).x;
ve,,-vp.y • vp_tab(vp_idx).y;
vert_vp.nr _ Yp_tab(vp_idx).nr;
for (noxUino a 0; nexUine < nmbr....2Dli",,: next_line++)
• L2D~ne_tab[nextJine).type -- VERTICAL)
it L20Iine_tab[nexUine].index -- vp_idx)

Calculate a candidate vanishing point (the intersection point between the
line and the horizon line; reject the fine in case ~ already intersects
it wrthout elongation; label rt with -, in case it is parallel to the
horizon line. '/
ret_val - calc_horLvp(begin_vtx. end_vIX. tan_angle, &cand_vp);
if (reLval < 0)

{
_20~ne_tab(next_line].type - OTHER;

goto endloop;

I
n(reCval _

1)

(
_2Dline_tab[nelll_line).type. HORIZONTAL;
_2Dline_tab[nelll_line).index _ -';
_201ine_tab[nelll_line].Vp_rdist _ 0;
nmbrJlllf++; r increase the number 01 parallel ines ./
goto endloop;

(
begin_vtx _ &_20vertex_tabL2Dline_tab(nexUne).beginvtx • 1);
en,CVIx • &_20vertex_tabL2Dline_tab[nexUine].endvlx - '];
mid_VIx.x • (begin_VIx->x + end_vIX'>x) /2:
mid_vIX.y _ (begin_vIX->y + end_vtx·>y) /2;
_2Dline_tab[next_line).vp_rdist _
dist_vtxtoln(begin_VIx. end_vIX. &vert_vp) /
OIST_VTXTOVTX(mid_vIX, vert_vp);

I

r Determine the angle between the line and a rotated version around ~s
middle point. running through a previously found candidate vanishing
point. Remember the number of the vanishing point lor which this angle
is the smallest and also r"",,,mber the arc sine of this angle. which
is referred to as the relalive distance between the line IlIld lhe
candidate vanishing point. '/

nn'br_V8rtJine++:

)
else _2Dline_tab[nexUne).type _ UNKNOWN;

)
else ~ (nmbr.J)at >- rrin_nlTbr_lines)

min_rdist - max_rdist + 1; I' must be larger than (max_rdist) inrtially "/
mid_vIX.x - (begin_vtx·>x + end_VIx'>x) /2;
mid_vIX.y _ (begin_vIX->y + end_vIX->y)/ 2;
vp_nearest • 0;
for (vp_nr - 0; vp_nr < hori_vptab_len; vp_nr++)
(
rel_dist _ dist_vtllloln(begin_vIX. end_vIX. &hori_vp_tab[vp_nrD /
DIST_VTXTOVTX(rrid_vIX, horLvp_tab(vp_nr]);
a (reLdisl < min_rdist)

(
for (nexUine • 0; nexUine < nmbr_2Dline; nexUine++)

(

a (L2Dline_tab{nexUnepype -- VERTICAL) &&
L20Iine_tab(nexUne).index I•• 1))
....2Oline_tab[nexUine).type _ UNKNOWN;

)
nmb,-vertJine - nmbr..,Pal;

)

(
min_rdist _ re'-dist;
vp_nearest • vp_nr;

else
for (next_line. 0; next_line < nmbr_2Dline; nex!Jine++)
L2Dline_tab[next_linel.type -- VERTICAL)
_2Dline_tab[naxUne].type _ UNKNOWN;

a

}
)

r remove the v.p. table from memory '/

r two cases:
1. the type 01 the present line is UNKNOWN:

r

if reI. distance [min_teflSI) is smaller than or equal to the maximum
reI. distance given ([max_rdist]). the corresponding vanishing point
belongs to the line; not. the previously calculated vanishing point
is added to the table.
2. the type 01 the present line is VERTICAL:
the same srtuation 8$ in I, except. that (min_rdist) should in addrtion
be smallor than the reI. distance betw....n the line and the vertical
vanishing point for [vp_nearest) to be assigned to the line; n nol.
the line type is not changed '/

no err"," occurred... '/
retum(O);

a

int WteUloriO
fiKer the line table L2Dline_tab[JJ on images cI horizontal lines. that is,
on image lines that have a distance smaller than [MAX_DIST] to one of the
horizontal vanishing points. and return a list of poss ille hOlizontal
vanishing points and pointers to the lWo v.p.'s in this list with the
largest numbel of associated lines in the globals (horLvpl) arid
[horLvp2) '/

r

n (L2Dline_tab[nexUne].Iyp8 --

UNKNOWN) Ii
L2Dtine_tab{nexUine).type _. VERTICAL) &&
(min_rdist < _20Iina_tab[next_line).vp_rdistJ)
if (minJdist <- max_rdist)

{

(
_2Dline_tab[next_line).type _ HORIZONTAL;
_2DIine_tab[nextJine].index _ vp_nearest;
_2Dline_lab[nextJine).vp_rdist _ rrin_rdist;
r update the vanishing points' x·coordinate (the y-coord. is always the same) '/
hori_vp_tab[vp_nearesl).x _ (hori_vp_tab(vp_neatest).x '
horLvp_tab[vp_nearesl).nr +
cand_vp.x) / (hori_vp_tab[vp_nearest).nr + 1);
r remembe, Ihe number of lines lor this v.p. '/
hori_vp_tab[Vp_nearesl].nr++;

int nexUine, vp_nr. maxJines. vp_nearest. firsUdx.
scnd_idx. nmbrJlllf - O. ret_val;
slruet _2Overtex 'begin_vtx. 'end_vIX, car>d_vp, mid_vtx. 'temp;
double min_rdis\, ma,udist, lel_dist. tan_angle;

r

reserve memory fOI the table of horizontal vanishing points '/
hori_vp_tab - (struet _20vertex ')realloc(horLvp_tab. nmbl_2Dline '
sizeof(struct _20vertex));
~ (horLvp_tab -- NULL)
( r out of memory '/
mem_error(4);
return(-34);

I
else

(
_2Dline_lab[nextJine].type _ HORIZONTAL;
_2Dline_tab[nextJine].index _ hori_vptab_len;
_2DlineJab(nelllJine).vp_rdist _ 0;
hori_Yp_tab(hori_vptabJenJ.x - cand_vp.x;
hori_Yp_tab(hori_vPtab_len].y - cand_vp.y;

)

r

walk over ali lin... in the line table L2Dline_tabOl '/
rrox_rdist. cir.(TO_RAD(m:>x_err_angle));
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nrrbr_oIhr_tine.O;

hori_yp_tablhori_wplabJen++].nr. I; rlhe first tine for lhis vanishing
poirt .,

a «horLypl •• NULL) && (hoICYP2 •• NULL)

)

I
for (nexUine • 0; nexUine < nmbr_20Iine; nextjill8++)
L2Dine_tab[nexUine).type _ HORIZONTAL)

a

endloop~

I r for (nexUi..... 0; ...) "'

{
_2Dline_lab[nexUne].type • OTHER;
othUine_lab[nrrbr_oIhr_tine++J • &_20Iine_tab[next_ine);

r now the two vanishing points with the largest numbor 01 ""socialed lines,
Including th" one at infinity, ate s"lec1ed lrom the table [hori_yp_tabW
and their pointers atll stored into lhe globals (hori_yp1] and [hori_YP2]0'

J

I
else

max_lines - 0,
for (yp_",. 0; yp_... < hori_yptabjan; yp_nr++)
If (hori_yp_tab[yp_nrJ.nr > """,_~nes)

{

r reserve memory '01 the index table of "HORIZONTAL" lines "
ho'Une_tab • (struct _2Dline ")realloc(horijine_tab,
nmbr_20line 'sizeof(struct _2Dline '»:
if (hori_tine_tab - NUll)

{
""",_lines. hori_yp_tab(yp_nr].nr;
(nUdx • yp_nr;

r remember the index of this vp in the table "'

(

)

m&m_errOl(5):
return(-35);

I

iI (nlalUines < min_orrbrJines)
if (rumr...J'lU' ... min_nmbUines)

I

lor (nexLiine • 0: nexUine < nrrbr_20Iine; ne"Uine++)
ff L2Dtine_tab[ne"Uine].type - HORIZONTAL)
il (horLyp_tabL20Iine_tab[nexUineJ.index).nr < min_nrrbUines)

hori_ypl • &horLyp_inl;
tlori_YP2 - NUll;
)
else ho,Lypl • holCYP2 • NUll:
else if (nwelines < nmbt..,pat)

(
_2Dlino_tab[nexUine].type • OTHER;
othOne_tab(nrrb,_othUine++J • &_20tine_tab[nexUine];

I

}

hori_yp1 • &hori_yp_int;
hori_YP2. &hori_vp_lab~irsUdx);
)
else
maxfi". ... nmbr..,pat "
(
hori_yp1 • &hori_yp_tabPirsUdx):
""",_lines. 0;
for (yp_n'. 0; yp_nr < hori_yptab_len: yp_nr++)
iI ((yp_nr I. lirst_idx) && (hOlLyp_tab[yp_nr].nr> """'_tines»

else
hori_line_tab[nmbt_h"'Uine++J • &_2Dlin.,-,ab(nex,-~ne];

r

r shrink both tables to the needed siz" "
hori_line_tab. (struc:t _2D~ne ")reaJloc(horUino_tab,
nn*"_hatUine 'sizeol(struet _2Oline '»:
otllt_line_tab • (struet _2Dflne 'O)realloc:{oth'_6no_lab,
nrrbr_oIh'_une ' sizeof(struct _206ne 1);

(

r

ma,Uines • hori_yp_tablvp_nr).nr:
s",djdx • VJ)_"r:
remembet 1he index of 1his vp in the tab1e .,
)
if ((nu,,-ti,,,,,, < min_nmb'Jines) && (nmb,.Jl8I < min_nmb'_linesn
hori_vp2. NULL:
else ~ ((nrrbrJ)3f >. min_nmbrJines) && (nmbrJ"lf> ,"",,_in...)
hori_vp2. &h01Lypjnt:
else ~ «"""'_~nes >. min_nmbUines) && (maxJines ,. nrrbrJlar»
(
hori_YP2 - &ho'Lyp_tab[scnd_idx):
• (hori_ypl->x > hori_yp2·>x)
I r [hori_YP2] should be on the right 01 (hori_vpl) 0'
t~. hori_yp1;
hori_ypl • hori_YP2;
hori_YP2. t~:
}

r

)

no errors occurred..../
relurn(O);

) r

fjlt"'_hori() "

int filter_othrO

r fl~er tho une table L20line_IabID on images of other than horizontal or
vertical Ii",," and calculate their vanishing points, by assuming Ihalthe
oorresponding 3·0 line of an image uno is perpendicular to some
horizontal tine. which is the case with struds In a workpiece;
,eturn Ihe tisl 01 vanishing points in [othr_yp_tabDJ"

I
int nexl_fino, next_hori, "orUdx, yp_nr, yp_noarest, ,ot_val:
slruel _20vertex 'begin_vtx. 'end_vtx. "begin_Vlx_h, 'end_vtx_h, 'horLyp,
cand_vp. milevtx;
doLble min_rdist, rTlilll_rdist. rel_disl, dist, min_dist;

1

r in case no horizont"~type lines are present. the olh",-Iype vanishing

r

no hor. v.p. 'I: delete table; otherwise shrink table to the needed length "
• «(hori_ypl •• NULL) && (horLyp2 •• NUll)) horLvptab_len. 0;
hori_yp_tab • (st,uct _2Dvertex ')reaRoc(hori_yp_Iab,
hori_wptab_len ' sizeol(strud _20verlex»;

r

CO'-'l the number d valid horizontal vanishing poinls "
nmbt_horLyp. (nmbr..,par •• 0) ? 0 : I;
for (yp_n'. 0; Yp_'"' < hori_vptabJen; yp_nr++)
If (hori_yp_tab[",,_nrJ.nr ... min_nnbUines) nmb'_hori_yp++;

points are not calculated '/
nnbr_OIhr_yp. 0;
ff (nmbt_hOILvp - 0) retum(O):

r 'eservo merrory for the tablo of 'other vanisN"9 points "
othr_yp_tab. (strud _20verlex jrealloc(othr_yp_tab,
nmbr_othrJine ' sizeof(strucl_2Dvertex»;
~ (othr_yp_tab •• NULL)
( r oul of memory "
mem_error(7);
,«u,n(·37);

I

r II point in table (horLyp_labm is considered to be a truo horizontal

r walk over all romaining rother") lines and calculate their vanishing

vanishing point, In case at least [min_nrrbUines) ines are ..sOOaled w~h
such a point; otherwise all lines assOOaled w~h ~ receive type 'OTHER'. "

points "

r NSe"'" memory fOf the index table 01 'OTHER' lines "

for (next_hne • 0; nexUino < nmb'_otIY_uno; nexUin8++)

othr_~ne_tab.

(struct _2Dline ")realloc(othr_ine_tab. nrrbr_2Dline '
sizeof(struet _20tine '»;
• (othr_fme_tab _ NUll)

(
begin_Vlx. &_20vortex_t3b[oIhrJine_tab[ne"UineJ·>beginvtx.
end_vtx • &_2OverteUab[othUine_lab[no"UneJ->endvtx - I);

II:

{
mem_error(6);

/' search tor the horizonla1line that is closest to this line "
min_disl • DBl_MAX:
lor (neld_hori • 0; neld_hori < nmbr_horijine; n"xt_hOI;'+)

,""',n(-36);

I

{
begin_lItx_h •
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end_vtx_h. &_2Dvertex_tab{horUine_tab[nexUIO,ij->endvlX - 1];
dist. DIST_VTXTOVTX('begin_vlx_h. 'begin_vlx);
dist. MIN(dist. DIST_VTXTOVTX('~in_vlx_h! 'end_vlx));
dist. MIN(dist. DIST_VTXTOVTX('end_vlx_h. 'begin_vtx»;
dist • MIN(dist. DIST_VTXTOVTX('..nd_vtx_h. 'end_vtx));
W(dist < min_dist)

int taoes_to_linesO

,. conv.. rt the lac... in (modeUaoe_tabOm into .eparate line .egments into
[modelJine_Iab(]]. avOiding double fine .egments "
(
char -line_occur;
int nexctace. next_vertex, -face, ~ne_nr. O. ret_val;

I

min_dist • dist;
hori_idx • next_hori;

,. ,.....,ve memory for an uppert,iangle malrix lor storing which pairs
01 vertices are already oombined into a ~ne .egment; matrix elements
ar.. zero (. FALSE) initially '/

}

}

6ne_occur • (char ')caIloc«nrTbr_20vert..x ' (nrrbr_2Overtex - 1) /2)•
• izeof(char));
W (Iine_DOCur •• NULL)

r calculate a cancfldat.. vanishing point for the other-type line,
assuming ~ is perpendicular to lhe selected ho,izontal-type fine "
hori_vp • &ho'Cvp_tab[horUin.._tab[horUdx]->ind..x);
'eI_val • calc_othl_vp(begin_vtx. end_vtx. hori_vp. &cand_vp);
H (ret_val- 1)
I the 6ne is parallel to the image plane "
_2DOn.._lab[nexUine].type • OTHER;
_20lin.._tab[next_line).index • ·1;
_2Dfine_tab[n..xtJin..).vp_,dist • 0;
goIo ..ndloop;

( r out 01 memory "
mem_..rror(8);
retu,n(-38);

r

}
for (ne.'-'ace • 0; n..xt_Iace < nrrb-_modeUace; next_face++)

I
face. modeUace_Iab{nexUace);
for (nexl_vertex • 2; n"xevertex <. face[O); next_vert....+)
(faoe[nex,-vert..x - 1} > 0)

}

a

r Determin.. th.. angl.. betw.... n th.. ~ne and a ,otated version around its

I

middl.. point. running through a pr..viously found candidate vanishing
point. Remember the nu"""r of the vanishing point fOi which this angle
Is th.. smallest and also remember th.. arc sin.. 01 this angl... which
is r..f..rred to as th.. r..lalive distance be_n the line and lhe
candidalll vanishing point. "

reeval • add_3Dlin..(laoe[next_vertex - 1}. 'ace[nex1_vertex].
&line_nr. line_occur);
if (ret_val < 0) ,eturn(ret_val);
}
if «face[O] >. 3) && (faoe(l] > 0))

I
max_'dist • sin(TO_RAO(max_..,,_angl..));
min_rdist. max_rdist + 1; must be Iarg.. r than [maludist) in~ially"
micCvtx.x • (begin_vtx->x + ..nd_vtx->x)' 2;
mid_vtx.y. (begin_vtx->y + ..nd_vtx->y)' 2;
vp_nearllSt • 0;
for (vp_nr • 0; vp_nr < nmbr_othr_vp; vp_nr++)

reI_val. add_3Dline('ace[laoe[OD. face!1}. &Iine_nr. line_occur);
(ret_val < 0) r..turn(ret_val);

r

a

I
I ,. for (nexUace •

0; ...) "

nrTbr_mod..Un... tine_nr;
fr.... (lin.._occur);

I

rel_dist • dist_vtxtoln(begin_vtx...nd_Vlx. &othr_vp_tablvp_nr))'
OI8T_VTXTOVTX(rrid_Vlx. hori_vp_tab[vp_nr]);
H('..Ldist < min_Idist)

r no errors occured... -,
return(O);

I
min_,dist. r"Ldist;
vp_neatest • vp_nr;

}
int add..30line(int begin_vtx. int end_vtx. inl 'Iine_n'. char'lin.._occur)
,. sub function 01 laces_to_lines(); adds a ine .egmentlo th.. table
[modelJine_tab()] "

}

r H,..I. distance [min_rdis!) is ."",lle, than or &qual to th.. maxirrum

I

",I. distance given ((m31udist). th.. corresponding vanishing point
belongs to th.. ~n..; if not. the pr..viously calculated vanishing point
is added to th.. table "

int address. vtx_nr1. vtx_nr2;
siz....t line_tab..size;
,. no tine segment between a point and ~.eK "'
W (begin_w I. . .nd_vtx)

<. m31udist)
(
othr_6ne_tab[nexUine}->index. vp_nea'llSt;
othr_lln.._tab[nexUine)->vp_'dist. min_rdist;
r updat.. the vanishing point coordinatllS "
othl_vp_tab(vp_nearest].x • (olhr_vp_tab[vp_nearllSt].x '
olhr_vp_tab(vp_n..arllSt).nr + cand_vp.x)'
(olhr_vp_tab(vp_near t].nr + I);
othl_vp_tab[vp_near t).y. (oth,_vp_tab[vp_nearest).y ,
othr_vp_tab[vp_near t).nr + cand_vp.y)'
(othr_vp_Iab[vp_nearest).nr + 1);
,. ",me""'" th.. nurrber of lines lor this v.p. "
othr_vp_tab[vp_nearest}.nr++;
}
else

W(min_'dist

I
if (begin_vlx > end_vtx)

(
,. [vlx_nrl) should be the larger one "
vtx_nr1 • begin_vtx;
vtx_nr2. end_vtx;

I
else

I
vtx_"r1 • end_Vb:;
vtx_nr2. begin_vtx;

}

I

address. vlX_nr1 - 1 - vt,,_nr2 ' (vtx_nr2 + 1) '2 +
(vtx_nr2 • 1) , nrrbr_2Dv..rtex;

othiJin.._lab[n..xUine]->index • nmb'_othr_vp;
ot"'_~n.._tab[nexUine]->vp-,dist • 0;
othr_vp_tab(nmJr_othr_vp].x • cand_vp.x;
olhl_yp_tab[nrrtll_othr_vp].y • cand_vp.y;
otlv_vp_tab[nrTbr_othr_yp++J.nr. I;
r th.. lirst Ii"., lor this vanishing
point "

il (lIine_o<:cur(addr....))

(

a ('tine_nr 'Yo LTAB_STEP •• 0)
I
line_lab_size. ('line_nr + LTAB_STEP) '.izllO'(.t,uel _306ne);
modeLline_tab. (stNel _3Dline '),eaIloc(modeUn.._Iab.
line_lab_size);
a (modeLline_tab •• NULL)
I out of ""'mory"
mem..8rror(9);
'etum(-39);

I
..ndloop:;

} r for (next_6ne • 0; ...) "

r

r no errors occ:urred...•,
return(D);

}

I
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modeUne_lab{'line_n'J.beginvtx • begin_VII;
mode,-5n'Uab[("1ine_nr)++].endvtx • end_VII;
fine_occur(address) • TRUE;

I

_-----------------_.----------

F~e

: VERIFY.C
: After determining a model-scene fine c:""espondence the tunction verify_modelO in this file
calculates a mote accurate approximation for the

Abslrac1

I

scene location and orientation w.r.l the camera.

r

no eIT,,",

by ~e'ating a 3·0 model description onto the
scene image. u.ing a Newton-Raph.on convergence
scheme. The initial pos~ion and Clientalion.
obtained from the line classification. is used as
a stalling point.

lICQlred••. "/

retum(O);

I r ad,'-3DliReO

'/

Author

: Jan Stap
Eindhoven University of Tec:hnology
Department ot electrical engineering

Name of the program
: GETJO.EXE
Date
: May 5. 1992
By order of
: ESPRIT PROJECT 5369 (HEPHAESTOS 1)
Updates:
name

I date

abstract

--------_._-----------------'/
_include "get3d.h"

int ver~y_modelO
,. verly the scene Image with the 3-D model desc:rip~on using NewtonRaphson convergence and calculale a more accurate approximation lor the
scene location and orientation w.r.L the camera '/

(
int ·Iine_oorresp. next_fine. nni>r_iter • 0, i. ret_val;
BOOl IleUlk:
dotble_3 'Oxyz. Dxyl_upd. phi_Xyl. phl_xyz_upd;
dotble_6 'ooefl.;
double 'fine_81rors, Ix_r, Iy_r. Iz_r;
char string[20J;
contain. the initial Ox. Dy and Dz parameters for
every objecl model vertex;
DXyl_updD
contains the calculated update on Ox. Dy and Dz;
phUylD
contains the parameters phLx. phiS and phi_z;
phi_xyl_updD contains the calculated update on phLx. phiS
and phLz;
ooeft.O[O.. 5J contain. the coefficients et the nnear system 01

,. DXylO[O..2)

unknowns;
line_errorsO

contain. the measured errors in 5ne position and
orientation between model and soene;
Ix_r, Iy-" Iz_r are the ooordinaies of veclor I, Inversely
ralated over ·!heta, -phi and -gamma "/

,. reserve memory lor the table 01 2·0 model object vertices '/
modeL2Dvtx_tah • (struct _2Dvertex ')realloc:(modeL2DvtlUab.
nmtlr_modeLvtx ' Siz80l(struc:l_2Dvertex»;
~ (model_2Dvtx_lab •• NUll)
(
mem_error(17);
relurn(·3t71;

I
,. reserve memory for the In~i.1 Ox. Dy and Dz values '/
Dxyz. (dotble_3 ')malloc(nrrbr_mode'-vtx ' Siz80l(double_3»;
~ (Dxyz •• NULL)

(
mem_error(14);
return(-314);

I
,. reserve mennory lor the coefficients and line errors '/
coelf•• (double_6 ')maIloc(2 ' nmbr_modeUine ' SiZ80f(double_6»:
~ (008"' _ NUll)

(
mem_8I10f(15):

,«uro(-315);
)
5ne_81rors • (double ')maIloc(2 ' nmbr_modeUine ' Siz80l(double));
~ (line_errors •• NUll)

{
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ite,_ok • smaiLenough(Dxyz_upd, phi_xyz_upd);
nmb,jter++:

mem_erro'(16);
'e1u,n(-316);

I

I

'wh~e (Irte,_01< && (nmb,:..i1e, <5»;

r ,eserve memory 10' the correspondence table ./

~

ine_corresp. (inl ·)maQoc(nmb'_modeUine • sizeol(inl»);
if (ine_corresp •• NULL)

(

I

mem_erro'(13);
'8Iu,n(-313);

I
r

(Iile,_ok)
( ,. too many ite,ations -> wrong model ./
p'oc_elfo,(3);
'8Iu,n(-43);

gelchQ;
to_textO;

draw the soene image '/

I' calculate the new came,a posilion & orienlation wilh ,especl to the

ret_val. to..Jl,aphicsQ;

object

if (,et_va1 < 0) ,etu,n('el_val);

model ./

d,aw_sceneO;

geLcamJlOS_o,ient(Dxyz, phLxyz, Ix_"

r

I' I,ee anocaled memory ./

perform initial translation and rotation on Ihe model object ./

If_', Iz_,,;

l,ee(line_COIrasp);
l,ee(line_errors);
/ree(coelfs);
Iree(Dxyz);

iniUrans'-modelO:

I' d8lermne lhe model to soena line correspondence ./
,eLvaI • geUine_corresp(line_co,resp);

if (,eLval < 0) ,eturn(,et_val);

r g81 inilial Ox, Dy and Dz values per object vertex '/
teLval • get_Ds(Dxyz);
if (ret_val < 0) 'etUfn(ret_va~;

void iniUrans'_model()

I' give the model objec1 b innial t,anslation ove, lhe camera position

r g81 be_f. Iy_, and Iz_, ./
geUxyz_r(&lx_', &Iy_,. &Iz_,);

and dno fotation over the initial fotation angles ./

(
double xl, yt, zl;
int next_vertex;

r initialize inc,emental orientation parameters ./
fo,

Co •

0; i < 3; i++) phi_xyzfll • 0;
fo, (next_vertex. 0; nex,-verlex < nmb'_modeLvtx; nexLvertex++)

r

{

draw the model wilh Ihe innial viewpoint eSlimate '/
t,ansfo,m_model(Dxyz);
d,aw_modeIO;

xt. modet3Dvtx_tab[nex!_vertexl.x - cameraxr..JllT'b;
yt • modeL3Dvtx_tab[nexI_verlex/.y • came,e.y'..JlIT'b;
It • model_3Dvtx_Iab[next_vertex/.z - came,e.zr..JllT'b;
modeL3Dvtx_Iab[nexl_vertex/.x • xt • (cos..Jla • COS_lh + sin..Jla
, sin...Ph 'sin_lh) + yt • sin..Jla • cos:..Ph + 11 • (OOS..Jla • sin_th
- sin..Jla • sin:..ph • C08_th);
modeL3Dvtx_tab[nexl_vertex].y. xl • (·"'n..Jla • OOS_lh + cos..Jla
• sin...Ph • sin_Ih) + yt • cos..Jla • cos:..ph - 11 • (sin..Jla • sin_th
+ oos..Jla ' sin:..ph • cos_th);
modeL3Dvtx_tab[nex!_vertex].z • -x! • cos:..ph • sin_th + yt • "'n...Ph
+ 11 • cosJ>h • cos_th;

r

rte,ate ove' all model Unes and all scene r,nes al once '/
do

{
,. calculate Ihe coefficients 01 Ihe overdetermined system 01 equations ./
10' (nexUine. 0; nexUine < nlT'b'_modeUine; nexUine++)

(
I' calculale the coefficients fo, two equations in six unknowns '/
,el_val • caJc_c08ffs(nexUine, line_corresp(nexUine]. DXYl,
coetfs. line_errors. next_line· 2);
~ (,et_val < 0) ,eturn(,et_va~;

I
I

I

I' in'U,ansl_modelQ ./

10' (i • 0; i < 6; ft.)

(
_8ettex1posnion(I,i' 12);
sprintl(string,"%.5f ·,line_elfors[iJ);
_outlext(sfting);

int geU'n8_CCf,,,,,p(inl °line_corresp)

I' determine the model to scene r,ne cor,espondenOB ./
(
int nexI_~ne;

I

r

I' use a 1-1 correspondence 10' the time being ./
10' (nexUine • 0; nexl_line < nlT'b'_modeUine; next_line++)

solve lhe ove,dete,mined system 01 equations in six unknowns by using
Ihe Gauss least squares method ./
'8I_val. solve_.y.tem(coefI., line_errors, Dxyz_upd, pl'CXYl_upd);
ij (,et_val < 0) ,elurn(,et_val);
lor Co • 0; i < 3; ft+)

line_cor,esp[nexUine/ • next_Une;
fetu,n(O);

(
_8etlextpos~ion(2.i • 12);

sprintf(string,"%.51 .,Dxyz_upd{i]);
_outlext(sfting);

I

int get_Ds(double_3 DxyzDl
get innial Ox, Dy and Dz values per object verlex ./

r

10' (i. 0; i < 3; ft.)

(

(
int next_vertex:;

_8ellextpos~ion(2,(i

• 3) • 12);
sprinl/(string,"%.51 ·,phLxyz_updP]);
_outlext(sfting);

double tel1'4>;

I

lor (next_vertex. 0; nexCverlex < nmb'_modeLvtx; next_vertex++)
{
il (rrodel_3Dvtx_tab[nexl_ve,tex].1 <. came'a.lz)

I' update Ox. Oy and 01; phLx, phLy and phi_l and the model

(

description with the updaled orientation '/
update_model(Dxyz, Oxyz_upd. phLxyz, phLxyz_upd);

proc_erro,(I);
,elu,n(-41);

r transfo,m the model objecl into 2-D and dfaw h to make the

}

i"llrovement visible ./
l,ansfo,m_model(Oxyz);
d,aw_model();

IetTl' • cameraDim / (modeL3Dvtx_tab[nex1_verlex].z • cameratz);
Dxyz[nexl_Yertex][O] • -came,a.lx • IetTl';
Dxyz[next_vertex][l] • -came,aly , lel\1>;
Dxyz[next_vertex][2] • -came,a.lz;

I' test fo, end of ite,ation ./

}
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relum(O);

coolfs(,ow][5] - -camera.Dim' c ' (cCx ' y " cljl • x);
fin._error!l('ow) - cl_x ' (came,aOim • x • c + Oxyz[modeLvlx][OD
+ d..:J • (cameraOIm' y • c + Oxyz[mode'-vtx][ID - d;

I r l18'-OsO .,
\roil! get_Ixyz_r(dcuble 'Ix_" dcuble 'IL" dcubl. 'Iz_')
get lx_', IyJ and Iz_" tna lrlllersaly 'olated 1 \rector "
{

r

int sollte_sy&tem(double_6 ooeffsQ. double Hne_errorsD.
double_3 OlYZ_upd. dcubIe_3 phLxyz_upd)
,. s""'e th. overd.te'mined system 01 equalions in six unknowns by using
tho Gauss least oquares melhod ./

'xJ • cameralx • (oos..sa • cos_th + sin-JIa ••in....Ph ' sin_th)
+ came,a.1y • (-sin~a • cos_th + cos-JIa ' sin....ph ' silUh)
- cameralz • cosJ)h • sin_th;
came,a.!x· sin-JIa • cos....ph + came,a.!y , COS-JI8 • cos....ph
+ camera.1z ' sin....ph;
"1zJ. earnera.lx· (cos..sa • sin_lh - sin-JIB • sin....ph ' cos_lh)
- cameraly • (sin-JIa • si/Uh + COS-JI8 • sin....Ph • cos_lh)
+ camera.1z ' cos....Ph • cos_lh;

'y_,.

{
double JTJ[6](6), JTe[6]. valuo. 'delorm[6). denom;
int diagJ>OS. next_'ow, nexU:ol, next_elem. i;
,. calculale maI'ix JT.J with matrix J the ove,dete,mined system .,
,. diagonal: ./

) r gel_lxyz_tO "

10' (diag"poo - 0; diag"pos < 6; diagJlos++)

l

value. 0;

in! caJc_coefIs~nl model_ine, int scene_line. double_3 OxYZQ.

for (next_etem _ 0; ne.l_olem < 2 • nrrb'_model_Gne; next_elem++)
value +- pow(coelf.[dia9....POS)[ne.'-elem). 2);
JTJ[dia9JXl5](dia9JlOS). value;

double_6 coeffsD, double line_errorsD. inl ,aw)

r

calcula1e the coefficients fo, two equalions in six unknowns '/
{
lnt ,e,-val, I""l';

)
,. uppe, and lowe, triangle: "

It,uct _20ver1ex 'begin_vlx. 'end_vlx;
dOlble m. cex, cl..'J. d;

10' (nexUow - 0; next_",w < 5; next_IOW++)
for (next_col - next_'ow; next_col < 6; next_col++)

l

r

value _ 0;

coelIicienfs ollhe soone line equation: .,
begin_vlx - &_20.er1eX_labL20Gne_Iab{soeneJinej.beginvtx " 1J;
end_vlx • &_2Dwr1ex_tabL20Iine_tab[ocene_Gne).endvtx - 11;
l (and_vlx'>x I_ begin_vtx·>x)

for (next_elam - 0; next_elem < 2' nrrbunodeUine; next_elalTl++)
.alue ._ coelfs(next_coij[n.xt_oloml • """lls[next_elem][next_coij;
JTJ[next_,owJ[next_coq • JTJ(nexLcoij(nexl_row) _ value;

{

I

m _ (end_vlx->y, begin_vtx->y)' (end_vt,·:>x • begin_vt.·>x);
cf..:J. 1 'sqr1(m' m + 1);
cl_x - -m' djl;

,. calculate vedo, JT.e w~h e the result V8C1or ollhe overdetermined
system "/

I

fo' (nexUow - 0; next_'aw < 6; next_,aw++)

else i (end_vtx->y I- begin_vtx·>y)

{

I

.alue - 0;
tor (nexCalern. 0; next_elam < 2 ' nmb'_model_Gn..; "",,-el_+)
value .- coeffs[""x,-row][nelll_elem) • ine_errors[next_elamj;
JTe(next_'ow) _ value;

m. (end_vlx->x • begin_vtx-:>x) I (end_vtx->y - t>ogin_vlx->y);
cfjl. " sqn(l / (m ' m) • 1);
cf_x • -d..:J , m;

I

I

else
{
proe_8fTOt'(2);

,. now sol.... the system JT.J.vector - JT.e with
veaor(0.,2j - O,yz_upd{O..2j and vector[3,,5} - phL.yz_upd(0.,2j,
using Cramers rute "
,. the common denominalor: .,
10' (i - 0; i < 6; i++) delerm[ij _ JTJ(i];
denem - caJc_delerm(de.,m); r (JTJ)T - JTJ .,
(denom -. 0)
(
proc:_error(4);
'e1u,n(--44);

'e1urn(-42);

}
d. d_x • begin_vtx->x + cl..'J ' begin_vtx->y;" line dislanos to (0.0) "

a

r

gel the equation. for both endpoints "
calc_slb(modeUine_lab(modeUine].beginvtx. 1. d_x, cfjl, d,
Oxyz.OO8lfs, line_errors. row);
caJc_slb(modeUine_tab(modeUine).endvtx - 1, d_x. d_y. d.
Oxyz, OO8llo, Gne_error!l. row + 1);

r

I
the solution: "

10' (i. 0; i < 6; i++l dete,m[iJ - JTJ[iJ;
10' (i • 0; i < 3; i..)

'elum(O);

l
determ[i] • JTe;
OX)'l_upd[il - calc_delerm(deterrn) , denom;
dets,m[i] - JTJ(ij;

void caJc_sub(int modeCvlx. dcuble cl_x. double d..'J. double d.

I
fo' (i. 3; i < 6; i••)

doubIe_3 OxyzD, doubla_6 coallsD. double line_error!lD.

inl ,ow)

I

r calculate the coefficients of one equation in sOc unknowns "

delerm(iJ - JTe;
phLxyz_upd[i - 3] - calc_determ(delerm) , denom;
determ[i) - JTJ[i);

{
clolbIe c, x, Y•• ;

I

r value of model vertex coo'dinates x. y. z and lacto' c: "
x.
Yz·
c.

rnodeL3Ovtx_tab(model_vlxj.x;
modeL3Ovtx_lab(modeLvtx].y;
modeL30vtx_tab[modeLvlx].z;
1 , (z + Dxyz(modeLvtx][2D;

return(O);

r

calculation of equation coefflcienl. "
ooeHs!'owJ[Ol _ d_x;

double calc_delerm(double 'determ(6])
,. cnlculate 8 6.6 size determin8n~ using 'ecursion "

I

ooelfs['owlll) - d..:J;
ooeffs{,owl(2). -cameraOlm' c ' c' (cLx • x + cl..'J· y);
ooeffo('D'Nj[3) _ -camera.Oim • c ' (d_x ' c ' x ' y • djl
• (z + c ' y , y));
coeffs(rowj[4j _ camera.Oim • c • (d_x ' (z + c' x ' xl
+ d..:J·

dolbla 'subdet(6);

in. next_col;
for (next_col. 0; next_col < 6; next_col++)
.ubdel[nexI_coO _ determ[nexccoO;

c' x' y);
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.elurn(caIc_subo'et(slbdet. 6»;

Ie"", • camera.Dim' (modeL30vtx_tab[next_vertex).z
• OxYzlnext_vertex)[2J);
modeL2Dvtx_tab[next_vertex].x - Ie"", " modeL30vlx_tab[next_vertex).x
• Dxyz(next_llertex)(O);
modeL2DVlx_tab[next_vertex).y - Ie"", " modeL3Dvtx_Iab(next_vertex).y
• Oxyz(next_llertex)(I);

double caIc_subdet(double "determ(6]. int lize)

r aublunclion of caIc_determ() "'

I

I

}
I' Iransform_modelO "'

do..,le value. "subo'et(6);
int next_col;
BOOL smalLenough(double_3 Oxyz_upd. double_3 phLxyz_upd)

r check ilthe calculated errors Are lmall enough in order to Itop the

I (size> I)

iteration -,

I

(

lor (next_col _ 0; next_col < size - 1; next_col++)
lubo'et(next_ool) - determ[nexLcol • I);

inl i;
do..,le max_val _ 0;

value - 0;
lor (next_col _ 0; next_col < size; nelli_col••)

for (i-O; i<3; i••) max_val- MAX(max_vaJ, labs(Oxyz_upd[i)));
ff (max_val> max_d_upd) .etu.n(FALSE);
max_val- 0;
for (i-O; i<3; i••) max_val - MAX(max_val, labs(phi_xyz_upd[i)));
naturn (max_val <- max..J)hi_upd);

I

value .. (-I .2" «nexUlOl • I) % 2)) 'detern1next_coq[6 - lize]
" caJc_"ubdet(lubo'et. lize - I);
aubdet[nexCcoij - determ[nexLcoij;

}
.oIurn(value);

I
else retum(determ(O][S);
void gel_camJ'OS_orient(double_3 OxyzO, double_3 phLxyz. double Ix_r.
double IyJ. double Iz_r)
calculale lhe new camera position and orientation (. viewpoinlj from the

} r caIc_aubdetO "'

r

updated vector I and phi_"yzO "'

(

void update_model(double_3 OxYZO. double_3 Oxyz_upd, double_3 phLxyz.
do..,le_3 phLxyz_upd)
updaIe Ox, Oy and Oz; phLx, phi...Y and phi_z and the model
description with the updated orientation "'

double lx_new, ly_nIlW. IZ_nIlW, Ie"",;

r

" update Ih. orienlation angles: "
cameratheta·. phLxyz(I);
thela :- Ihela - phi..,Y "'
camera.phi -. phLxyz[O];
phi :- phi - phLx "'
camera.gamrm •• phLxyz[2};
gamma :- gamma. phLz "'
sin_th ••in(cameratheta);
phi_x,y.z are delined rotating counter- "'
oos_th • cos(camera.theta); r clockwise about the x,y.z axes rssp.; "'
tan_th • tan(camera.lheta/; r theta and phi rotate clockwise. wh~.t "'
.in..J)h • sin(camera.ph,);
ganma rolates counterclockwise
"
cos..J)h • cos(camera.phij;
tan...ph • lan(camera.phi);
sin-ll'l • sin(cameragamma);
OOS-ll'l • cos(camera.gamma);
tan...lla. lan(camera.gamma);

r
r

I
do..,le x, y. z, lin...phx, cos"'phx. sin...phy. cos"'phy. sin...phz, cosyhz;

int nexCvertex. i;

r

IIruct _3Dvertex "modeLVlx;

r update the phi_x. phi..,Y and phi_z values "
lor (i - 0; i < 3; i++) phL"yz[ij .. phLxyz_upd!ij;

r

r

r

gel sines and cosines of update. "
lin..J)hx.lin(phi_"yz_upd[OJ);
oos..J)hx • oos(phi_xyz_upd[OJ);
lin..J)hy. sin(phi_"yz_upd[I));
oos..J)hy - oos(phi-"yz_upd[I)):
sinJlhz ••in(phLxyz_upd(2]);
oosJlhz - oos(PhLxyz_upd12]);

r gel the new 1 vecto': "'
le"l' • (modeL30Vlx_tab[0).z • Oxyz[0][2]) , cameraOim;
b,-new. -Oxyz[O][O) " temp;
Iy_new. -Oxyz[O](l) " te"",:
Iz_new. ·Oxyz[0)[2);

r

update model description "'
lor (next_vertex. 0; nexl_vertex < nrrilr_modeLvIx; next_verte..+)

I

r

r gel the new cannera pos~ion: "'

r rotate the model object vertex over the updales on the incremental

camera.xr_gnb •• lx_new" (cos...lla " cos_th • lin...lla " sin...ph " sin_Ih)
• Iy_new " (-sin...lla " cos_th • cos...lla " sin..J)h " sin_th)
• Iz_new " cos...ph " sin_lh • be_r:
camerayr...llnb •• lx_new' sin.Jla " co• ...Ph • Iy_new " COS...QB " oos...ph
• Iz_new " .in...ph - Iy_,;

update Ihe Ox. Oy and Oz valullS "'
lor (i - 0; i < 3; i+.) O"yz[next_vertexnij •• Oxyz_upd(ij;

angles phLx, phi..,Y and phLz: "'
modeLVIx. &modeL30vtx_tab(next_vertexJ;
x • modeLvtx->x " (co.-""z " cos...phx ••in"'phz ' sinJlhy ••in...phx)
• modeLvtx->y" sin..,Phz " cos...phy • modeLvb->z • (cos...phz
" .in...phx - .in...phz " sin...phy " oos...phx);
y - model_vtx->x " (-sin"'phz ' cos...phx • oos...phz ' sin...phy , sin_phx)
• modeLvtx->y" oos"'phz " oos...phy - modeLvtx->z • (sin...phz
" lin...phx • cos-""z " sin...phy " cos...phx);
z - -mocleLvtx->x " oos..J)hy " sin...phx • modeLvtx->y • sin...phy
• modeLVlx->z " co•...Phy " oos...phx;
modeLvIx->X • x;
modeLVlx->y - y;
modeLvIx->z - z;

camera.zt-9rrb +_ lx_new· (cos-9B • sin_th - sin...,ga • ain....Ph • cos_th)
· Iy_now" (sin...Q3 ' .in_th • cos...lla " sin...ph " cos_Ih)
• Iz_new ' cos"'ph ' cos_lh ' Iz_,;

I

}r

update_modelO "

void Iransform_model(double_3 OxyzOl

r translorm the model object, using the present values of Ox, Oy and Oz
(~ i. already rotaled over pIlLx. phi"'y and phi_z) "

I
int next_vertex;
do..,le te"",;
for (next_vertex _ 0; next_vertex < nmbr_modeLvtx; nexLvert... +)

I
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File

('nmbevlines)++;
for (chJlOS. line; 'chJlOS •• ' '; chJlOS++);
" ('ehJlOS I. 'In')

: AO_MODEL.e
: The lunctions in this I~e read an object model
description in a 030·lype tile into a vertex and
a line list data strudure.
Apart Irom different variable names, ~ is
identical to the AEAO_D3D.C tile from the 03DT0020
program.

Abstracl

(
match. (stmcmp(chJlOS.laces_sym,stnen(faoes_sym») •• 0);
~ (Imatch) ('nmbultx)++;
)

}
('nmbr_vlines)-';

: Jan Slap
Eindhoven University 01 Technology
Department 01 electrical engineering

~

d3d_error(1,'nmbr_vfines);
reset_varsO:
return(-21);

Name of the program

: GET3D.EXE
: May 5, 1992
: ESPRIT PROJECT 5369 (HEPHAESTOS 1)

Date
By order d

I
I' reset lile pointer to the .tart of the lile '/
rewind(d3d_liIe) ;

Updatell:

I dale

name

(Imatch)

( r no 'Faces:" is lound .> 81ror '/

I abstract

r no errors occured....,
return(O);
-'I

I r

int read_vtx_seetion(FILE 'd3d_'~e, int nml"_vtx, int nmbr_vlinea)
read the vetlex delinitions into a vertex buffer of appropriate liz"

r

in! read_model(char 'd3djname)

r

oount_nmbr_vtxO '/

'/

I

read a d3d-type lile [d3d_name} and store its contents into a veltex
table [modeL3DvllUabDJ and a lace table [modeUaOlUabDOJ (both global.)

char line[MAX_UNE_LENGTH].
'ch,.pos;

'/

{

int next_vertex,

vertex_nr.
nextJin8.
fet_val;

FILE 'd3cUile;
in! ret_val.
nrnt"_vr1l\8S. O. r total number ot vertex lines. including empty one. '/
nml,,_vtx. O. r number 01 vetlex definitions found '/
nmbUfines. 0, same lor face fines '/
nmbUc.O;
r numller of face definitionslound '/

double vertex_x, vertex....,y. vertex_z.

r

x_total. 0, y_totaJ • 0, z_taaJ • 0,
centre_x. oen1re-y. centro_z,

max_dist.O;

r open D3D-type lile '/

r

r..... rve memory; ,eanoe • malloc in case no buffer was allocated yet '/
if (nmbr_vtx I. nmbr_modeLvtx)
{
modeL3Dvtx_tab. (struet _3Dverlex ,realloc(modeC3Dvtx_tab. nmb'_V1x '
sizeol(st,uel_3DVerlex»;
if (modeL3Dvtx_tab •• NUlL)
out 01 memory '/
mem_error(10);
reset_varsO;
return(-310);

if ((d3d_IiIe. Icpen(d3d_fnwne;")) •• NULL)

I
Ijle_"lTor(1);
r... eUro... O;
rellIrn(- 1);

I

(r

r mad 03O-type file '/

._,-va1 • oount_nmbr_vlx(d3d_file. &nmb'_vtx. &nmb'_vlines);
'(rei_val
, (rei_val
, (ret_val
, (ret_val

>- 0) ret_val. read_vtx_seclion(d3d_lile. nmbr_vtx, nmbr_vlines);
>. 0) count_nmbr_'ace(d3cUile. &nmbUc);
>. 0) ret_val. read_faoe_'eclion(d3djile, nmbUc. nmbr_vlines);

I
nmbr_modeLvtx. nmbr_vtx;

< 0) return(ret_vaQ;

}

r close 03D-type lile '/
if (tclose(d3d_Iile) •• EOF)
(
file_error(2);
.eset_varsO;
relurn(·21;
)

r

for (noxUin.. - 0; next_fine < nmbr_v1ines; nexUine,,)

(
sl,cpy(line."\n'); r!Tak.. fineD emply '(
Igets(line,MAX_L1NE_LENGTH,d3d_Iile);
read line Irom input lile '/
strcalClina,'\n');
make sure it ends with a CRILF '/
",I_val. sscanf(fine: %d 'lOa %If V.&vatlex_nr. &vertex_x, &vertex..,Y,
&v"tI",,_z);
r with ,espect 10 the 030 program, the y and z are interchanged '/
if (ret_val •• 4)
(
x_tolal _ (modeL3DvbUab(nex,-vertex).•• verl....,Y);
y_total ,. (modeL3Dvtx_lab[nexl_verlex).y • vertex_z);
z_total •• CmodeI_3Dvtx_tab[nexl_veltex++I.z • -vertex_x);
r conwrsion because d d~fe",nces in the coordinate sYllem definition
between this and the 030 program '/

r

r no err.... oecured••• '/
I8\.um(O);

I r

'_CmocIelO '/

in! count_nmbr_vtx(FILE 'd3dJile, int 'nmb,_vtx. int 'nmbr_vlin...)

r count the number d

verlex definitions in the file '/

(
char tinelMAX_L1NE_LENGlll],
r
faoes_.ymD • 'Faces:", '/

r

r

}
~

(ret_val •• 0)
terminated on lirst input argument '/
for (chJlOs • line; 'chJ'OS •• ' '; ch.JlOS++);
~ ('ch.JlOS I. 'In)
( r this line is not errpty '/
d3d_error(2,nexUine + 1);
reset_varsO;
'81u,n(·22):
)

"Isa

{ r .. """fO

laoes_syrr(7).
'chJ)Oe;
BOOL match • FALSE;
lIlrepy{Iaces_sym, 'Faces:");
match .. FALSE;
while (lfeof(d3d_I~e) && lmatch)
(
strcpy(line,'\n');
make lineD efTllly '/
f9elS(ijr>e.MAX_LINE_LENGTH.d3d_file);

r.ad Iho ..,rtex sedion inlO the table (model_3Dvtx_labID '/

next_vertex. 0;

}

r read line trom input tile 0/

else
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not all arguments where read correctly (0 < relurn value < 4) or
sscanlO read past Ihe input string (return value. EOF) "
d3d_error(2,nexUine + I):
reset_varsO;
return(.22);
)
for (nexUne • 0; ...) '/

return(·311);

}
}
~ (nmbt_fc > nrrbr_modeUa08)

for (next_lace. nmbr_modeUace; next_faoe < nrrbUc; next_Iace++)

)r

{
modeUace_tab[nexUace] • (inl ')maIloc((MA)CCORNERS + 1) ,
sizeof(inl));
if (modeUace_tab[next_face] _ NUll)

r

lhe number 01 vert;,," read ahould be equal 10 the nuntler counted
previously '/
I (nexevertex I. nrrbr_model_vtx)

(r

out

01

memo<)' '/

mem_erro~11);

I

d3d_error(3,next_6ne + 1);
'eset_vareO;
'81urn(-23):

resel_vMlO;
relum(-311);

)

I

)

r translate Ihe model centre 10 the origin 01 the WCS '/
oentr"_x • x_Iotai/ (double)nmbr_modoLvtx;
08ntreJ. y_totaJ / (double)nmbr_modeLvtx;
oentre3. %_Iotal/ (double)nmbr_modeLvtx;
lor (next_V8rtex • 0; next_vertex < nrrbr_model_vtx; nexl_vertex++)

r

read the laoea section into the table [modeUaee_tabill ./
next_face. 0;
naxevortex • 0;
next_line. 0;
while (lfeol(d3'Uile))
(
end_faoe • FAlSE: r no endmarke, lound yet '/
strcpy(line;In'); r make tineD empty '/
fgets(6ne.MAX_L1NE_lENGTH,d3d_Iile);
read line from input file '/
strcal(fine,'\n'); r make aure it ends with a CRILF '/
chJlOS • tine;
while (('ch...JlOS I. 'ln1 && lend_lace)

I

modeL3Dvtx_lab[next_vertex}.x -. oentre_x;
modeL3Dvlx_lab[next_V8rtex].y -. oentreJ:
modeL3Dvtx_tab[next_V8rtex).% -. oenlre_z;

)

r

r no errors OCQu8cL.•,
,..lurn(O);

I
reI_val. sscanf{chJlOS," %d%n",&vertex_nr,&length):
~ (ret_val •• 1)

I

void count_nmt,,_face(FILE 'd3d_Iile, int 'nmbUc)

r counl the number 01 face definitions in lhe m.. '/

modeUace_Iab[next_faceJ[next_V8rtex++ + 11. vertex_nr;
chJlOS +. (cI1ar)length;

[

)

char fin..[MAX_L1NE_lENGTH];
fpos_t facesJlOS;

else

I r

sscanfO terminaled on the lirst non-space character '/
il (("ch...JlOS •••,') II ("chJlOS •• ""))
(
modeUace_tab!nexUaoe++J[01 • nexl_vertex;
neXl_vertex • 0;
end_face. TRUE;

fgecs(line.MAX_L1NE_LENGTH,d3d_Iil"); r read "Faces:' from input file '/
Igelpos(d3cUile. &racesJlOS);
r remember th.. current file pos~ion "

r countlhe number 01 faoe definitions in th.. lile "
wh~e

(If..of(d3d_fde))

I
strcpy(line,"In");

I

r make lineD empty"

else

{r

Igets(~ne,MAX_L1NE_lENGTH.d3d_file); I' 'ead line from input file "

unexpected input read '/
d3d_error{2,nmbr_vfines + nexl_line + 2);
reset_varsO;
r..turn(·22) ;

if ((strch,(line,'.11. NULL) • (strchr(line,"1'. NULL))
("nnilr_fc)++;
count ~ if an endmarker occurs ., it '/

r

I

)

r res..1 the lae pointer to the start of the faces section '/

)

) r while ("chJlOS I. 'ln1 "

fsetpos(d3d_file,&faoeaJlOS);

nextJino++;

I r while (Weof(d3d_Iile))
~

inl read_faoe_S8Clion(FILE 'd3d_fae. int nmbUc. int nmbr_vlines)
r read faces into (modeUace_tab) buller '/

(n..xUace I. nmbr_modeUace)

(
d3d_..rror(4,nmbr_v1ines + 2 + n..xt_'ine);
rese'-varsO:
,eturn(-24);

I
char ine[MAX_L1NE_LENGTH],
'chJlOS;
int nexl_vertex,

I

r no error. occured...•/

vertex_"r.

return(O);

neXlJine.
next_face,
re'-val,
length;
BaOl end_face;

I

r read_faC8_s..ctionO "

void r.....I_ va,sO
reset global variolbles in case of an error '/

r

r

reserve memory "

{

~ (nmbr_fc < nrrbr_mod"Uaoe)

'modeUname • '\0';
r..set_varsO "

}r

10' (neXl_Iace • nmbUc; nexUaoe < nmb,_mod..Uace; next. .Iace++)
free(modeUace_tab[neXl_face]);
~ (nnilr_fc

'/

I. nmbr_mod"Uace)

(
modeUace_tab • (int ")r..alloc(model_faoe_tab, nmbrJc • sizeol(in! '));
~ (modeUace_lab •• NULL)
( r oul 01 memory '/
mem_error(11 );
,eseCvarsO;
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File

._._

( r oUI of memory "
mem_error(l);
retum(-31) ;

: RO_SCENE.C
: The function in this file reads a see...
description (camera image) in a 02D·type file
into a vertex and a line list dala strudure.

Abstract

I
}

I

: Jan Slap

else

r ..canfO terminaled on fl"'l Input "'llument .,

I

Eindhown University of Tec/lnology
Department of electrical engineering

I' skip spaces ./
for (c:h.JlOS • line; 'ch...JXlS ... '; chJlOS++I;

Name 01 the program

match. (.lrncmp(ch.J>OS,Iaoes_sym,strlon(fllOllS_sym» •• 0);

Date
By order of

if «'ch.J>OS I.....1llollo lmatch)
( r no -Faces:" is found _> error .,

: GET3o.EXE
: May 5, 1992
: ESPRIT PROJECT 5369 (HEPHAESTOS 1)

d2d_error(I, next_"ine);
return(-11);

Updat.:
I date

name

}

abstrad

I

I r while (ffllOl(d2d_file) &&

-------------_.. _---....__....,

r

'include "get3d.h"

(
d2d_error(2, next_fIine);
rolu,n(.t2):

I

I

FILE 'd2d_'ile;
~ne[MAlCLlNE_LENGTH].

r read line segments inlo Uno segment buffer of inaeasin9 size ./

laDeS_Syrr(7),
patam_sym[9J,

r

"chJlOS,
endsym;

reserve ini.ia1 memory "
hab_size • LTAB_STEP' Siz90f(stNd _2olino);
_20fine_tab. (stNcI_2oUne ")reallocL2oflne_tab, hab_size):
L2oline_.ab •• NULL)
I oul of memory ./
mem_orror(2);
rolu,n(-32):

a

in! nexUWne. 0,
nexCvertex. 0,
vertex_m,
nexUine. O.

r

I

beginvtx.
encMx,
rei_val;
BOOL match. FALSE;

malch • FALSE;
while (ffllOf(d2d_file) && lmalch)

aize_t vtab_lize,

(

aab_lize;
dO<otlle -'«lX_X,
vertex.,Y,

strcpy(line.'In'): r make fineD emp!y 'r
Igets(line,MAX_L1NE_LENGTH.d2d_file);
strcal(Une,"\n'): ,. make sure it ends with

PI.

next_tline••;

st'CPY('BOllS_Syrn. "Faces:");

{

strq:sy{param_sym. ·Parama:"');

_2oline_tab[nexlJine].beginvt. - beginvtx;
_2Dtine_lab[noxlJlne].endvtx • endvtx;
_2DUne_tab[nexlJinel_PI • PI;
_20Iine_.ab[nexlJino].mos. moo;
_20Une_.ab[nexl_line. .].•ype. UNKNOWN;
I' 'eserve new space alter readin9 (LTAB_STEp] vertices '/
~ (ne.Uine '" LTAB_Sl£P - 0)

open 02D-1ype f~e .,
iI (d2d_Iile • lopen(scene_fname;r"ll •• NULL)

I
lile_llfTo«I);
relurn(-1 );

}

I

r read vertiOM into verte. buffer 01 increasing size .,
r reseNe initial mernoty ./
I r out of men1OI)' .,

Ilab_siz.. +. LTAB_Sl£P' SiZ90f(strud _20Iine);
_2oline_tab • (strud _201ine ')realIocL20Iine_tab, l1ab_size):
if L2Dline_tab •• NULL)
out 01 memory .,
mem_error(2);
relum(-32):

mem_enor(t);
relutn('31);

I

vtab_size • VTAB_STEP • sizllOf(struel _2overte.):
_2Dvertex_!llb. (struel _20vertex ')reallocL20vertex_'ab. Vlab_size);
iI L2Overtex_llIb . . NULL)

( r

)

I

}
while ("eof(d2d_f~e) iloilo lmatch)

I

else

I

r

slrcpy(line."lnI;
make lineO e~ "'
1gets(fine.MAX_LINE_LENGTH.d2d_file); ,. read line from input file "
slreat(line,"In"); r make sure it ends with a CMF .,

/' skip spaces .,

fO( (ch.J>OS • line; 'ch.J>OS -

• 'j chJlOS+');
match. (,'rnCtTl>(chJlOS.param_sym.slrlen(pafam_symll •• 0);
no ompty line and no match .> error ./
W «·ch.J>OS I. 'In) && lmatch)

r

next_tline++;
rel_val • sscanl(tine; 'lid %If
if (r",-val . . 3)

,.011 ",llovertex_n,. &ver18"_x, &vertex.,Y):

I

I

r

r read line from input file .,
a CRilF "

rol_val • sscanll,ne," 'Yod 'lid %c %If %If ",&beginvtx. &endvtx, &end.ym,
&PI, &mos):
if ((ro._val •• 5) && (endsym •• '.' II endsym •• ''''))

rms;

r

unexpected end of f~e "
W(feof(d2dJile))

In! read_scene(char 'seene_'name)

char

lmatch) "

nrrbr_20v6rtex • next_vertex;

d2d_error(3. next_tline);
rOCurn(·13);

_2Dvertex_tab[nexLverte.].n, • vertex_nr;
_2overtex_tab[ne.t_vertex].x • vertex_x:
_2overtex_.ab[ned_vertex ••],y. vertex.,Y;
reserve new space afler reading [VTAB_STEPI vertices "
iI (next_wrlex % VTAB_STEP •• 0)

)

I

}r

while (ffllOf(d2dJile\l .,
nrrilr_2Dlino. next_Une;

(

r read camera parame'ers. if present '/

vtab_size •• VTAB_STEP , Siz90l(slrucl_2ovortex);
_2DV9rle"_lab. (stNcI_20vertex ·)rea11ocL20verte._tab. VIall_size);
WL20V9flox_lab •• NULL)

W (match)

if ((fscanf(d2dJile,"t • 'YoIl\nsize_•• %<fInsizo.,Y • %d\n",
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,.

&camera.!, &camera.size_x, &camerasize-Yl •• 3) &&
(fscanf(d2d_file:1O • %d\nJO • %dInKx • 'YoIfInKy • %1fIn',
&cameralO, &~'!1!"~JO, &c;uneraKx, &camera.Ky) •• 4) &&
(fscanf(d2d_file:(lx,ly,lz) • (%If,%il,%K)lnphi;' 'YoIliil',
.
&cameralx, &cameraly, &camera.fl, &camera.ph~ •• 4) &&
(fscanf(d2d_file:garnrra • %If\n' ,&camera.gamma) •• 1)

File
Abstract

: MISC.C
: This file contains miscelaneous functions.
: Jan Stap
Eindhoven University of Technology
Department
electrical engineering

Author

0'

(
camera.phi. TO_RAD{camera.phi);
cameragamma • TO_RAD(camera.gamma);
sin...Ph • sin{camera.ph~;
oos...Ph • oos(camera.phl);
tan..,ph • lan{cameraphi);
sin.Jl8. • sin(cameragamma);
COS....lla. cos(cameragamma);
tan....lla. tan(camera.ganvna);

Name of the p'''9ram
: GET3D.EXE
Dale
: May 5, 1992
By order of
: ESPRIT PROJECT
Updates:
name

I date

5369 (HEPHAESTOS 1)

abstract

I
el...

.-._-----_._--------_./

(

-- .....__

d2d_error(4, O8x,-,lino);
relum(·14);

.include ·get3d.h·

}

r dose D20·type file ./

void geUilenam&(char 'filename, char 'M, char 'Ilring)

r A filename is asked to be typed in in case ~ was ~ or not suaable.

i (fdOl8(d2d_file) _ EOF)
(

This depends on the 'rw' parameter, which dotermines i the file will be
read or wrinen to. The string i. printed befone the filename is typed

file_e"or(2);
relurn('2);

in.
global vat'.: none
return: 1ilename'

}

r no errors oc:cured...•,

./

{
char key;
BOOL ok;
int ac;

retum(O);

} r read_sceneO '/

do
(
ij

('filename •• '\0)

(
printl("Please enler the %sfilename: ',slring);
scanf("Ios',filename);

I

ac • access(filename,O):
if (olrcmp(tW,"I") •• 0)
(
ok. (ac •• 0);
ij (10k)
reading from file '/

r

(
p,intf("F,1e 1''YosI' does net exislln',filename);
'Wename • '\0';

}
}
else
(ac •• O)

a

(
printfrFiIe I'%sl' already existo. Overwrite? (y/n) • ,filename);
do
key. getcheO;
while (strchr("yYnN",(inl)key) •• NULL);
printf("\Jl');
ok • «\<ey •• 'y') II (key •• 'Y));
if (10k) 'filename. '\0';

I
else

ok. TRUE;

}
while (10k);
} ,. geUilenameO '/

void in~....lliobals()
,. in~ia1ise global variables ./

{
scene..'nan-elO] • '\0';
modeUname[O! • '\0';
hori_vp_tab. NULL;
horUine_tab • NULL;
othr_vp_tab. NULL;
otlvJine_lab • NULL;
mode'_30Wt_lab • NULL;
mcdel_20v1x_tab • NULL;
modeUaco_tab • NULL;
model_tineJab • NULL;
_20vertexJab • NULL;
_201ne_'oo. NULL;
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void to_terl()
return to the 'erl .creen "

r

I
_5eUextcolor(01d_txtcolor);
_S6lcolor(old.Jl rcolor);
_.etbkcolor(okU,kcolor);
r _selvideomoderows(text-<:onlig.mode. text_oonlig.numlextrowo);"
_sotvideornode(text_conlig.mode);

void geI..;>arans{)
US« i'1lut 01 pararreters "

r

(

r 2-0 seetle tile "
printfrThe scene descrption:ln");
geI_Iil8narne(scene_fname...... 020 ");

I

r 3-0 model filo .,
int ohow_cleasifO

prinlf(·The model description:ln");
geI_fil8narne(modeUname."(,."D3D ");

I

r display the camera image (.oone), using different colors lor dillerently

me

r

class~ied

claIlsiflCBlion paramoter••,
prinlf("The maxilTlJm error angle in degrees (>_ 0): ");
do scanl("%lf', &ma'Le,,_angle);
while (max_orr_angle < 0);
printl(·The minilTlJm nurrber 01 fines per v.p. (>. 2): ");
do ocanf("".l4'. &min_nrrbr_fines);
while (min_ntrOr_lines < 2);

struct _2Dvertex 'begin_vlx. ·end_vtx;
int n.xt_fino, VIl_nr. coLnr. ",eval;
ohort scr_width, scr_height,
screen paramete", "
win_x. win...)', win_width. win_h.ight, r drawing window par's "
char_width. char_height. cUlil._X. cr_siz•...)'.
Y_hOfi. color(4). im_alBa_width. param_llIlIa_cols _ 20,
param_area_rows • 26. x.JXlS. Y.JXlS;
doLble .cale_x - 0.9. sealej' • 0.9.
SCl'_ralio_mm - (4.0/3.0), scuatio"pix. cam_ratio_mm, x_ratio.
y_ratio:
struet rccoord rcoord; r n.eded for I.xt p1aooment on th. sreon "
char 5t,;ng[1oo);

r

}

void waitO
Wail lor a key to be pressed.
glcbal _'.: none

r

",tum: no return

lines .,

"'

(
prirct("Press any key••.");
lfIush(stdin);
getehO;

color(O)- 1; color[l) • 2; coIor[21 _ 5; color{31- 14;

r

calculat. parameters .,
scr_width • graph_ccnfig.numxpix.ls;
.c,_h.ight- graph_oonlig.numypix.ls;
char_width _ se,_width / graph_oonfig.numlexlCOIs;
chM_height • SCI_height' graph_config.numt.xtrows;
scr_ratio"pix • scr_width , (scuatio_rrm ' &Cr_height);
take a normal scre.n ralio widttvh.ight in rnm'mm of 413 "
carT,-,atio_mm • camera.sizo_x • c:amera.Ky I (camera.8ize-y • camera.Kx)j
im_area_width - scr_width • (param_llRla_cols + 0.5) , char_width;

I r waitO·'
wid in~_video()
iMiaJise video settings lor graphics outplA 'I
{
sholl mod.IB];
int mode_nr - O. fllt,Val;

r

modelO! - _VRESI6COLOR; mode[l] - _VRES2COLOR; mod.[2]
_ERESCOLOR;
mod.[3] - _HRESI6COLOR; mod.14] - _HRESBW; mod.15]_MRESI6COLOR;
mod.[S]- _MRES4COLOR; modem - _MRESNOCOLOR;

r

~

a

(cam_ratio_mm > im_area_width ' sc,-ratio_mm' (double)scr_width)
{
win_width. scale_x· im_area_width:
win_height. win_width' (scr_ralio"pix ' cam_ratio_mm);
win_x. (1 . scale_x) • im_ar6a_width I 2;
win_y. (scr_height • win_height) '2;

I
else
{
win_height. scalej' , scr_height;
win_width. sCfJatioJJDc • win_height· cam_ratio_mm:
win_x. (im_area_widlh • win_widlh) '2;
winj' - (1 - scale...Y) " scr_heighI/2;
)
x_ratio. (win_width· 2) , camera.Kx' (double)camera.size_x;
y _ralio _ (2 - win_height) • camera.Ky / (double)camera.siz•...)';

do

{
ret_val __setvideomode(mode[rnode_nr++ll;

I
while (mode_nr < 8) && (ret_val •• 0));
graph~

_ (rei_val I_ 0);

i (graphics) :..setvideoconlig(&graph_oonhg);

r

r seleel graphics screen .,
ret_val • to.Jlraph~O;
~ (r.ewl < 0) r.turn(ret_val);

_setvideomoderows(t."_config.mod•• lexl_oonfig.numlextrows); "
_setvideomode(text_config.mode);

J

r

draw separating lin. '/
_5910010r(15);
wh~e '/
_rT'Oveto(im_area_width· 1.0);
_lineto(im_area_width • 1, scr_height • 1);

in! to-llraphics()
r select graph~ screen "
(
I (graphir;s)

r

r

I

writ. camera paramete", at the ocreon 'I
_seU.xtoolor(15); r wh~. "'
rcoord.row. 1 + (graph_config.numtextrows· param_area_rows) /2;
rcoord.col - 1 + graph_ccnlig.numlexlcolo ' pararn_ar8a_ooI.;
_setleJ(\po.~ion(rcoord.row. record.col);
_outtext("line types:");
xJlOS • (rcoord.ool • 1) , char_width;
YJlOS - (rcocrd.row + 1.5) • char_height;
for (ooI_nr - 0; col_nr < 4; coLnr++)

_setvideomode(graph_oonfig.mode);
oId_bkcolo' - -99tbkcoIorO;
old.Jlroolor - .Jl.tcolorO;
okUxtoolor _ .Jlet1exloolor();

_sefbkoolorLBLACK) ;
return(D);

I
else

{

I

prDC_error(6);
relurn(-46);

_5etcolor(coloricoLnr));
_moveto(x.JXlS. Y.JXlS + coLnr" char_height);
_'ineto(xJlOS + 5 'char_width. YJlOS + coI_nr' char_height);

}

I

I
'coord.row

+_ 2;
rcoord.col +_ 7;
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_...tt.xtpos~ion(rcoord.row,'coord.col);
_outt.xtrunknown");
tCOO,d.tOW +.. I:.
_settextpos~ion(rcoord.tOW,rcoord.col);
_cuttextrvertical');

_sellextpo,~ion(rcoord.row,

sprintf(slring; phi _oultext(,tringl;

r' rcoord)ow ._ 1:
_sellextpcs~ion(rcoord.row,

sprintf(string:
_outtext(string);
reoold.row._ 1;

rcoord.row.- 1:
_settextpos~ion(rcoord.tOW.

rcoord.col);
_outtextrhorizontar);
rcoord.row +- 1;
_...ttextpos~ion(rcoord.row.rcoord.col);
_outtextrothe");
tcOOrd.tOW +- 2;
record.coI _ 7;

rcoord.col);
(%.31)", cameraxr.Jlmb);

_settextpos~ion(rcoord.row,

rcoord.ool);
sp,intf(slring; di,p/ _ (%.31)", camerayr.Jlmb):
_outtexI(stringl:
rcoord.lOW ._ 1;
_08ttextpos~ion(,coo,d.row, ,coord.col);
sprint'(string:
(%.31)", cameraz'.Jlmb);
_outtext(stting);

_settextpos~ion(rcoord.row,rcoord.col);

.,

_outtextrNurrblr ollines~);

record.tOW.- 1;

r draw the i.....g. edges .,

_settextpos~ion(rcoord.row,

rcoord.col):
Iprintl(slring: tolal: %d", nmbr_2Dlino);
_OIJItext(stting):
rcoord.row.- 1;
_sett.ldposijion(,coord.,ow, 'coord.coI);
&Printl(slring; veri.: %d", n.ro,_v.rUine);
_outtext(stting);

_seleolor(15); r whae
.,
_rectanglel.G80ROER, win_x, winj', win_x + win_width· 1, winj' +
win_height· 1);
_setcliprgn(win_x + 1, winj' + 1, win_x + win_width. 2, winj' + win_height •
2);
_sellog01g(wi'LX + 1 • x_ralio • camera.IO , camera.Kx,
win"y + win_height· 2 • y-ralio ' camera.JO , cameraKy);

rcoord.row.- ':
_8etteldposaion(rcoord.row, rcoord.col);
sprintl(string: horl; %d", nmbr_horiJine):
_outtext(stting);

r r1\3Ik the optical centre in the image .,
Cf_size..Y - win_height '100;

record.row .- 1:

Ct_SiZ8_X • cLsiz8j' • SCf'_ratio...,pCx;

_S8tteldposaion(rcoord.row, rcoord.col):
sprintl(string; olher; %d", nrnl,,_othUine);
_outtext(string);
record.raw .- 2;
_S8ttextposaion(rcoord.tOW, rcoord.col);
_outt.xtiNurri>er 01 v.p.o.;");
rccord.row.- 1;
_settextpos~icn(rcoord.tOW. rcoord.col);
_outtextr vert.: ");
~ (vert_vp_valid) _outtextrlln1;
_ou1lexlrOIn");

_lTlOvelo(-2 • cr_eize_x, 0);
_fineto(2 • Ct_size_x, 0);
_lTlOveto(O, -2 • cr_size..Yl;
-,ineto(O, 2 ' Ct_'izej');
_ellipseLGBORDER, ·Of_size_x. ·Ct_sizej', Ct_size_x, cr_size"y);
I' d,aw the horizon line; d,aw the horizontal vanishing points .,
_selcolor(4); I' red .,

y_hori - -y_,atio • camel.i.Oim • tan..,ph;

.Is.

_lTlOveto(-x_,atio • cameralO , camera.Kx, y_hori);
-'ineto(win_width • 3 - x_ratio· clllTlllra.JO' cameraKy, y-hor~;
_setcolor(color[HORllONTAL]):
lor (vp_n, _ 0; vp_rv < nmbr_hcrLvp; vp_nr++)
il (hori_vp_tab(vp_nr).nr >- MIN_NMBR_L1NES)

record.row ._ 1;

_S8ttextposaion(rccord.,ow, rcoord.col);
sprintl(string: horl; %d", nmbr_ho<Lvp):
_cultext(otting);

{

rcoord.row.- 1;

xJXlS - x-,alio • hori_vp_'ab{vp_nr).x;
y..,pos - y_ratio • hori_vp_tab[vp_nr].y;
_moveto(xJXlS ·2 • et_size_x, YJXlS);
_lineto(x..POS + 2 ' Of_size_x, YJXlS);
_IT'Oveto(xJXlS, YJ)OS ·2 ' Cf_sizej');
_linelo(xJ!OS. y"pos + 2 • Cf_sizej');
_ellipseLGBOROER, xJ)OS' Of_size_x, YJ)OS • cr_sizej'.
x,jlO!l + Cf_siz._x, YJ)OS + cr_size"y):

_8ettextpos~ion(rcoord.row,

rcoord.col):
sprintl(slring; ether: %d", nmbr_othr_vp);
_outt.xt(string);

record.row .- 2;
_S8tteldpos~ion(rcoord.row,

rcoord.col);

_outtexlilntrinsic par's:1;

(coord.row.- 1;
_S8nextposaion(rcoord.row, rcoord.col);
sprintl(olring; f - %.3r. cameral);
_cuttext(string):

I' draw the vertical vanishing point .,
n(ve.t_vp_valid)

(coord.row ._ 1:
_settextpos~ion(rcoord.row,

r

rcoord.col);
%.31", TO_OEGR(cameraph~);

rcoord.col);
sprintf(string: Dim _ %.31", camera.Dim);
_outtextlotring);

I
_oelcOlor(colo.(VERTICAL));
XJ)OS •

,00000.fOW._ 1;

x_ralio • vert_vp.x;

yJ)OS - Lratio • vert_vp.y;
_movelo(x,jlOS' 2 • cr_size...... YJXlS);
-,ineto(xJlO6 + 2 • cr_size_x, YJXlS);
_moveto(x,jlOS. YJXlS' 2 • Cf_siz.j');
Jinelo(xJlO6, YJXlS • 2 • Cf_size...Y);
_ellipseLGBORDER, XJ)OS • c,-size-", YJXlS • "_oizej',
XJl()S + cr_size_x, yJ)OS + Of_sizej');

_settextposaion(rcoord.row, rcoord.col);
&Printl(slring:
(%.31)". cameralx);
_outtexl(stting);

rcoord.row._ 1:
_settextposaion(rcoord.row, rcoord.col);
sprintf(string: I _ (%.31)", cameraly);
_outtextlstring);
record.row .- 1;
_settextposijion(rcoord.row, rcoord.col);
sprintf(string;
(%.31)", cameralz);
_outtext(stting);

r draw the other-type vanishing points "
_setcolor(coIor[OTHER)l;
lor (vp_nr. 0; vp_rv < nmbr_olht_vp; vp_nr++)
(
xJXlS - x-,atio ' othr_vp_tab(vp_nr).x;
YJXlS - YJalio • othr_vp_lablvp_nr).y;
_moveto(xJ'O$ • 2 ' cr_size_x, yJ)Os);
_linelo(x,jlO!l + 2 • cr_o;ze_x, yJ)OS);
_nlOvelo(xJlQS, y"pos • 2 • ",_size...Y);
.-,ineto(x..,oos. y_po$ + 2 • cr_size...Y);
_ellipseLGBORDER. xJ)Os • cr_size_x. y.JX>s • Ct_sizej',
x-JlO5 + cr_size_x, YJlQS • CI'_sizej');

.,

rcoord.row ._ 2;
_settextposaion(rcoord.row, rcoord.coll;
_outtextrEldrinsic par's:-);

rcoord.row ._ 1:
_S8ttextpos~ion(rcoord.row.

rcoord.col);
sprintf(.tring," dio' _ %.31", camera.Dollj);
_outtext(string);
rcoord.row +_ 1:
_settextposaion(rcoord.row, rcoord.col);
sprinll(string: theta. %.31", TO_OEGR(camera.theta));
_outtext(string);
rcoord.row +_ 1:

I' draw the camera image .,
lor (next_'ne _ 0; next-'ine < nmbr_2Dline; nex,-r,ne++)
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r draw the image edges "/

I

_rectang1eLGBORDER, win_x, winJ, win_x + win_width· 1, winJ +
win_height· 1);
_SCltcliprgn(win_x + I, winJ + I, win_x + win_width· 2, win..Y + win_heighl •

begin_lIIx. &_2Dverlex_'abL20Iine_tab[nexUine).beginvtx • 1);
enee\/Ix • &_2Ovenex_tabL2Dline_tablnexUne).endvIX· 1);
_setcolorloolotL20Iine_lab[nex,-fine~type));

2);

_mowto«short)(x_ratio "begin_vtx->x), (shonl(y-ratio " begin_v!X·>y)):
_'ineto«shOrl)(x_ratio 'end_Vlx·>x), (shorl)(va1io 'end_Vlx,>y));

_setlogo'g(win_x + 1 + x_'alio ' camera.1O / camera.Kx,
winJ + win_height· 2 + v_ratio ' cameraJO / cameraKy);

I

r

marl< the oplical osnlre in the image '/
",_sizeJ • win_height /100;

gelchO;

r

retum to the texl ocreen '/
lo_texlO;

Cf_size_x .. ccsize...,y • sCf_ralio...,pix;
_moveto(·2 ' cr_size_x, 0);
_tineto(2 ' cUhze_x, 0);
_movelo(O. ·2 ' cr_sizeJ);
_tineto(O, 2 ' c,-"ize..Y);
_ellipseLGBORDER, ·cr_size_x, ·cr_size..Y, cr_size_x, Cf_size..Yl;

retum(O);
sho,ulassl(J '/

)r

wid dr__soeneQ

r d,aw Ihe sosne or model image '/

r draw !he seene image '/

_seloolor(obLoolo<l;
l (mode •• 0)
for (nexUine • 0; nexUine < nrnl,,_20Iine; nexUine++)

I
drawJmage(O,5);

(

getchO;

I r dr__"""""O '/

begin_\/Ix. &_2Dvertex_tabL20ine_tab{next_fine].bBginlllx • 11;
end_vtx • &_2Dvertex_labL20Iine_tab[ne"'jine).endvIX • 1);
_movelo((shOl1)(x_ratio' begin_vtx·>x), (shert)er_ratio 'begin_IIIx'>yJl;
_finelo«short)(x_ratio ' end_vlX,>xl, (short)(y_ratio' end_vtx·>y));

void dr__model(J

r draw the model, lransformed into 2-0, assuming the g,aphics screen has

I

aIleacly been selected '/

else

I

tOl (nexUine. 0; nexUine < nrrbr_modeUine; nextjine++)

draw_image{1,14);

(

gelchQ;

begin_Vlx • &modeL20vIX_lab[modeUine_tab[nexUnelbeginlllx • 1);
end_Vlx • &modeL2Dvtx_lab{modeUne_tab[nextjine).endlllx - I);
_moveto«ohort)(x_ratio • begin_Vl.·>x), (shert)er_ratio 'begin_IIlx'>yJl;
_Gnelo«(short)(x_latio ' end_vlx-»), (short)(y_ratio ' end_IIlx·>yJl;

)

void dr.Umage(int mode, short obLcolor)

)

I

r display the sosne image (mode .0) or the model image (mode. I),

_sellogorg(O,O);
I' draw_imageQ "/

I

using ooIor [obLcoIor) '/
lItTuet _2Overtex 'begin_vlx, 'end_Vlx;
in! next_fine, vp_nr, coLnr;
short sc,"-width, scr_height. I' screen parameters '/
win_x, win..Y, win_widlh, win_height, I' drawing window par's '/
char_width, char_height, c,_size_x, ct_sizeJ, y_hori, im_31ea_width,
param_area_coIs .20. param_area_rows • 26, X.,J>OS, y.,J>OS;
dOltlle scale_x. 0.9, scale..Y • 0.9,
SCf_ratio_mm. (4.0 I 3.0). SCf_,atio-..Pix, ca.m_ratio_mm. x_ratio,
y_fIlIio;
struct rcooord rcoord; I' needed for toxt p1ace"",n' on Ihe $188n "
char string[l00];

r

calculate parameters '/
Set_width. graph_confog.nurrucpixels;
ocr_height. graph_oonfig.numypixels;
char_width. SCf_width 'glaph_config.numtextcols;
c:lIar_height • scr_height 1 graph_config.numexlrows;
scr_ratio"'pix. scr_width / (SCI_ratio_nnl ' ocr_height);
r lake a normal screen ,atio widttvheight in mmlmm of 4/3 '/
c:am_ratio_mm. camera.size_x ' camera.Ky / (camera.sizeJ ' came,a.Kx);
im_area....widlh • sc,,-width • (param_area_cols + 0.5) , char_width;

• (earn_ratio_mm > im_area_width ' scuatio_mm 1 (double)scr_widlh)

I
win_width. scale_x' im_area_width;
win_height. win_width / (scrJalio...,pix ' camJaticUTlm);
win_x. (1 - scale_x) • im_area_widlh / 2;
win..Y. (ocr_height - win_height) /2;

l
else

I
win_height. scale..Y ' ocr_height;

win_width ••cr_ratioJ)ix • win_height· tan'Ltatio_mm t
win_x. (inn_area_width • win_width) / 2;
winJ. (1 - scaleJI ' oc,_height /2;

l
x_ratio. (win_width· 2) , camora.Kx / (double)came,a,size_x;
y_raIio - (2 • win_height) , camera.Ky / (double)camero.size..Y;

r draw-separating line "/
r

_setcolor(15);
whde "
_moveto(im_a,ea_widlh • 1,0);
_tinelD(inn_area_width - I, scr_heighl' 1);
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r--·-------·------·--·-······-·····--·F~e

printl("Out of memory for ");
switch(err_nr)

: ERRORMSG.C
: Conlains the fu!'ctiona usedto generate
error messages.

Abstract

Author

{
1: prin~("L2Overtex_tab[)) in function (read_soene())In");b<eak;
case 2: prinll("L2Dline_tabffi in function [read_soeneO)V1"); break;
case 3: printl("(vp_tabQ] in function pilter_Ver1O)ln"); break;
case 4: printl("(hOfLvp_tabDJln"); break;
C3Se 5: prinUr(hori_line_tab(J]ln"); break;
case 6: printf("[othUine_tabDlln1; break;
case 7: printf("[othr_vp_tabDJln"); break;
case 8: printl("pine_occur(J) in function paoeIUoJinesOIln"); break;
case g: printl("[modeL3Dline_tablJ] in function Paces_to_inesO)ln");
break;
case to: printlr[modeL3Dvtx_tablll in function [read_modeIOIln"); bnsak;
case 1t : printlr[modeUaoe_tab[)J in function [reaICmode~))In"); break;
case 12: P,.,tlr[modeL2DvtlUablll in function [tranaform_modeIO)ln");
break;
case 13: printfrpine_corresp[)J in function [get_line_correspOIln");
br""";
case 14: printfr[DxyzOO] in function [veraY_modeIO)ln"); break;
case t 5: printfr[coeffsD[)) in function (verily-modeIO)ln"l;

C3Se

: Jan Stap
Eindhoven University of Technology
Department of electrical engineering

Name of the program

: GET3D.EXE
: May 5, 1992
: ESPRIT PROJECT 5369 (HEPHAESTOS 1)

Date
By order 01
Updates:

I date

name

abstract

-----------------_._-_._--",
'include "get3d.h"

break;
case t6: pr.,tfrpine_errorsffi in function (verify_modeIO)ln");
void file_error(int err_nr)

br""";
case t7: printlr[modeL2Dvtx_tab[)) in function [verily_modeIO)ln");

r Prints the error message lor file error err_nr.

break;

In case of input error x the function Chat uses this function
win return error code ·x.
global vat'a: none

return: no return
(

.,

switch(err_nr)

void proc_err.,,(int err_nr)
Prints the error message for processing error err_nr.
In case of error x the function that uses (his function
will return eftor code -4x.
global var's: none
re1urn; no return
./

r

{
case
case
case
case

1:
2:
3:
4:

printf("lnputfile could not be openedlnj; break;
printf("lnputfile could not be closedY>"); break;
prinll("Outputlile could ncl be openedln"l; break;
printf("Outputlile could ncl be cIosed\n"); break;

(

}

}

Swilch(err_nr)

(
void d2d_error(int er,-nr, int line_O')
Prints the error """'sage for error err_nr, All errors apply to
the given D2D·file.
In case of input error x the function that uses this function

case 1: prinlf("A model vertex is out of scope in function [geeDsO)ln");
break;
case 2: prinlf("" scene line has length zero in function [caIc3oeffsOJln");
break;
case 3: p,inlf("The model does not match the scene image in function

r

wiB return error code 1x.
&

[ver~Y-InodeIO)ln"J;

globaJ var's: 1ine_nr'

return: no return
{

~I

break;
case 4: prinlf("The system of unknowns could not be solved in function
[solve_systemO)ln");

sw~ch(err_nr)

I
case 1:
case 2:
case 3:
case 4:

break;
case 5; pr.,tI("A model vertex is out of scope in function [caIc_aub(J)In");
break;
case 6: printf("No graphics screen is availableln");
break;

printl("Missing or incorrect vertex data "); break;
prinllrUnexpected end of file "); break;
printf("Missing or incorrect line data "J; bre... ;
prinll("Missing or incorrect parameter data "J; break;

}
prinll("in line 'Yod of input fileln",~ne_nr);

} r d2d_errorO "'
void d3d_error(inl err_nr, int line_nr)
Prints the error message for error err_nr. All errcrs apply to
the D3D·file given.
In case of input error x the function that uses this function
wiY return error code .2x.
globaJ vat's: 1ine_nr'

r

return: no return

.,

(
switch(81r_nr)

(
case 1:
case 2:
case 3:
case 4:

prinlf("Unexpected end of tile "J; break;
printl("Syntax error "); break;
prinlf("Unknown vertex aection error "); break;
prinll("Unknown faces section error "); break;

I

prinllral ~ne %d of input fUeln",line_nr);
d3d_errorO "

}r

void mem_error(int err_nr)

r Prints the error mes58ge for memory error err_nr.
In case of error x the function that uses this function
will return error code -3x.
global var's: none

relum: no return

'/
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